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PREFACE

an interest in the history of the church of jesus

christ of latter day saints in switzerland was aroused early

in the authors lifeolifeilfedifeo this interest developed through the

hearing about the conversion of his maternal great great
great grandfather johannes zollinger to the mormon church in

urdorfburdorf zurich switzerland in 186101861 about one year later
the zollinger family emigrated to ziousziouy sailing from

liverpool england on the windermere on march 15y 1862

they joined other latter day saint emigrants in providence

cache county utah where they settledosettledsett sinceledo this time

some twenty of johannes zollingerszollingergslingersZolzoiZollin descendantsgergs have served

as mormon missionaries in the german speaking nations of
europeoeurope the author had the privilege of serving in switzer-
land from december 1958 to june 1961 during this time he

labored in arbon riehenrichen pratteinprattelnqprasteinPrat winterthurwinterthurphinterthurWintertein zurichthurthurpthurs

basel and completed his mission as the director of the

bureau of information on the swiss temple grounds in

zollikofenzollikofer switzerlandswitzerlandeSwitzer inlande 1969 while doing graduate work

in LDS church history and doctrine at the brigham young

university 9 the author found that a complete history of the
mormon church in switzerland had never been written
knowing that the written history of the church of jesus

christ of latter day saints would not be complete without
iv

zion
15
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this segment of its history the author undertook the task
A careful study was made of all known available

material pertaining to the history of mormonism in switzer-
land some of the more useful sources of information
concerning the LDS church in switzerland werewereaberea

lo10 mission manuscript histories there are
numerous volumes of large looseleafloose foliosleaf containing the
history of the missions in which switzerland was involved
some of these were the italian swiss mission manuscript

history 1850 1851 the swiss mission manuscript history
18511940 the swiss and italian mission manuscript history
18541860 the swissitaliangermanitalian missiongerman manuscript

history 18611868 the swiss austrian mission manuscript

history 194619591946 the1959 swiss mission manuscript history
19621970 the frencheastfrench missioneast manuscript history 1961-

1970 the italian mission manuscript history 196919701969 the1970

european mission manuscript history was also consulted

these are located in the LDS church historians office in

salt lake cityocitycilyo
202 the latter day saints millennial star and derper

stern LDS church publications in europe containing

pronouncements of church programs and doctrines news of

emigration companies correspondence and annual statistical
reportsoreportsreport complete sets are available at both the church

historians office and brigham young universityouniversity
30 the swiss and german mission manuscript historyhis

by andrew jensenojensenjensena there were several volumes of materials
compiled by elder jensen as he served as assistant church

1

1851 1940

1854 1860 swiss italiangerman
9

1962 1970

3
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historianohistorian located in the church historians office in salt
lake cityocilyo

40 the improvement era the instructor and the
church news section of the deseret news were valuable
sources of material pertaining to switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit

50

zerlando

books and articles on specific problems relating
to the general history and the history of the LDSIDS church in

switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit

ae6e

zerlando

journals diaries letters memoirspmemoirsmemoir9 andsp

personal interviews from leaders missionaries emigrants

and members have provided the author with much eyewitnesseye

material

witness

valuable to this history
the library of the church historians office at the

church headquarters in salt lake city was the chief source

of information on the history of the LDS church in switzer-

land here the church assembled the manuscript histories
journals reports and other useful materials other

materials have been taken from the brigham young university

library in provo utah and the utah state historical
society library in salt lake city utah

Ci ty
4

5
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CHAPTER I1

SWISS historical background

introduction TO THE COUNTRY

switzerland best known for its lofty alpine peaks

precision watches and political neutralityneutralityp is among the
smallest of the modern nations of europeoeurope it is surrounded

by the great nations germany france italy austria and

the tiny principality lichtensteinolichtenstein because switzerland is
pluralingualplurilingualplura itlingual has three official jamessnamesinamess DIE SCHWEIZ in

the german language SUISSE in the french language and

SVIZZERA in the italian languageolanguagelanguageslangulengu swissageo postage stamps and

coins are marked HELVETIA the latin name for the countryocountrycoun

the

tryo

english name switzerland is a form of schwizerlandschwizerlandpSchwizerland

the name by which the swiss called their country until mid

eighteenth centuryocentury this name was adopted from the

original name schwyzschwez chosen by a group of communities

which united together in an alliance in the thirteenth
centurycenturyo through the centuries this alliance has grown to

include the twenty two can tons and three half cantons which

leo1eieoae bonjour ho so offler and go ro potter A short
history of switzerland londonlondonibondoniLon oxforddoni university press
1952po 20

A canton is a geographical division much like the
designation state in the united statesstatescstatescu

1

1

H S G R

1952 ppo 2

aa2a

Cantons2
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now constitute present day switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit

switzerland

zerlando

is the most mountainous country in
europe with the snow clad alps and the jura mountains

covering about three fourths of the landoland this causes the

estimated population of 623700062375000 to be crowded into the

cities of geneva 9 lausanneLaU bernBanne luzern and zurich which

lie on the plateau that reaches across the nationonationnations there
are approximately 3400-63406340.63406 persons per square mile in switzer
landoland 3

swiss political neutrality established at the
congress of vienna in 1815 enabled the nation to remain

free from the economic setbacks suffered by other european

nations because of the world warsowars this has made switzer-
land a nation of economic stabilityostabilitystabilit theyo economic well-

being of the nation is among the highest in europe with a

per capita income of 2244o-00o2244000-0

christianity REACHES switzerland

the exact date of the introduction of christianity
into switzerland is not knownoknown at the time when jesus

christ was active in his ministry in palestine the whole

area of modern switzerland was under the administration of

the roman governmentogovernmentgovernmentsGovern itmento was during the roman occupation of

the area that christianity was brought to the helvetian

the accounts of the introduction of the christian

george roR potter switzerland 00 encyclopedia
britannica 1970 xxip 5440

encyclo diadla
XXI

224-4002244002244.00
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faith into switzerland are mostly legendaryolegendarylegen itdaryo is the
opinion of most historians that the new faithaithfalthalth came into the
area as a part of the roman culture being brought in by

merchants workers and soldiersosoldierssoldiersonsolsoi thedierso oldest and most often
quoted legend holds that a christian legion recruited by

the romans from thebais in egypt and commanded by an

officer maurice was massacred in lower valaisbalais by orders of

emperor maximianusMaxim whoianus was carrying on persecutions against

the christians throughout the empireoempirio this incident which

took place between 280300280 A300 do gave the present day

stost moritz its nameonamecameo it4 is certain that christianity was

known in that area by 381 AD y since the first catholic
bishop on swiss territory was residing at martignycartignyMart atigny that
datedateo 5

at the time when this bishopric was active in

martignycartignyMart christianityigny was being introduced in geneva from

gaul again not by formally called missionaries but by means

of merchants and government officialsoofficial from these two

starting points catholicism spread into lausanne solothurnSolo

augst

thurn

baselabaselpBa andselp zurichozurich it continued its spread over the

alps into chur bregenzbregent and arbonoarbonarbeno chur became the location
of another bishopric in the middle of the fifth century

the roman culture and religion were not yet firmly

linallna hug and richard stead famous nations new
yorkiyorks go po putnamsputnamosputnamsrPutnaPut sonsmsnamOs 1893 po 420

johannes dierauer geschichtegeschjlhte der schweizerischenSchweizer
eidgenassenschaft

ischen
bern verlag herbert lang and cu AG

1967 V llo110lioiioilo

f

of ten

AD

P 42

5johannes

11

so
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supports1pport

aw6w D

4

established in helvetia for the alamannialamannipalamannicAlaman anip teutonic tribe
crossed the rhine river and the jura mountains and took

possession of northern helvetia around 406 AD A few years

later in 443 ao-doaa-do the nation of the burgundiansBurgund settledians on

the shores of lake geneve thus possession of the whole

territory fell under teutonic ruleoruleruieguleo 6 at this time the

alamanni were worshippersshipperswor of nature deitieso on the other
hand the burgundiansBurgund hadians already been christianizedChristianichristianizer in the

arian faith with its denial of christschristos perfect divinity
the religious scene in switzerland again changed

when the germanics fell under frankishprankish rule beginning in

469 ao-doaa-do three decades later the great war lord clovis
converted to the orthodox christianity that had come with

the franks from romeorome

to the merovians and the carolingiansCarolin thegians alliance of
church and state was fundamental it proved to be the
most effective means of governing and educating the
heterogeneous empireempireoempirio in the great missionary work
which remained to be done the church could therefore
rely on active support and rich endowments from the
frankishprankish rulerrulers so 7

with this state support of religion and new numbers being

converted to the faith new bishopricsbishoprickbish wereoprics founded in
geneva lausanne and sion in french switzerland and in

basel vindonissa and chur in the easteasto

when the catholic monks from ireland led by

stost columbanus arrived in switzerland new impetus was

wo do mccracken the rise of the swiss republic
new yorki henry holt and coo 1908 po 230

bonjour offler and potter po 2532530

AD

1

AD

switzerlzeriand

R blicalic
co p 23

7bonjour p

zed
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given to the christianizing of the country from 610 to 623

ADado the missionary monks were active in the eastern areas

of helvetia at the latter date st columbanus went into
italy leaving behind his favorite follower gallus who was

too ill to travel gallus lived east of arbon which was

the beginning of the world famous abbey of st gallen in

the next decades stost gallengallon and the other monastic settle-
ments such as reichenau and einsiedeineinsiedeln did much in the

conversion of the people in eastern switzerland to
christianityochristianityChristiani

meanwhile

tyo

roman catholicism was gaining in strength

in french switzerland replacing the arianism that had

previously been introduced there at the beginning of the

sixth century geneva was the location of a bishopric as

were lausanne and valaisovalaisvalairobalais in the next centuries church and

state continued to grow closer until 800 AD when pope

leo III111ili crowned charlemagne emperor of the west charle-
magne almost totally united church and state in his empire

this caused the abbles to flourish and brought about the

erection of many churches and cathedrals throughout

switzerland thus the established religion in switzerland
was roman catholicism and so it remained until the protes-

tant reformation which brought many significant changes into

the religious life of the swissswissospisso

81bidqlbido p 51

8

ad-e
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THE IMPACT OF THE protestant reformation

since the establishment of christianity into
switzerland no movement has had a more profound effect on

the religious life of the swiss than did the protestant

reformation when martin luther opened the flood gates of

protest against the abuses of catholicism in germany the

swiss reformer ulrich zwingli jumped at the opportunity to

instigate a reform movement in his own countryocountrycoun thetryo

reformation on the continent came because the people

regarded the catholic church as being degenerateodegeneratedegeneratesdegener josephateo

fielding smith who became the tenth president of the mormon

church in 1970 said regarding the reformersreform

their
ersterso

mission was not 0 0 to set up the church of
christ 0 0 they were called to be forerunners of
that eventful day and did much to prepare the world 0

it was the spirit of the lord which rested upon them and
inspired them to fight against the abominations and
practices of their times committed in the name of
religionoreligionreligionsrelirellreil 9giono

thus as the spirit of god moved upon the people of europe

they were given a keener sense of discernment and moral

discrimination 0 0 by which men perceived the degradation

within the churchochurchcharcho lo101-0 this spiritual force caused zwingli

to look deep into both the religious and political aspects

hosephjoseph fielding smith essentials in church bistorhistoryhistor
13th edoeda salt lake cityicitys deseret book co 1950 ppap 19-

20

hyrum lo10 andrus mormonismMonnon andism the rise of western
civilization and the second american Revolutionrevolutionirevolutions erabrai ofpreparatpreparation brighambrigham young university extension 1966
p 3

7

ed

10hyrum L

i0b

10

Preparat on

gof
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of life in switzerland displeased with what he saw

zwingli set out to reform and humanize both church and state
in switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit

THE

zerlando

reformation OF EASTERN switzerland

zwingli activated his reform movement in eastern

switzerland in glarus where he began his ministryoministryminis aftertryo

observing the slaughter of young swiss mercenary soldiers as

they fought for the glory of other nations on foreign soil
zwingli openly attacked this practice in his sernionssennonsosennon after
a short period of these attacks he was forced to seek seclu-

sion at the roman catholic monastery at einsiedeinoeinsiedeln here he

was able to get an eyewitness look at the abuses of the roman

curia his ensuing sermons included strong outcries against

what he regarded as degenerate romanism in 1858 swingliswinggi

accepted the office of peoples priest in the grossmunstergrossrounsterGross

principal

munster

church of zurichozurich from this place of prestige
zwinglisingliszwinklisZw doctrines of political and religious reform spread

to schaffhausen stost gallen and into appenzelloappenzellpenzellopenzellappenzelleAp in the late
15200s1520s basel and bern became supporters of the zwingli reform

movementomovementmovementsmove

THE

mento

FOREST CANTONS RESIST

however in the waldstattenWald orstatten forest cantons of
zug uri luzern and schwyzschwez where traditional catholicism
had a stronghold zwinglian reform met fierce oppositionoppositionooppositionsopposit

A

ionolono

military confrontation at kappel in june of 159 ensued

reform

11v59

soserntonsions
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9

but a skirmish was averted through negotiation and all ill
feeling indeed subsided when the two armies came in sight
of each other 0 the peace of kappel was short lived when

the zwinglian cities of zurich and bern cut off the merca-

ntile supply from the wa lastaffldstaffen thus turning the fury of

the forest cantons on zurichozurich again the place of confron-

tation was kappel but this time zurich was unprepared for
battle and bern was slow at coming to aid and in the battle
zwingli was slainoslainblaino this established catholicism even

stronger in the forest cantons luzernluzem becoming the catholic
center of switzerland this was not however the death of
zwinglian reform in switzerland for heinrich bullinger a

gentle humanist and warm admirer of Zwinglizwinglimzwingli9-12Zwi wasngliM to carry

out his religious reform movement in the eastern cantons

where a foundation was firmly laidolaidleid

CALVINISM AND FRENCH switzerlandSWITZE

the

RIANDrland

reform movement was introduced into french

switzerland by the itinerate reformer william farel who

preached throughout the cantons of vaud and neuchatelNeu underchatel

the protection of the bern government farel was a

controversial figure having been expelled from basel as a

at times he

hug and stead po 2660266
bonjour offler and potter po 162

mccraken po 2040204

ll1-1

waldstatten

d-3winglian

13

12bonjour P

13mccraken p

f-anatic his preaching always excited the mob and his
harangues generally ended in a schuffleoschuffleschufflerschuff 01leoieo

9-12

12

13

9.9 p
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would stop a priest on the road and flingling into the river the
host or the relics he carried 0

14 when he went to geneva in
1532 his very name so stirred the catholics there that he

was obliged to flee for his lifeolifeilfedifeo 9-15 butbecausebut because geneva

needed the political support of bern farel and one of his
disciplisdisciplidsdisciplesdis vandoirVanciplis weredoir able to establish themselves in
geneva in 153415349 where they promoted the zwinglian doctrine

in 15369 two years after farel began his work in
geneva john calvin who had recently written his famous

christianaechristianbeChristi religionisreligionsrelianae institutioinstitutiongionis came through geneva

farel was deeply impressed by the profundity and incisive-
ness of his young friends book 0 0 invited him adjured

him in gods name to stayostayetayo 16 calvins presence in geneva

soon had a profound influence on both the secular and

ecclesiastical institutions of the city but not without

opposition which forced him to flee into temporary banish-

ment in strassburg until 154101541 upon returning calvin gained

the upper hand in church and state affairs and geneva became

a place of glory to those who followed his doctrinesodoctrinesdoctrin sooneso

calvincalvins disciples were to gather by the thousands from many

nations to genevaogenevagenerao contrary to what might have happened

however calvinism did not spread into all of french

switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit zwinglianismzerlando was to expand its grasp into the

cantons of vaud and neuchateloneuchatelNeuch

hug

atelo

and stead po 275 0 ibido

bonjour offler and potter po 168
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in 1850 the religious population of switzerland
included 1417774 protestants 971820 catholics and

3146 jewsjewsojelso thus17 the protestant reformation had opened

the way for the establishment of other religions in

switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit

THE

zerlando

sonderbund WAR

after the protestant reformation had broken down

catholic domination in switzerland many religious and

political conflicts continued to prevent the unification of

the country the sonderbund war of 1847 however did

finally lead to the establishment of the federal consti-
tution of 184801848 the sonderbund war began developing when

the liberal cantons of switzerland joined in an alliance
known as the concordat of the seven wherein they mutually

agreed to defend their cantonal rightsrightsorightson meanwhile the

conservatives were doing almost the same thing calling

their alliance the league of sarnenosarnensannenocarnen these alliances were

not confessional in character until 1834 when the articles
of baden were written up these contained a program of

ecclesiastical reform and transformed the struggle into a

religious quarreloquarrelquarrelsquar whenreloreio the protestant controlled canton of
aargau suppressed its monasteries in 1841 catholics claimed

a breach of the federal pact of 1814 which allowed the free
exercise of religionoreligionreligionsrelirellreil theygiono rose up in indignation and

latter day saints millennial star liverpool and
london england 184019701840 XIV1970 january 1 1852 3 here-
after cited as millennial starestaro

free

17latter17
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stormed the cantonal capital aarguamargua but were defeated the
protestant controlled liberals concluded that the riot had

originated in and been supported by the monasteries this
led to their being dissolved and their subsequent seculari-
zation which aroused the catholic world far beyond the

frontiers of switzerlandoswitzerlandSwitzerlando

the militant order of jesuits aligned themselves

behind the catholics and soon a struggle developed in which

the whole of switzerland and all classes of the people took

a feverish part rarely had civil war in switzerland been

preceded by such profound disturbance the jesuits were

declared a national peril and liberal protestants in bern

and aargau attacked their monasteries in luzernoluzernlucerno in

december of 1845 seven catholic cantons luzern uri
schwyzschwez unterwaldenUnter zugwalden fribourg and valaisbalais joined into a

secret alliance known as the sonderbund A national diet in

bern declared the sonderbund a violation of the 1814 consti-
tution which provided that no canton should enter upon

alliances which might be prejudicial to the confederation or

to the right of other cantons 20 the diet decreed that the
sonderbund should be dissolved the seven catholic cantons

refused and general william henry dufour led the protestant

troops into war against the sonderbund after thirty five
days of civil war resulting in 128 deaths and 435 being

wounded the catholic cantons were defeated

bonjour offler and potter p 259

ibid po 260 ibid p 272
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THE FEDERAL constitution OF 1848

following the sonderbund war the various religious
and political factions in switzerland joined together in

bern to attempt to unite the nationonationnations from the national
council developed the federal constitution of 184801848 supreme

in this constitution were the rights of the people and the

citizen8citizentiscitizencitizensciti
the

zentis

bund constitution secured freedom before the law
freedom of settlement of worship of the press of
association and of trade and industryindus thistryo time it
was not as under the helvetic republic 9 a catalog of
abstract principles but of real liberties which had
been won by hard strugglesostrugglesstruggle 21

thus after many centuries of turmoil from internal and

external sources the swiss were finally able to sit down as

a unified body with political and religious diversity to

set forth the direction the nation was to follow in the

future years

with the official declaration of religious freedom

thus established the stage was set for the introduction of

the church of jesus christ of latter day saints into
switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit

bonjour

zerlando
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CHAPTER II11

THE introduction OF MORMONISM

INTO switzerland

MORMON beginnings IN AMERICA

the church of jesus christ of latter day saints was

officially organized on april 6 1830 with joseph smith

its first elder 0 who was called of god and ordained

an apostle of jesus christochrist prior to the organization of

the church in fayette new york joseph told of having

received several heavenly manifestations of special signi-

ficance was the experience he had in the spring of 1820 when

he sought god through prayer desiring divine direction as

to which of the churches or sects he should joinjoiuotoiuo while

praying joseph later wrote there appeared to him two

personages whose brightness and glory defy all description

hereafter the above church may be designated as the
church mormon church the restored church and mormonscormons
interchangeably 0

an elder is an officer of the higher or melchizedek
priesthood of the churchochurchcharcho this term is also used to desigbesig
nate any leader of high position in the mormon church

the doctrine and covenants salt lake citycityicitti the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1952 202
this book contains revelations mainly given to joseph smith
in the nineteenth century and is accepted as scripture by
latter day saints 9 hereafter cited as D & co

15

2f
1-13
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0 0 one of them spake unto me calling me by name and said
pointing to the other this is my beloved sonsono hear him04
upon asking the lord which church to joinojoinboino joseph smith was

told to join none of them for they are all wrongowrongbrongo joseph

later went on to say that he had received a promise that
the fullness of the gospel should at a future time be made

known unto meo after a period of waiting and preparation
of three and a half years joseph smith was again visited by

an angelic being who introduced himself as moroniomoroni accord-

ing to joseph smith the messenger said
0 0 that the preparatory work for the second coming of
the messiah was speedily to commence that the time was
at hand for the gospel in all its fullness to be preached
in power unto all nations that a people might be pre-
pared for the millennial reignoreignbeigno

joseph was then informed that he was to be instrumental in

accomplishing thisothischiso

thus 9 on september 22 1827 the angel moroni again

appeared to josephojoseph this time he intrustedtrusteduntrustedin to joseph some

plates which contained s

earl of great price salt lake city the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 1952 joseph smith 217
this is another volume of mormon scripture and contains the
writings of ancient prophets as well as those of joseph
smithsmithy hereinafter cited as po of go P

epa5pa5pd of go-p joseph smith 2819

mosephjosephhoseph smith history of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints ed bab7 H roberts 2nd ed rev salt
lake citycityicitti deseret book coo 1966 IV 536 hereafter cited
as dhcoDHCdaco

ido71bid

himoll4lla114iks

5

me 8-861-16
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the history of ancient america 0 c 0 from its settlement
by a colony that came from the tower of babel at the
confusion of languages to the beginning of the fifthcentury of the christian eraoeraarao

with the help of an ancient instrument called the urimarim and

thummimThum themim young prophet translated the record by the

gift and power of godogod this record was named the book of
mormonomormonmormino hence members of the church of jesus christ of

latter day saints are often called mormonscormonsMor becausemons of the
acceptance of this book as holy scriptureoscripturescripturesscrip

following

tureo

the coming forth of the book of mormon

joseph smith experienced other heavenly manifestationsomanifestationsmanifestation in

the spring of 1829 two such manifestations took placeoplaceplacco in

the first on may 15p 1829 john the baptist appeared to

joseph smith and conferred upon the priesthood john himself

had held when he baptized jesus christ in early christian
timesotimestimeson the second manifestation took place in june 1829

when peter james and john conferred upon joseph smith the

ancient apostolic priesthood thus enabling the prophet to

act in the name of godogod therefore the church of jesus

christ of latter day saints makes the claim to be a restored
church and not an off shoot or a body in protest against

catholicismcatholicisnio being convinced that the restoration of the

ancient gospel actually happened and having the divine

injunction impressed upon his mind to take the gospel to all
nations joseph smith in 1830 set out to accomplish this

f rom

a-beginning fif th

1-19

15

V

far reaching taskotask
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UNTO EVERY NATION

the first missionary activities of the church of

jesus christ of latter day saints were in the eastern united
states where the restoration movementmovement9movements beganbegano9 samuel smith

brother of the prophet joseph smithsmithy began active proselytproselyte

ing in new york in early summer of 183001830 in the fall of

that year four mormon missionaries went to the american

indians on the western frontier of the united statesostatesstateson mormon

memberships soon grew and when the second annual conference

of the latter day saint church was held in kirtlandKirtlankirtian ohio

in june of 1831 there were more than 2000 presentopresentcresentopre

missionary

sento

activities next spread into eastern canada and

covered the northeast united statesstatesostateson in april of 1837

latter day saint missionaries were sent to great britainobritainbrittinoBri

this
taino

mission was highly successful with several hundred

british joining the church in the next four yearsyearsopearso these

extensive proselyting efforts were accomplished by a church

still few in number amidst poverty and bitter persecution

persecutions AND THE MARTYRDOM
OF JOSEPH SMITH

from the earliest days of the mormon church it has

faced great opposition and persecutionpersecutiono because of these
persecutionsperseoitions joseph smith and his followers were forced to
move from place to place during the first decades of the

church0schurches existenceoexistenceexistences soon after its organization in new york

the saints were forced to flee to ohio in 183101831 part of

dil
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them remained there 9 until 1838 while others settled in
missouri during this periodoperiodperiods finally opposition became so

intense in these two states that refuge was taken in

illinois in 183918390 persecution however did not subside and

after endless arrests on false charges and many incarcera
tionseions joseph smith the mormon prophet was finally martyredmarty

june

red

27 1844 at carthagecarthage9 illinoisoillinoisillinoiseIllin9 manyoisoolso thought and some

hoped that this would be the end of the church of jesus

christ of latter day saintsosaintssaintlo but brigham young successor

to joseph smith and leader of the mormon exodus to the west

carried forth the divine assignment to teach the restored
gospel to every nation kindred tongue and people

MISSION TO ITALY

at the general conference of the church of jesus

christ of latter day saints in october 1849 brigham young

called several apostles to go on missionsomissionsmission among those

receiving calls was lorenzo snow who was chosen to go to

italyoitalyitalio 10 called as elder snows companion on this important

mission to europe was joseph torontootorontoToron

accordingly

too

these men traveled to italy via new york

and london where they called thomas bo ho stenhouse a

recent convert to mormonism and jabez woodward also a

recent convert to accompany themthemo this group arrived in

andrew jen son church chronology salt lake city
utah deseret news press 1914 po 380

279

B H

loandrew jenson chrono
P 38

So
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geneva italy 9 on june 259 1850 0 one week later elders
stenhouse and toronto went to visit the protestant valleys
of piedmont later elders snow and woodward met them there
and on september 19 1850 they ascended a high mountain 9

which they named mto brigham near la tour valley of

luzern piedmont italy and organized themselves into the

first branch in that countryocountrycoun tryo elder snow later wrote

thatthatsthatt
there has long been an intimate connexion sic between
the protestants here and in switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit I1zerlando intend to
avail myself of the circumstance that the gospel may be
established in both placesoplacesplacedo 113

FROM ITALY TO switzerland

lorenzo snow called to bo ho stenhouse to carry the
message of the restored gospelgospelotgos intopelot protestant switzerland
beginning at genevaogenevagenerao before sending stenhouse on his way

the four missionaries again ascended mto brigham where

elder snow ordained stenhouse a high priest and prayed

that his way might be opened in switzerland for carrying

forth the work of the lord in that interesting countryocountrycoun m-14tryo

in a few days elder stenhouse traveled across the alps to
geneve where he began preaching december 1 1850 being the

ibid po 390 ibido p 400

millennial star XIII january 15 1851 250

elizaellza ro snow biography and family recordecord of
lorenzo snow salt lake city utah deseret news co 1844
ppap 174 175
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first latter day saint to set foot on swiss soil and the

first president of the swiss mission 15

EARLY EFFORTS IN FRENCH switzerland

the early effortsforts of to bo ho stenhouse to spread

the message of the restored gospel in geneve immediately

aroused the attention of the geneveseogeneveseGenev stenhouseeseo carried
two pamphlets by lorenzo snow with him into switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit

they
zerlando

were the voice of joseph and the ancient gospel

restored which stenhouse used to introduce the gospel to

the people later in a letter to the editor of the

millennial star stenhouse called geneva the protestant
rome and said that the coldness of calvinism was a barrier
to preaching from house to house and that no man ever knew

a stranger invited into the house of a genevese in

february of 1851 elder snow crossed the alps in a terrific
snow storm and met with elder stenhouseostenhouse during this visit
apostle snow dedicated the land of switzerland for the

preaching of the gospelogospelgospels he reported that elder stenhouse

had aroused interest among some intelligent swiss gentlemen

and he was much pleased with the prospect of establishing

the gospel in geneva I feel free1 he wrote and in a

free atmosphere and to prophecy good of switzerland 17

andrew jen son latter day saint biographical
encyclopedia salt lake city utahutahs deseret news press
1936 po 3853850

millennial star XIII june 15 1851 187

ibid po 230
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stenhouse later reported that since elder snow lsitedvisited and

left his blessing on the place investigation has increased
day by dayoday 18

evidently the first convert baptisms in switzerland
took place in march of 185101851 in a letter to the millennial
star official mormon church organ in great britain dated

april 1 1851 9.9 elder stenhouse reported commenced to
baptize and thinks that protestant switzerland will keep

pace with papal italy in yielding her sons and daughters to
1 Q

the everlasting gospel a

opposition BRINGS SUCCESS

in may of 1851 the first organized opposition to
mormonism in switzerland appearedoappearedappear Aedo reverend guers of the

calvinist church of geneve organized an expose against
mormonism in geneve which attracted a large audienceoaudienceaudiencesaudienceo As

the people began to leave the hall after the lecture elder
stenhouse stood outside the entrance and handed out the
ancient gospel restoredorestoredRes thetoredo tract lorenzo snow had published

earlier in italyoitalyitalio stenhouse reported that the exposeexposespos had

given us more notoriety in one night than we might have

accomplished by our own efforts for some monthsomonthsmontoso 20 sten

house accompanied his landlord home from the expose

their conversation centered naturally on religionoreligionreligionsrelirell
though

giono
not a member of the churchchurchy the landlord was

very disgusted with the patent exaggerations half
truths and falsehoods which the speaker had repeatedorepeatedrepeat

ibido

edo

p 1860186 p 1080108 ibidbid p186

v
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A few days later the landlord asked elder stenhouse
to baptize hirriohimcirrio 21

the landlord a mr 0 fredrick roulet was soon ordained an

elder and because of hi s knowledge of both the french and

german languages did much to further the efforts of

stenhouse in both french and german switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit

in

zerlando

the fall of 1851 elder stenhouse proceeded to

take the gospel to lausanne in the canton of vaud where he

baptized several peopleopeoplepeopled by the end of 1851 there were

twenty members of the church in geneva and a small group in

lausanneolausanneLausanneo in the spring of 1852 elder francois stoudemannStou

and

demann

elder robert morel arrived in switzerland and the first
branches congregations of the church were organizedoorganizedorgani

elder

zedo

stoudemannStou wasdemann called to preside in lausanne and elder
morel in genevaogenevagenerao

SERGE L BALLIF

among the people to join the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints in lausanne in 1852 was serge lo10 ballif
a protestant minister and a man of education and wealthowealthbealtho

ballif gave liberally of his means to the elders and poor

saints and made it financially possible for elder stenhouse

to publish a pamphlet called le reflecteuroreflecteurReflect thiseuroeur publication

began in february of 1853 and was a further step in promotingomoting

deseret news church news salt lake city
december 20 1958 po 160igo

snow ppoppapoap 2042-050204 2052050
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PIATE 111IIIlii
LE reflecteurREFLECT FIRSTEUR LDS publication IN switzerland
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a knowledge of the gospel among the saints and to publicize
the message of mormonism in french switzerland it was also
an attempt to solve the problem of not being able to hold

public meetingsomeetingsmeeting in the next months ballif financed the
publication of 1500 of these pamphlets each month which

were distributed in public places until the magazine was

suspended in december of 185301853

INTO GERMAN switzerland

on february 14 1853 elder stenhouse with his
landlord elder roulet and elder ballif as companions left
geneva on a mission to basel about 125 miles distancedistanceodistancesdist ofanceo

their arrival in that city he wrote

0 we were not a little surprised to find das buch
mormon in a booksellers window on inquiry we found
that a brief history of the mormonsqmormonscormonsMorgor 0mons originally
published in a berlin journal had found its way into
the german journals in this country and had created
more or less interest for the latter day work of godogod 24

the bookseller being in search of truth had heard of the

book of mormon from a book dealer in germany and had sent

for the book which had been translated into german by

john taylor in hamburg in 185201852 although the bookseller
showed interest in the church it is not known whether he

joined nor did stenhouse report any other baptisms before

he and his companions left the cityocitycilyo

journal231ournal history of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints january 31 1853 located in the church
historians officeofficer hereafter referred to as journal history

millennial star IV april 9 1853 2352350
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shortly after this initial visit to basel elder
george mayer was sent to the city 9 where some interest had

been aroused through the publications left there earlier by

stenhouse and through the influence of a respectable man-

ufacturer who was a brother to one of the members of the
church in lausanneolausanneLaus whenanneo mayer sought police permission to
stay in basel he was questioned concerning the book of
mormon and marriage in utahoutahitaho when he refused to be classi-
fied as either protestant or catholic he was sent awayoawayagwayo 25

mayer moved outside the city limits of basel stadt in basel
land where he was under the jurisdiction of a different
local governmentogovernmentgovernmentsgovern hemento began preaching in the small village
of birsfeldenBirs andfelden baptized sixteen persons in a short whileowhilephileo
mayer then traveled to zurich 9 where he continued to teach

the gospel to the german speaking swiss in december of 1853

FIRST conference IN switzerland

the first general conference of the church of jesus

christ of latter day saints in switzerland was held in
geneva on december 25 1853 under the leadership of elder
stenhouseostenhouse the general authorities id-ooio-oo y those on the
highest level of leadership were sustained and elder thomas

bo ho stenhouse was recognized as president of the swiss

missionomissionmissioneMiss thereionolono were six traveling elders present at the
conference including elder morel of canton geneva 9 elders
stoudemannStou anddemann savage of canton vaudvaudy elder ballif from

neuchatelNeu elderchatel secrist from basel and elder mayer from

millennial star XV july 23 1853 235

ie
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zurichozurich reports from the various cantons represented that
144 had been baptized 4 had emigrated and 20 had been

excommunicated 0
o260-220-26 there were 116 in attendance at the

conferenceoconferenceconferences

AREA DIVISIONS

in order to facilitate the administration of the
missionary work in switzerland the country was divided up

into conferences or districts in october of 185401854 these
were the geneva conference which included all of french

switzerland the zurich conference s having jurisdiction over

canton zurich and eastern switzerland and the basel confer-
ence comprising the cantons of basel stadt and basellandobaselbasei
traveling

landoland
elders were called to preside over each of these

areasoareasareano

when daniel tyler succeeded as president of the

swiss mission in 1854 he reported thatthatsthatt
operations were going forward 0 c 0 although feelings
were running high against the mormonsmonnonsmonnonecormons wherever the
elders were active 0 0 0 and the churches and the press
were united in their attacks upon the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 27

thus in the early 1850s mormonism was firmly

established as a religious phenomenon in switzerland

27 james bagely historical sketch of the swiss
german mission 0811 unpublished manuscript in church
historiansHistorian office salt lake city po 30
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CHAPTER III111ili
GROWTH DESPITE opposition

JOSEPH SMITH ON opposition

joseph smithsmithy the mormon prophet was the object of

continual opposition from the time he told the world of his
heavenly manifestations until he suffered a martyrs deathodeathdeatha

he bore these persecutions well and without maliceomalicemalicco toward

the end of his life he philosophically saidsaidisaldisaidtsald
the enemies of the church will never get weary of their
persecution against the church 0 0 0 he that will war
the true christian warfare against the corruption of
these last days will have wicked men and angels of
devils and all the infernalinf powerseinaleinai of darkness
continually arrayed against him when wicked and
corrupt men oppose it is a criterion to judge if a
man is warring the christian warfarewar

he

far-eJ

further said that it had always been the lot of the people

of god to suffer oppositionopposition9oppositions 9 but in bearing it well they

would be greatly rewardedorewardedrewarnewar

EARLY

dedo

opposition

during the first years that the mormon elders taught

the gospel in switzerland there arose immediate opposition

to the workowork it will be remembered that elder stenhouse was

ldhc1dhc V 141
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switzerland a short time when a protestant minister
reverend guers held an expose to warn the genevese

against mormonismmormonismeMormon earlyisme in 1851 a tract of forty six
pages was issued by a group of twenty protestant clergymen

against the churchchurchcchurchy toT B ho stenhouse wrote in answer to

this pamphlet a booklet called the mormonscormonsMor saintsmons of the

last days and their enemiesoenemiesEne 2mieso in the booklet stenhouse who

was to earn a substantial reputation for his literary ability
systematically answered all the charges made against the
mormonscormons and gave a brief history of the church of jesus

christ of latter day saintsosaintssaintlo
As the missionaries began their labors in other

swiss cities they were almost immediately met by the spirit
of oppositionooppositionoppositionsopposit shortlyiono after stenhouse began preaching in

lausanne the city council passed a law forbidding the
mormonscormons to hold public meetings when george mayer began to

labor in basel in 1853 he was immediately called before the

director of the policeopolicepoliced upon declaring his intention to

preach the book of mormon and the patriarchal order of

marriage he was sent awayoawayagwayo the3 canton of neuchatelNeu didchatel
not welcome the mormonscormons eitheroeitherelthermithero there a mob stoned elder

charles R savage in early 185401854 4

2derader stern XIIC june 1 1967 250

millennial star XV july 23 1853 470

millennial star XVI may 6 1854 282
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ZURICH imprisonments

down through the centuries zurich switzerland has
been the scene of a great number of clashes between

religionistsoreligionistsreligionist it was there that the patron saints felix and

regula were beheadedheadedbeheaderbe in medieval timesotimestimeson ulrich zwinglis
reform movement began there and the battle leading to the
peace of kappel took place there in june of 182901829 this
traditional spirit of religious intolerance still prevailed
when mormon missionaries began proselyting thereotheretherdo elder
george mayer one of the most zealous and capable men5

ever to represent mormonism in switzerland met stern
opposition in zurich in 185401854 he had only spent a few

months in the zurich area when persecutions began and this
because he had succeeded in baptizing sixty four persons

into the latter day saints churchochurchcharcho he wrotewrotesprotes

0 0 0 the preachers 9 finding that their craft was in
danger commenced publishing many lies against me
such as that I1 spoke against their lawslawso one preacher
011 0 01 ashman a baptistbaptis published e many lies and
said he hoped the authorities would drive me out of
zurich and vicinity 6

shortly after this mayer was arrested and ordered to

leave the elder stayed out of the sight of authorities and

continued to baptizebaptizeobaptizedbapti hezeo later went to the police and asked

why he had to leaveoleavea the director 0 said I1 was ordered

outooutauto and that was enough for me to know and if I1 did not go

bagely po 30

millennial star XVI july 1 1854 415
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willingly they would force me 7 he was then threatened by

a force of fifteen police but he persuaded them he was

their friend and had come to do them good and god and the
holy angels knew ito 8 he was finally imprisoned eight days

only to be released through the influence of members of the
church and the american consolateconsolatooconsolattoConsol

persecutions
ateoatOo

in zurich and surrounding areas
continued to grow as described by elder william so budge who

labored with elder mayer in weiningenweiningerWei aningen small village
outside zurich where the following incident took placeplacet

about 8 oclock in the evening while brother henry hug
had gone to baptize two persons a crowd gathered around
the house howling and swearing at us they forced open
window shutters 0 0 0 and entered where they were met by
two or three of the hug boys who endeavored to persuade
them to leave 0 0 the mob being in search of elder
mayer and myself 0 0 several men 0 0 dragged me to
the doorodoorbooro the brethren 0 0 0 made an effort and
succeeded in rescuing me when a general fight began 0 0

seven or eight persons against fifty who composed the
mobomob at this stage a small light 0 0 0 was extinguished
0 0 sister ragula hug immediately whispered 0 0 to
follow heroher I1 did so and by some crowding we reached
the doorway when a man got hold of me by the hairohair I1
quickly gave him a thrust in the stomach with my elbow

0 0 I1 ran from the house 0 decided to walk to
zurich where I1 arrived about 2 oclock in the morning
my body bruised 9 my head uncovered and my clothes very
much tornotorn

knowing the situation to be dangerous but not willing to

forsake the zurich saints budge returned to weiningenweiningerWei whereningen

he was arrested and marched eight miles at gunpoint to

zurich where he was imprisoned he described the jail as

followfollowsifollowss

it 1-18
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0 0 a small dark dirty underground dungeon the
ceiling of which was almost on the level of the streetstreeto
the only light admitted was through a very small narrow
opening close to the ceiling 0 0 0 there was a rough
wooden bench and some old ragged dirty blankets lying
on the floor beside it which constituted all the
furnishings 0 the cell was very damp I1 leaned
against the cleanest part of the wall a good many times
during the davday but never sat down for a period of
twelve hoursohoursbourso 10

finally budge was taken to another prison and then

released but he was to be the victim of thirteen more

arrests in the next weeksweekso during this time he met secretly
with the saints and organized themthemsrhems then fled to geneva

in spite of the persecutions mormonism continued to
grow in switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit Azerlando general priesthood council of the

church was held in geneva in october 18540 reports given

indicated that about three hundred had been baptized since

the beginning of the missionomissionmissionemiss 111iono at this conference elder
to bo ho stenhouse was released as mission president and

elder daniel tyler became president

publications TO ALLAY opposition

because of the increasing opposition met by mormon

missionaries the leadership of the swiss mission began

printing their own publicationsopublication the first of these was

called derper daxstellerdazstellerdarDaxDaz derstellersteliersteiler heiligenheiligerHei derligen letztenletzter tage the
representer of the latter day saintlosaintsoSain thetso prospectus of

the monthly magazine declared the intentions of the editors

ibido po 450
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were to instruct the latter day saints in the principles
and doctrines of the everlasting gospel 0 0 and to
enlighten and disabuse the public mind respecting us our

doctrines and our motivesomotivesmotimotl veso this publication did much to
accomplish the goals but the power of the clergy controlled
press made missionary activity almost impossible in

switzerland for a time

A standstill

concerning the slowdown of missionary activity in
1855 mission president tyler wrote

in the french portion namely the cantons of geneva
vaud and neufchatelNeuf sicchatel the work is almost dead
for a year and a half past nothing scarclyscarily has been
doneodoneboneo occasionally a person is baptized but
generally speaking there is no inquiry 1

concerning the german cantons he said

the progress of the work did not agree 0 with those
in authority and consequently our brethren were
arraigned before mayors judges etc imprisoned and
finally banished from the country at present there is
not a missionary in german switzerland 1

during this time leadership in the established branches of

the church was taken over by the native swiss convert

baptisms during 1855 numbered fifty six in all of switzer

millennial star XVII may 19 1855 318

the mormon new york city september 15 1855
p ae3e
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landlando some forty of these were performed by a local
member daniel bonelliobonellinelliobondellioBo 616

opposition FROM WITHIN

the spirit of opposition found its way into the

ranks of the church itself in the late 1850s18501 in the land of

the alpsoalpsaleso this was especially true in the zurich and basel

branches of the churchochurchcharcho in zurich henry baer former

president of the zurich conference openly rebelled against
john lo10 smith who succeeded daniel tyler as mission presi
dent in 185601856 baer sent the police after the elders and

said he would fill the dungeons of zurich again with

saintsosaintssaintlo 17 others followed baer into apostasy causing

eighteen to be excommunicated from the church in zurichozurich
the spirit of apostasy arose in basel when four members who

had done much to sustain the elders decided to emigrate

needing money they attempted to force the elders to pay them

for what they had doneodoneboneo these families displayed such

unchristianlike conduct they too were excommunicatedoexcommunicatedexcommunicate 18

swiss mission manuscript history MSS 1876 in
the church historiansHistoria officehs the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city utah all the various
manuscript histories diaries journals etc cited here
after unless otherwise noted are also found in the above
officeoofficeofficer

millennial16millennial16 star XVIII november 29 1856 762

jabez woodard diary october 24 1857o18570

jacob foutz secrist journal november 26 1854o18540
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rebaptismsBAPTISMSRE

when john lo10 smith took over the leadership of the
mission he proposed a rebaptism movement in the mission to
overcome apostasyoapostasy the proposition was unanimously

received19received and19 the elders began visiting each branch where

they rebaptizedbaptizedrebaptizerre those desiring to revitalize their faith in
mormonismomormonismMormoni bysmo the end of the year 1857 there were eight
branches in the mission and 525 membersomembersmembertomem statisticsberso for the
year included 182 baptisms 44 emigrationsemig andrations 84 excommuni

cationsocationscationcatloncanions 0 the elders spent much of their time in the next

years engaged in trimming up the branches and lopping off
uch hangers on as would not repent and show their

repentance by their works 9 since which time the spirit of
l1the almighty has increased among the saints 0 0 0 this

practice was a carry over from the reformation movement

that was taking place in the latter day saint church in utah

at the same timeotime among the strong proponents of the move-

ment was jedediah mo grant counselor to president brigham

youngoyoung in an address given in provo utah in july of 1855

elder grant said

the church needs trimming up and if you will search
you will find in your wards certain branches which had
better be cut offooff the kingdom will progress much
faster and so will you individually 0 0 0 for they are

deseret news salt lake city january 12 1857
pc 30

bagley po 40

swiss italian german mission manuscript history
december 6 188101881
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only dead weights to the great wheel 0 I1 would like
the work of reformation commence and continue untilevery man had to walk to the line 0 0 0 purify your-
selves your houses lots and everything around you
on the right and on the left then the spirit of the
lord can dwell with you 22

this movement had positive effects in switzerland where many

who had become imbitteredimbitterembittered or indifferent again sought fellow-
ship with the saintsosaintssaintlo the wave of apostasy causing the

instigation of the reform among latter day saints culminated

in 1862 when 239 members were excommunicated in switzerland

this trimming up08 process caused the priesthood to be

suspended in the branch of st imieroimleramiero 223

widespread opposition

the decade from 1858 to 1868 was filled with wide

spread opposition to mormonism in switzerland missionaries
and members alike were subjected to many forms of persecution

violence and imprisonmentoimprisonmentimprisonmentsimprison atmento times government and police

officials sided against the mormonscormonsMor inmons many places the

elders could no longer travel without purse or scrip24scrip
because

24

of a newly passed vagrant act mormonscormons in the

canton of geneva were unable to pay tithing owing to

brigham young journal of discourses liverpool
orson pratt 1856 III111 60

swiss italiangermanitalian missiongerman manuscript history
february 16 1882

this method of travel has been employed by
missionaries of the LDS church in various timesotimestimeson it simply
means the elders carried no money or letters of recomme-
ndation but relied solely on the hospitality of others for
food and lodging

up

22brigham

23swiss
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governmental restrictionsrestrictionsorestriction 25 members were fined and often
imprisoned for such things as lodging the elders 9 meeting

after dark reading the bible in public and promoting

mormonism among their neighborsoneighborsneigh meetingsborso had to be held in

forest areas outside of cities because rented halls were no

longer available Missionariesmissionaries0ssionarieso lives were so greatly
endangered that they had to travel at nightnighty and mob

violence became so acute that on many occasions baptisms had

to be performed under the cover of darknessodarknessdark thenesso canton

authorities in some areas seized many hundreds of tracts
and because there was no secure place to work 9 derper darstellermarstellerDar

monthly

steller
publication of the swiss mission was discontinued

in 186101861 during these turbulent times president jabez

woodard fourth president of the mission said 1 have never

seen such stormy timesotimestimeson some of the weak saints have gone

overboard and if it keeps on blowing we shall soon be rid
of the chaff and light wheat alsooalsoaisoalloo S26 mission statistics
substantiate the above statementstatementostatementssta fortemento example in the year

there were 149 convert baptisms in the mission while at the
same time there were 156 excommunicationcommunicationsex so

SOURCE OF THE CONFLICT

the primary cause of the persecutions suffered by

mormonscormons in switzerland during the last half of the nineteenth

millennial star XIX october 3 1857 634

226millennial26 i11enniMillennialaaa1 star XX may 29 18582858 3460346
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century was the mormon doctrine of plural marriage 27

because of the unusual nature of this doctrine it drew

widespread attention on the part of the pressopressbresso traditional
christianity had emphasized monogamy and the mormon doctrine
of polygamy led the press into printing many slanderous

stories and lies about brigham young and the utah mormonsomormonsmormondocormonsMor

the

monSomons

press in switzerland was quick to use these stories as

they came to europe via american newspapernewspapersonewspapers the clergy in

switzerland felt they had found the fallacy of mormonismmormoni and

used the media of the press to promote a campaign against

the churchochurchcharcho the fire of opposition was kindled when the
government of the united states passed several laws8

prohibiting the practice of plural marriage and when mormonscormons

refused for a time to submit to these laws mormonism

became a by word to thousands of christiansochristians

MORMON predictions FULFILLED

included in latter day saint theology is the idea

that the elders of the church would be sent forth to declare

the gospel to the world and that following the voice of

warning through the elders would come the voice of thunder

ings 0 0 0 lightnings 0 0 0 tempests 0 0 earthquakes 0 0

the doctrine of plurality of wives was first made
public by joseph smith in 184301843 from this time some mormonscormons
practiced the principleprinciploo in 1852 after the saints were in
the salt lake valley or son pratt gave a public discourse on
the subjectosubjectsubjects

these28these laws were the anti bigamy law of 1862 the
edmunds bill of 1862 the edmunds tucker law of 1887

sm

27the

orson

so
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and famines 0 0 and pestilences of every kindokind 929 leaders
of the swiss mission on two occasions voiced these same

sentimentsosentimentssentiment in 1864 when persecutions were raging against
mormonscormons in switzerland president william riter wrote

c1 0 0 if I1 had the strength I1 would shake the bonds of
switzerland and with a voice of thunder proclaim the
curses of god that would come upon this nation for
persecuting elders and saintsosaintssaintlo may the honest in heart
be gathered out the wicked fully warned of the destruc-
tion which is coming on them 0 0 may those who fightight
against the truth receive fromflom the hands of an indignant
and just god the punishment they so richly deserveodeservedeserveddeser 301-6301-130veo

in the same year paul schittler prophesied of the judgments

of god which would come upon the inhabitants of switzerland
because of their persecutions of the saintssaintsosaintlo 1-31 in the minds

of LDS church leaders the cholera epidemic that raged

throughout the canton of zurich in 186718681867 was1868 the ful-
fillment of the above predictionsopredictionsprediction the elders traveling in

the area had to take every precaution to avoid the disease
yet not withstanding the scourge the missionaries spent

their time in various branchesobranchesbranchesibran thecheso plague increased

there often being as many as forty or fifty deaths in a

dayoday 2 latterlat dayter saints held their meetings in the woods

outside of town and none of the zurich saints was affected
by the diseasediseaseodiseases

29d & C 4325

swiss italian german mission manuscript history
february 22 186401864
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A TURNING POINT

in 1864 a decision was passed down by the secretary
of the department of interior in switzerland that tended to
lessen the opposition facing mormonism in that countrycountryocoun

this
tryo

decision came forth as the result of an inquiry made by

an LDS citizen in chur who had been subjected tcto various
annoyances due to his faithofaithfalthfaitha seeking the protection of

federal authorities he asked the questions whether the
mormonscormons are to be acknowledged as a christian sect or

noto 33 atomto karl schenk gave his official opinion after a

study of the doctrines of the church and declaredodeclareddec inlaredo

regard to this confession of faith the undersignedundersignerunder depart-
ment

signed

expresses for itself the opinion that the mormonscormonsMor

are

mons

a christian sectosectlfectosecal 03434 the federal council of switzer-
land declared the saints to be entitled to the protection

of the swiss laws so far as their own citizens belonging to

that faith were concerned 0
35 through this decision and

with some judicious management on the part of the presiding

elders open persecutions have been avoidedoavoidedavo 36idedo

manuscript history june 25 1901 pe 20

ibid
millennial star XXXI september 1111 1869 598
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EASIER TIMES

in the next two decades there was to be substantial
mormon growth in switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit diezerlando reform third LDS

periodical in switzerland which was first published in 1862

continued to give direction and encouragement to the saints
during the stormy 1860so18600s this publication was superseded

by derper stern in 186918690 the latter magazine was first edited
by karl go maeser a gifted man of education who had joined

the mormonscormons in germany in 185401854 during the 1870s there was

an average of 180 baptisms in switzerland per year there
arose a new interest among the people with meetings being

attended by large numbers of non members seeking a better
understanding of mormonismmormonismoMormoni josephsmo fo smithsmithy president of

the european mission reported of his visit to switzerland

that the spirit of the lord is striving with the peopleopeoplepeopled

everywhere we noticed a marked changeochangechangco religious liberty
has increased wonderfully within the last decade

one exception to this spirit of increased religious
liberty took place in bern in 1876 when mission president
john VU stucki was arrested because of a short article on

polygamy contained in the pamphlet ein wort der vertheidiVert

gung

heidi
A word of defense printed by the church the previous

yearyearobearo A district judge had called it immoral fined stucki

fifty franks s and confiscated the whole edition based

millennial star XXXVII june 21 1875 394
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on a law which forbidsorbidsorbits the spreading of obscene litera
turetureo 8 stucki appealed to a higher courtcourts which upheld

the decision but the supreme court of switzerland reversed

the decision of the lower courts and declared their
proceedings 0 0 0 as being in violation of the liberty of

the press guaranteed by the constitution of switzerlandswitzerlandoSwitzerlando

positive press coverage of the proceedings were published in
every newspaper in the country which caused many to inquire

about the churchochurchcharcho

persecutions continued in switzerland in the 1880s
and were stirred up by the antiantl polygamy legislation in

america which had much press coverage in europeoeurope this was

especially true in the more remote areas of the alpine
valleys such as in simmanthalSim inmanthal the catholic controlled
cantons of solothurnSolo aarganaarianthurn and luzern the protestant

sects in eastern switzerland it was reported in 1882 were

giving the church much attention and flooding the country

with their vile slanders and liesodieso mormon missionaries

in switzerland were hopeful that these things would cause

the thinking people of switzerland to seek information

concerning mormonism

again in 1884 a case involving the mormon church

reached the swiss courtsocourts the issue was that missionaries

millennial star XXXVIII march 27 1876 203

ibldo p 412

millennial star XXXXIV may 15 1882 3160316
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had been preaching

primarily with the view of increasing the number
of females then they will actually increase the mormon
sect and thereby as a natural result also polygamists
for their immoral communityocommunity0community 41

0 0 0

the district judge found elders schoenfeld and hochstrasser
guilty they were banished from canton aargau and were fined
100 francs each plus having to pay court costs

opposition IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

opposition to the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints in switzerland has been mild and insignificant in

the twentieth century when compared with the persecutions

the saints had to endure in the previous centuryocentury this new

tolerance probably came as the result of the swiss becoming

more international in their economy and more liberal in their

social and religious thinking another factor was the

issuance of the manifesto by wilford woodruff fourth
president of the mormon churchchurchocharcho this declaration was

printed in october of 1890 and announced to the world the

end of the practice of plural marriage this announcement

took away the ammunition with which anti mormonscormons had loaded

their guns from the early 1850s one should not take this
to mean that opposition to mormonism was immediately

suspended in switzerland for isolated cases of persecution

court trials and arrests continued in the twentieth centurycenturyo

millennial star XLVII january 5 1885 24lmillennial
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THE FEDERAL COURT CASE OF 1908

probably the last serious case of organized

persecution against mormonism in switzerland took place in
june of 1908 this case developed in december of 1907 when

the elders of the church were arrested in chur for their
proselyting activities which concentrated principally on

women and young ladies 0 0 in the absence of the male

element of the householdohouseholdhouseholdshouse w42holdo the cantonal police arrested
the men and they were tried before the district court of

chur where they were deemed guilty of violating the public
peace and code of morality jailed three days and fined

ten francs each plus court costs in an attempt to put an

end to this type of persecution swiss mission president
serge lo10 ballif hired dr ho ruefenacht in bern and appealed

the case to the federal court of switzerland the case was

heard by nine federal judges who reversed the decision
passed down earlier by the court in chur this decision

lessened arrests of mormon elders for their teaching

polygamypolygam concerning the general condition of mormon church

activities in switzerland during this time elder ballif
wrote

typewritten copy of decision of the federal
court of switzerlandswitzerlandw unpublished manuscript in church
historians office salt lake city p 30

ibido po 4

manuscript history july 15 1908
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A great change has come over many of the people in these
countriesocountriescount theirrieso hearts and minds have been cleared of
the prejudice and ill feelings which they entertained
against the latter day saints and they are willing to
listen to the servants of the lord expound the principles
of the everlasting gospelogospelgospels 45

this atmosphere of religious tolerance continued generally

through the next two decadesodecadesdec missionariesadeso occasionally
were stopped and questioned by police one elder was jailed
for a few hours in zurich in 192301923 in 1925 two elders were

banished from switzerland into germany persecutions were

again frequent during this year causing mission president
hugh jo cannon to meet with the national police chief to
attempt to determine why missionaries were being so

frequently arrested and banishedobanishedbani theshedo reason given for

these arrests was that local police felt that there was not

any need for any more new religions this was the reason

given for the banishment of missionaries from pratteinprattelnattelnprasteinPratPr

schaffhausen

tein
chur zurich and bern

CONTINUED PRESS opposition

from the earliest years of missionary activities in

switzerland the press has been unfavorable toward the

church of jesus christ of saints this trend has

continued until the modemmodern era and is the primary source of

opposition to the church in switzerland in 1959 elder
elray lo10L christiansen a general authority of the church

toured switzerland to evaluate the general condition of the

millennial star LXIX february 28 1907 142

J

latter day

45millennial45
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church at that time upon his return to church headquarters

in salt lake city he reported the following to the church

leaders
one of the hindrances to our further growth and progress
in switzerland is the utter lack of understanding of our
activities and motives in this countryocountrycoun wetryo still have
a universally unfriendly press accessible to a vigorous
anti mormon clergy but closed to uso 4

this tool against mormon growth in switzerland has been

relatively effective in turningfuming many against the church in

recent yearsoyearspearso A typical article from a newspaper in reinach
canton aargau in 1961 was entitled the pearl of great price

and the gentile pigs or watch out it said in part that
only the illiterate and naive could fall for mormonism

then said
so stands mormonism a grotesque religious conglomerate
with parts of far east religions buddhism paganism
cosmic mythological system doctrine of different worlds
plurality of gods islam polygamy abstinence

jewish theocratic government law abiding roman
catholicism infallible authority protestantism
freedom of the mind of the sect but not the individual

rationalism especially of the conviction that the
revelations of god are not closed up with the bible 7

this was typical of the articles printed against the latter
day saint church in switzerland other subjects generally

discussed were joseph smithssmithes golden bible in reference to

the book of mormon plural marriage the word of wisdom and

during the 1960s claims that mormonscormons are racially prejudiced

46elray lo10 christiansen typewritten report to the
first presidency on swiss austrian mission unpublished
manuscript in church historianshistoriangsHistoria office salt lake city utah

47 swiss mission manuscript history july 29 196101961

us 46

47
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opposition AGAINST construction OF CHAPELS

since 1960 the latter day saints have been actively
building chapels in switzerland in several cities strong

opposition had to be overcome before this was possibleopossiblepossiblespossi inbleoblea

ebnatebbat in toggenburgroggenburgTogg oppositionenburg was so strong that property

could not be bought directly by the church but had to be

purchased by an individual church member who in turn sold it
to the churchchurchocharcho when permission to build was sought

0 0 the city council used an old law of 1920 that said
mormonscormons were not allowed to enter switzerland 0

although 3 the highest court in switzerland decided that
the mormonscormons were allowed to enter switzerland in the
latter part of the last century 48

this incident given an anti mormon coloring appeared in

forty nine german and three french newspapers in switzer
land 49

this same opposition was experienced in luzern

after the church had purchased some property there for a

chapel such great pressure was exerted on the seller of the
property that the mormon church sold the property back that
the man might live his lifelifilfe ine peace in zurich it took

several years to obtain property because mormon ismiemlem was

continually represented by the press as being a false sect

whenever land owners oundfoundaund the buyer to be the mormonscormonsMor theymons

would either refuse to sell their property or would raise
the price beyond reach

swiss mission manuscript history december 31 1961

49 ibid

0
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thus despite opposition the mormon church membership

had grown to 3683 in 1960 besides the thousands of others
who had emigratedoemigratedemigrate the church owned nine of its own chapels

or meeting halls in 196001960 other real estate owned by the

church included the mission home in zurich switzerland and

the swiss temple in zollikofenzollikofer canton bern

in recent years the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints has made other attempts to improve its image in

switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit onezerlando method has been to meet with city and

state officials and let them know firsthandfirst ofhand the

intentions of the missionaries some success has been

attained in getting positive press coverage of such meetings

mission leaders have invited the press to such events as the
ground breaking ceremonies and the dedications of new

chapels this too has helped overcome the barriers mormon

missionaries have faced

19609

do
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table 1

baptisms membership and branches of the LDS
church in switzerland 1850 1970

year

1850
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894

baptisms

28
43
73
97
56
41

182
NR
NR

102
211
149

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
93
NR
NR

108
156
156
117
163
127

96
102
101
126
202
148

98
105

55
63
90
78

108
146

98
95

membership

28
71

144
284
315
481
521

NR
NR

442
NR

587
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

563
671
556
584
504
760
530
507
642
558
462
538
655
610
595
684
512
602
642
660
539
548
528

branches

1
2
3
4
8
7
9

10
11
12
12
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
19
20
21
22
20
19
18
20
20
21
21
18
19
19
19
19
17
17
16
16
16

no report
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table 1 continued

year

1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943

baptisms

71
42
95

132
118
158
168
166
147

63
120

84
117

94
90

141
127
127
130

75
86
53
45
58
NR
91

124
NR

128
81
59
85
64
82
37
73
40
62
21
17
18
32
40
55
55
10
NR
NR
NR

membership

591
591
776
692
747
859
881
947

1082
782
876
927

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

1438
1420
1428
1446
1495
1444
1627
1526
1628
1652
1647
1755
1736
1827
1910
1931
2038

NR
NR
NR
NR

branches

16
15
15
15
15
14
15
16
16
14
15
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
13
16
16
17
16
16

8
8
9
8

13
14
14
15
15
13
13
NR
NR
NR
NR
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table 1 continued

year

1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
197039703

baptisms

970

NR
NR
16
49
NR
29
90

167
86
91

131
121

97
131
156
129
321
322
165
184
134

78
33
43
59
71
35

membership

NR
NR

1493
NR
NR

1633
1716
1815
1898
1917
2021
2210
2562
2480
2802
2959
3683

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

branches

NR
NR
17
NR
NR
18
19
20
20
20
20
20
21
22
22
22
25
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
26
27
29

from january to july

1-970
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CHAPTER IV

emigration

daniel known in old testament times for his ability
to interpret dreams and foresee the future said that to

the time of the end of the world many should run to and

fro upon the earthoearth

i-

saiah the great

foretold the time when the lords house shall be established
in the top of the mountains 0 0 0 and all nations shall flowlow
unto ito leaders of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints have taught that these times are those which were

foreseen by daniel and isaiah and that their predictions are

being fulfilled through the programs of the churchocharcho3 one of

these has been the emphasis placed on gathering to zion

and the resultant emigration of the tens of thousands who

have left their native lands throughout the world and have

gathered to utah and the rocky mountain areaoarcao

daniel 124o12401241244

isaiah 2s2o22
joseph fielding smith conference report salt lake

city the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
1966 po 13 hereafter cited as croCR

54

prophet statesman

f
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THE DOCTRINE OF GATHERING

whenever mormon elders were sent into the world to
proclaim the doctrines of the church their message was

go ye out of babylon gather ye out from among the nations
from the four winds 0 0 go ye forthorth unto the land of zion

zion during the nineteenth century meant utah and the rocky

mountain areaareaoarcao the church taught that the gathering process

was to make it possible to build templesotemplestempletotem inpleso mormon

theology 9 temple building is an important phase of religious
life joseph smith taught concerning gathering

the main object was to build unto the lord a house
whereby he could reveal unto his people the ordinances
of his house and the glories of his kingdom to teach
the people the way of salvation for there are certain
ordinances and principles that when they are taught
and practiced must be done in a place or house built
for that purposeopurposepurposedpurpo 6seo

the prophet further said that unless one goes to the house

of the lord and receives all the ordinances one cannot

receive the fullness of salvation 7 and cannot obtain

celestial thronesthronesothronessthro 89-181-18neSo with this emphasis on participation in

temple activities one can readily see why european latter
day saints were eager to go to zion

in LDS theology the term babylon means the
wickedness of the world in generalogeneralgeneralaogene seeraloraio D & C 116 35 tililltii
5424 1338140

& C 1337 90

DHC 5 423o8- 4304- 2308- 420

7lbido71bid
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THE PERPETUAL emigrating FUND COMPANY

to aid converts in their move to zion the church set
up the perpetual emigrating fund company in september of
1850 c the company was originally established by the sale of

stock to provide means to be sent to aid the saints to
gather in utahufcaho each adult person signed a promissory note

that covered all expensesoexpensesexpense As fast as the money was

returned s it was again used to assist other saints on their
westward journeyojourneysjourn 06eyo the administration of the fund was

directed by the general authorities of the church several

of whom presided at different times over the european

mission with headquarters at liverpool england from the

liverpool office ships would be chartered then word would

be sent to the mission president to select a company of

saints to go to liverpool from which place they would

embark for americaoamericaamericalAmeriamerl atcao times emigrants were able to pay

their own farey but more often they used the perpetual

emigrating fundofund in the latter case it was the respons-

ibility of the traveling elders or the branch presidents to

determine if the individuals were worthy enough to receive

aido often the mission president would accompany the
group to liverpool and in many occasions missionaries who

had completed their missions were placed in charge of the

carter eo grant the kingdom of god restored salt
lake city deseret book coo 9 1955 po 4740474

1 douglas do alder the german speaking immigration
to utah unpublished masters thesis university of utah
1958 po 450

fare

co p

10 D

45

so
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companies until the group reached the salt lake valley
annually costs for voyages were printed in per sternostern an

example of such costs is as followsfollowsifollow
child child child

adult under 12 under 5 under 1

basel to
liverpool

train & boat 900 fr 45.0450 fr 45.0450 fr 0.000 fr
liverpool to

new york
ship 125.012501250 fr 62.5625 fr 62.5625 fr 12512.5 fr

new york to
salt lake

train 187.51875 fr 93.0930 fr 0.000 fr 0.000 fr
total francs 402.540254025 fr 201.2520125 fr 107.510751075 fr 12512.5 fr
dollars approxap 76prox 38 21 2

this price included food from liverpool to new york only

individual travelers were responsible for this item the rest
of the way

an 1859 publication suggested that the family headseads
should expect to spend 500 francs c 95 for everyone
over eight years of age and 400 francfrancsfrenc c 75 for
those younger 12

added to this each family had to provide its own bedding

eating utensils and dishes

FIRST MORMON EMIGRANTS FROM switzerland

the first emigration plans for converts were

announced in le reflecteurReflect ineur december of 1853 when jabez

lideruderilder sternistem I1 january 1 1869 127

alder p 49
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woodard was called to take charge of the emigration from

italy and switzerland to the valleyvailey 13
1 the company

consisting of fifty eight saints fifty one from switzerland
and seven from italy accompanied by woodard and president

stenhouse arrived in liverpool on february 22 185401854 there
they joined two hundred and thirty five other saints and on

march 12 they set sail on the ship john mo wood and arrived
in new orleans on may 2 1854 14

from this beginning companies of swiss departed

almost every year and the majority of the german

speaking immigrants came from the little alpine country

during the first thirty years15years of15 the perpetual emigrating

movementmovementomovementsmove themento saints were especially desirous of leaving

switzerland wherever and whenever they were denied the

privilege of enjoying their religion in 1864 a large group

of emigrants left for london amid the jeer and sneers of a

large crowd of people who were hanging around16around1aroundarounds the116 zurich

train station
A penny emigration fund was established in 1857 in

an attempt to aid emigration but the poverty of the saints
prevented any substantial development of the idea it was

reported in 1861 that many saints worked for ten

cents a week 0 0 and have been in the church for some

iswiss13swiss mission manuscript history december 5 1853

jensen church chronology p 500 alder p 11

swiss italian german mission manuscript history
march 6 1864

f ifty fifty f rom
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time see still before them little prospect for deliver
anceanceo 7 because of these conditions some had to wait as

long as fifteen years to emigrateoemigrateemigrates

LETTERS FROM SWISS IN ZION

the desire of the saints to emigrate was often
stimulated by letters from those who had previously goneogoneboneo

in 1870 the millennial star contained parts of two such

lettersolettersletterioletiet oneterso was from an experienced farmer from the

bernese oberland then living in logan who wrote here in

utah I1 would rather undertake to provide for a familyamily of ten

persons with less dread than I1 would in switzerland for a

family of two not only the material benefits of zion
were lauded but spiritual zion was praised too an

educated swiss lady living in salt lake city wrote to her

sister
I1 attend the meetings in the tabernacle regularly and
without a knowledge of the language I1 know that every
speaker who rises before me is animated by the spirit of
god I1 have found zion and may our heavenly father in
his mercy enable you dear sister to speedily join me
in these peaceful valesvalese

OFFICIAL CALL TO GO TO ZION

added desire and longing for utah came when european

mission president joseph fo smith attended the swiss and

ibido december 6 1861

millennial star XXXIII january 17 1871 46
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german mission conference in june of 1875187 5 0 he gave a sermon

on gathering in zion to aid in the building of the salt lake
temple and said

to this end I1 desire to recommend to you my brothers and
sisters to labor diligently and be economical wise and
prudent with your means that you preserve that which
the lord blesses you with that you may gather up to
zionozionaiono and 0 0 0 go with a desire and determination to
build up the kingdom of godogod 20

he admonished the saints not to go for riches nor to benefit
solely their temporal position but they should go with the

determination to build zionozionaiono

EFFECTS OF emigration

although the spirit of gathering to zion was

strongly preached it often had a detrimental effect on the

progress of the church in switzerland emigration limited
the number of stalwart mormonscormons in the country and was one of

the primary reasons causing the church to struggle in its
attempt to become an established organization thereotheretherdo one of

the continual problems caused by emigration was that it
totally disorganized branches when the branch leaders would

suddenly leave for utahutaheutahs concerning the sto imler branch

president john lo10 smith reported

this place was for a long time the most flourishing
branch in the country but since the imigrationimmigration sicj
it has been just breathing its last and has had no real
organization for the last three months 21

millennial star XXXVII june 21 1875 385

21 john lo10 smith to george ao smith june 27 1861
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the branch in geneva faced the same problemoproblemproblemsprob anlemo estimated
400 people emigrated from geneva between 1854 and 189401894 22

in the year 1861 there were 211 convert baptisms in switzer
land and one third of that number emigrated 23 during some

years there were more emigrants than converts this was the
case in 1873 1874 and 1901

governments OPPOSE emigration

in the years of emigration from europe to america

united states government officials have only attempted once

to curtail the movement this was the result of the concern

by americans that the country was becoming a dumping ground

for undesirable people from other countriesocountriescount inrieso 1882 con-

gress initiated a selection program which named lunatics
foreign convicts idiots and persons likely to become public

charges 2 as being barred from entry into the united statesstatesostetesstateson

in 1883 the american consul in basel reported to the

state department in washington that about 400 mormon paupershaupers

from switzerland were being emigrated to the united states
and that in addition to being paupershauperspau theypers were largely

criminal outcasts 25 emigration officials in new york were

french east mission manuscript history january 10
1961

23 swiss german and italian mission manuscript
history december 30 186101861

alderlderider po 250
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instructed to hold the ship nevada in quarantine and if the
report of the consul were correct to prevent them from

landinglandingolandinghlanian bendingo E rich a returning missionary gave the
following eyewitness account of the incident

after thorough examination it was decided that we were
the richest company of paupershaupers that the commissioners
had ever landed 0 as they found the supposed paupershauperspau
had

pers
something between three and four thousand dollars

over the amount they had already paid as railway fareocareo 26

two prominent new york newspapers both carried stories of

the event the new york morning journal wrote thatthatsthatt
the converts were at once seen to be a very worthy class
of people better in fact than the average emigrants
011 0 the males and females about equal e 0 the youn-
gest were two babes born during the passage the only
0 opauperspaupers0 in the crowdocrowdcroudo 27

the new york herald told of all the talk that had been going

on about the pauper mormon emigrants but noted that the
group was remarkable for their cleanliness and health 8

A second attempt to stop mormon emigration from

switzerland took place in 1886 this time instigated by the

swiss consul in san francisco the consul had apparently

been told some untruthstruthsun about the situation of the swiss in

salt lake city this caused a public warning to be printed

in the berner anziegerziegerdanziegerAn by the bern chief of police who

warned that the swiss in salt lake were in a very sorrowful

and suffering condition through povertypovertyopovertyo he further warned

ibido august 20 1883 po 555

27 journal history june 18 188301883
28 ibidoebido
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that mormon missionaries are now laboring in the canton of

bern in order to mislead the people and induce them

to emigrate to utah 29 president schoenfeld person-

ally visited the chief of police and found that he had been

acting under the bundesrath that was investigating the
case and had authorized the issuing of the warning

schoenfeld further reported
he advised me that in order to avoid further and more
serious trouble it would be necessary to have a certi-
fied statement from the swiss people living in salt lake
city to the effect that the statement made to our swiss
consul in san francisco was untrue and that the swiss
people were not in a suffering and destitute condition

within the month ninety nine signatures from swiss

citizens in salt lake reached switzerland they were

endorsed by secretary of utah territory arthur B thomas and

acknowledged by secretary of state of the united states
thomas bayard in washington over 300 other petitions
came from swiss in payson logan manti st george and

mt pleasant elder schoenfeld immediately took these to

the president of the swiss confederation after the

conference he felt greatly relieved feeling that there was

to be no anti mormon legislation on the matter in spite of

this papers in switzerland printed warnings for a year

after this incident also caused the swiss authorities to

search the swiss and german perpetual emigration fund and

millennial star XLVIII july 19 1886 332

3ibid301bidbibid
der3lderalder stern XVIII july 15 1886 461
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the bern branch tithing book no doubt a carryover from the
same policies of the united states government emigration

from the swiss and german mission that year was ninety five
persons

GATHERING A controversial DOCTRINE

the latter day saint doctrine of gathering brought

much opposition to the mormon movement in switzerland

several times elders were arrested because it was rumored

that they were there to convert women and induce them to
emigrate to america 32 this falsehood was printed over and

over in anti mormon literature and newspaper articles caus-

ing the swiss to be skeptical about the presence of the

american mormon missionaries in their villages and cities
in some areas it was rumored that missionaries encouraged

swiss women to leave their husbands and go to zion

hearsay of this type caused a new york newspaper to observe

that LDS emigrants on the nevada which arrived in 1883 had

about equal numbers of males and females 34

SWISS COLONIES IN UTAH

the gathering of the mormonscormons from the nations of the

earth created several problems for the prophetstatesmanprophet ofstatesman

32 swissgermanswiss missiongerman manuscript history february 1
1876

33 see jabez woodard journal august 7 1856

34journal history june 18 1883

33

33see
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32swiss
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the church brigham young it was a challenge indeed for
him to achieve a harmonious zion society molded from such

a heterogeneous group as were the immigrants among the

countless considerations was that of the language barrier
to solve this problem president young would often call
companies of immigrants from a specific nation to go and

settle a designated area such was the case in the fall of

1861 when president young called daniel bonelli and eighty

five persons of swiss descent and established the
town called santa clara in southern utah for the purpose

of raising grapes and other fruits midway in wasatch

county utah was another settlement which swiss immigrants

originally settled this took place in 1863 when five swiss

families went to the area to make use of the mountain

meadows to produce milk for cheese making providence in

cache county is a third example of the swiss settlement of

a townsite between 1860 and 1862 john theurer a swiss

convert induced many swiss immigrants to go there to hom-

estead t among those to go there were the loosli baer and

zollinger families the latter being the ancestors of the

author at least two other towns in the rocky mountains were

settled by swiss converts these were bern and geneva both

35alder35a1der35 pAlderaider 135

kate B carter the contributions of germangermany
hollandhoilandhilandHl italyland austria france and switzerland to utah
isalttsalt lake city daughters of utah pioneers 1946 p 376

hyrum campbell providence and her people loganlogani
herald journal printing 1949 p 7
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located in the bear lake valley in southern idaho other
centers of gathering for native swiss in the great basin
were paris rexburgredburgRex montpelierburg franklin and preston

idaho payson eureka manti mt pleasant willard and

provo utah at the turn of the twentieth century there
were 1469 native bornbom swiss in utahoutahitaho 838

A POLICY CHANGE

the turn of the century brought a change of policy

in the latter day saint church concerning gathering this
change came about because of two or three reasons first
in 1887 the congress of the united states passed the
edmunds tucker law which called for the disincorporation of

the church and the dissolving of the perpetual emigrating

fund company on july 30 1887 suits were filed against

the church and its property was confiscated this action

left thousands without the means of coming to zion and

caused the church to change its policy on gathering

leaders taught that latter day saints should remove them

selves from the wicked ways of babylon but church leaders
emphasized that

we do not urge gathering feeling that the
work will be strengthened by most of the saints
remaining in the branches for a time and helping the
elders carry the warning message of the gospel J

john paul von grueningengrueningerGrue theningen swiss in the united
states madison swiss american historical society 1940
p 59

anthon H lund CR october 1899 p 19

1 1

helping9
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the millennial star official church organ in europe

emphasized this policy in 1907 0 church members in europe

were told that the church w
0 0 is not using any influence

to persuade its members or others to emigrate but desires
that many of them shall stay and build up the work abroad M

other factorsactors which probably contributed to the non gathering

policy were american restrictions on immigration as well

as the fact that america was in the midst of a series of

economic depressions 94

latter day saints were further encouraged to remain

in europe through the words of joseph F smith now church

president who visited the european missions in 1906 in
august of that year at the conference of the swiss and

german mission held in bern switzerland

the prophet seer and revelator in speaking to
that people held out his hand and said 2 the time will
come when this land will be dotted with temples where
you can go and redeem your dead 4

this prediction along with the previously mentioned reasons

had a noted effect on latter day saint emigration from

switzerland between 1854 when the first emigrants left
for zion and 1906 there were only eleven years when less
than fifty mormonscormons emigrated from switzerland since 1906

millennial star LXIX may 23 1907 329

james B alienallenailen and richard 0 cowan mormonism in
the twentieth century provos brigham young university press
1969 p 24

42 derper stern XXXVIII august 15 1906 332

40
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gerper sternstem LIV august 15 1927 80

millennial star XCII october 23 1930 774
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there have been only seven years when more than fifty
emigrants leftlef their native country 43

the policy to discourage emigration continued

through the next decadesdecade so in 1922 max zimmer a native of

basel switzerland and an official of the mormon church

wrote a forthright article against emigration in derper stern
he saidsaldsaidt

0 0 no missionary and certainly no officer in the
church is justified in spreading any emigration
propagandaopropagandapropagand we admonish our brothers and sisters and
friends specifically to remain here and build up the
church 0 0 0 any person who in any way encourages
another person to leave his homeland does so in direct
opposition to our church leaders and should be taken
into account for his actions by his superiorsosuperiorssuperior

church leaders in europe and america periodically re emphaampha

sized the non emigration policy promising the saints who

remained that they would lose nothing and may gain much

following the period of the world wars in europe

there was an upsurge in mormon emigration from europe due to
a desire on the part of latter day saints to forsake the

uncertain political and economical conditions of their
homelandohomelandmelandoho although the wars did not take place on swiss

soil swiss saints left in large numbers after world war II11

church leaders however continued to discourage emigration

in may of 1950 the first presidency of the church wrote a

for statistical report on mormon emigrants from
switzerland see chapter I1
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letter to all mission presidents in europe which stated in
part

we shall leave to your discretion the discouragement
within proper and discrete bounds of emigration from
switzerland to the united states particularly as to
men who can be of help to you there 46

A low point of swiss emigration was reached in 1954

with the fulfillment of joseph fo smithssmithes 1906 prediction

that a temple would be erected in switzerland that year

only six swiss mormonscormons leftlef for utah and only eight leftlef in
1955 the year the swiss temple was dedicated since that
time contrary to church policy there continued to be small

numbers of people emigrating to utah since the first
latter day saints converts emigrated from switzerland in
1854 some 4800 have leftlef their native land for the united

states thus the latter day saints doctrine of gathering

to zion and the actual emigration of these thousands has

had a great influence on the history of the church in

america as well as in switzerland

46swiss austrian mission manuscript history may 8
195001950

F
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CHAPTER V

METHODS OF proselyting IN switzerland

EARLY proselyting METHODS

to fulfill the commandment to teach the gospel to
every nation kindred tongue and people the church of jesus

christ of latter day saints has used a variety of methods

in the decades prior to 1900 mormon proselyting in switzer-

land was chiefly done by distributing literature of various
types tractingactingtrackingtr from door to door cottage meetings and

public meetings when permissablepermissibleper andmissable forming acquaintances

through converts and friends from the beginning of the

mission in 1850 until the turn of the century missionary

activities were very turbulent in switzerland the strength
and types of opposition often determined methods used by

missionaries in proclaiming their message of the restored
church

distribution OF TRACTS AND publications

it will be remembered that when T B H stenhouse

first began missionary activity in western switzerland he

was armed with two tracts written by lorenzo snow

stenhouse began his work by distributing these pamphlets

71
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apparently from house to househousell but found that calvinism
was a barrier to this type of proselyting

s-

tenhouse also
passed out these booklets in public places for instance
following an anti mormon expose in geneva stenhouse placed

himself outside the door and handed out the ancient gospel

restored this action led directly to several baptisms in
geneva and opened the door to the preaching of the gospel in

lausanne through friends of the geneva converts

when the mormon elders entered german switzerland
they again used the distribution of pamphlets method jacob

secristsSecris activitiests in muttenzMut cantontenz basellandbasel beganland by

the distribution of tracts at times selling them but other-

wise loaning them out he reported that when he returned a

week later the tracts had opened the way for five hours of

cottage meetings this method was among the most success-

ful and continued to be used in switzerland into the

twentieth century hundreds of thousands of tracts on a large

variety of gospel subjects have been printed and distributed
throughout switzerland although switzerlandsSwitzer federallands
constitution allows the free exercise of religion in

practical life this is not always true for mormonscormons were

forbidden to hold public meetings for many years during

these stormy years it was the printed word and house

isee millennial star XIII june 15 1851 187

see deseret news church news december 20 1958
p 16

jacob foutz secrist journal december 18 1854
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preaching4preaching that4 kept interest in mormonism alive members

of the church aided missionaries a great deal by distribut-
ing books and pamphlets and preparing the way for elders
in many instances the distribution of tracts and attacks by

the press caused people to write mission headquarters to

inquire about the doctrines of the church

HOME OR COTTAGE MEETINGS

by the distribution of tracts and pamphlets the9

missionaries hoped that enough interest could be aroused

that they could hold large group meetings since many local
or cantonal authorities forbade mormonscormons to hold public

meetings these groups met in the privacy of someonesmeonesso home

this was a desired goal for the missionaries when monthly

reports were tabulated the success of the mission was

measured to a degree on the number of cottage meetings

held A typical report such as the following one for the

year 1900 gives a picture of such reporting

14943 houses visited
4348 return visits invited
7677 gospel discussions

43120 tracts given out
1243 books given out
1149 meetings held6held&helda

one can see from this that a high price in time and effort

4millennial star XIV october 9 1852 525

milennial5millennialmillennialMilengilenglien starnial XXXIV october 8 1872 72

er stern XXXIV february 18 1901 56

5
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had to be paid before a cottage meeting could be held but

the efforts were well spent for the gospel was most succes-
sfully taught in these private circles from cottage meetings

have come many baptisms as well as new doors being opened

into other friendship circlesocirclescirclecircie
proselyting WITHIN FAMILIES

AND friendship CIRCLES

through family ties and friendships the doors were

often opened for the establishment of the gospel in new

cities among the first baptisms in lausanne was a man whose

wife had joined the church a few weeks before in geneva

when elder mayer was sent into german switzerland he was

able to successfully begin proselyting activities by going

to
one of the brothers of a member in lausanne who

was a respectable manufacturer through the influence
of this family elder mayer soon made a number of
acquaintances who read our publications and manifested
considerable interest 8

thus the work spread from city to city from village to

village throughout switzerland

OPEN AIR MEETINGS

latter day saints held two types of open air
meetings in switzerland the first type was a street
meeting these were held usually on the town square in

hettercotterbotter T B H stenhouse to president lorenzo snow

8millennialqmillennial star XV july 23 1853 470

efforts

f
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germanswi tzer land
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cities of substantial population such as zurich basel or
geneva the preaching and singing of mormon missionaries on

the street corner drew large crowds sometimes causing

considerable disorder these disorders brought upon the
elders the displeasure of local authorities and mormonscormons

were soon forbidden to hold these street meetings the
second type of open air meetings resulted from mormonism

being so disliked in switzerland these meetings were held

in the woods some distance out of the city there were

several reasons for this type of open air gatherings the

first being to avoid the disturbance of those who were set
on stopping the mormon movement in switzerland for this
reason these gatherings usually got little publicity but
were nonetheless a good method of spreading the restored
gospel to those who were in attendance by personal invita-
tion another reason why meetings were held in the woods

was because the saints had no meeting places of their own

and were often refused when attempts were made to rent such

a place in some areas the mormonscormons were simply too poor to

afford a meeting hall

SECRET MEETINGS

in some areas persecution became so violent that
the only contact missionaries could make with the people had

to be done in secret this was especially true in eastern

switzerland in the 1850s and 1860s18601s elder william budge

who experienced being incarcerated several times told of

having to hold secret meetings in canton zurich and of having
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to keep out of sight of the police in order to remain free
others told of having to preach the gospel amongst the
people unknown to the authorities of the land 10 another
type of secret meetings were baptismalbaptismals so many a convert to
mormonism was baptized at night in landschlachtLand onschlacht lake
constance where a member owned a dock in order to avoid

being disturbedodisturbeddisturb il21edo in 1864 swiss mission president

william nebeker reported that missionary operations here

are conducted on somewhat of an undercurrent principle 9

owing to a want of religious liberty 1

0 0 0

HANDBILLS AND POSTERS

another method used to promote mormonism in switzer-
land in the nineteenth century was handbillshand andbills posters

these were used to notify the public of impending confer-

ences lectures and other meetingsomeetingsmeeting handbillsHand werebills often

distributed by the thousands which announced the visit of a

high church official to a city at times swiss authority

refused to allow posters to be usedusedeosede 1513 when missionaries
put them up they were immediately removed the elders

ife of william so budge november 25 1854

lLloletteretter jacob secrist to mrsomrsarso secrist january
1855

john lyman smith journal july 1862 see also
swiss italiangermanitalian missiongerman manuscript history may 9
1861

millennial star XXVI november 5 1864 718

millennial star LVIX january 14 1884 28
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bo kirchhofer geneva

this advertisement brought many visitors and whole bundles

of letters asking for this information w

after receiving the above money he kirchhofer sent the
inquirer a printed letter with the advice to become a
latter day saint when he would realize the fulfillment
of his wishes to the utmost giving our address as we
were the men authorized to give full particulars with
regard to the mormon church 15

millennial star XXXIV february 20 1872 124

millennial star XXXIII october 10 1871 652
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philosophically remarked that at least those who tore them

down read them if no one elseoelseeise

NEWSPAPER NOTICES

periodically the newspaper media were used to promote

publicity for the churchochurchcharcho such a method was unsuccessfully

attempted in zurich in 187201872 the mission president reported

the following

elder wileken has felt impressed on account of the
fearful indifference manifested in the city of zurich to
advertise our meetingomeetingmeetingsmee thetingo notice appeared in the news
paper once when an order was sent to the printer from
the president of the city 0 0 c requestingreque that4stinysting his
advertisement should not appear any moremorcomoreo

newspaper advertising in connection with derper sternstem
was successfully accomplished in 1871 the following notice
appeared in a dozen swiss newspapers in that yearyears

incredible but true for one franc and fifty centimescen
I1

times
will tell anyone how to become happy both temporally

and spirituallyospirituallyspiritual

f01 lowing

B

14millennial

15millennial
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uelulluss french german and

italian in a commonly used good bye expression used by the

swissoswissspisso

for the mormon missionary one foreign language

poses a serious problem but the above situation was almost

overwhelming to some it complicated almost every phase of

church activity especially record keeping meeting planning

proselyting and publications to combat this language

kenneth do mcrae switzerland example of cultural
co existence toronto canada the canadian institute of
international affairs 1968 po 150

ibide
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SWISS LANGUAGES AND MORMON proselyting

one of the greater challenges to mormon proselyting
in switzerland is the unusual and complex language situation
of the nationonationnations there are four languages used within this
small country they are german french italian and

romanschbiomanscho besides these languages it is estimated that
there are some dialects of swissgermanoswiss 6germanogerman the
other languages had their dialects toootoooooo these were retained
by swiss at all levels of education in an attempt to mai-
ntain individual or area identityoidentity 17 recent statistics show

that 744 percent of the swiss claim german as their mother

tongue 200-2202 percent have french as their native tongue 9

41 claim italian as their mother tongue and lo-o10-0loio percent

speak romansch a form of old latin 8 it is common to hear

these languages intermixed in conversation it is not

unusual to hear merci vielmalvielmalpelmalvielmanvivielvlei Tschatschautschaulltachaumalpmaly

po 160igo ibido po 2

twenty two 16

1-117

18

16kenneth D

p 15

abide p 16 ebido p

16

20220.2

1.010
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barrier the latter day saint church called men to missions

in switzerland who were natives of the country who had

emigrated to america for instance of the fifty five men

who have served as mission presidents in the swiss area

fifteen were born in german speaking europeoeurope all others
had served as missionaries in their earlier lives and had

acquired a knowledge of the language in that manneromannermagnero

missionaries arriving in switzerland without language

training would be assigned to labor in a specific language

areaaread many times they would live with mormon families for
several weeks to learn the language before becoming actively
engaged in proselyting work mission presidents often
requested that

0 able and good men be sent from zion who were born
in these countries or at least who have acquired the
german language and who at once could enter with their
whole energy upon their performance of their duties as
missionarieso O02

mission calls as far as possible were made accordingly

but as time went on the number of native born became fewer

so new approaches had to be taken

LANGUAGE TRAINING SCHOOLS

in 1937 the german speaking missions in europe

attempted to overcome the language barrier by setting up a

mission school in cologne germany

alder

19

2122
20millennial20

19 22
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the plan was to have missionaries in the school for a
month or six weeks to be instructed in the correct
study of the german language and in practical and
effective ways of actingtradingtr and of general missionary
work under the careful supervision of a devoted and
enthusiastic elder 21

mission records do not indicate the success or longevity of

this school other attempts to give missionaries formal

language training were not made until 1964 when the language

training mission was instigated at the brigham young univer

sity in provo utah after a missionary received his call
to a german speaking mission he spent eight weeks in

intensive language training thus enabling him to be more

effective in proselyting upon arrival in europeoeurope

ITALIAN AND ROMANSCH switzerland

proselyting activities of mormon missionaries in

switzerland have been mainly among the french and german

speaking swiss until the 1960s decade work first began

among the italianswissitalian inswiss 1961 ground work was laid for

this action by president william S erekson when he took
nnsteps to introduce the gospel to the people there

because only one percent of swiss speak romansch no attempt

has been made as yet to reach these people as a group

there is only one instance on mission records of the baptism

of a person whose mother tongue was romansch this

2lswiss2 andswiss german mission manuscript history
january 22 1937

see chapter VII for detailed account of this
effort

for

22
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conversion took place in 1864 in the canton of graubundenGrau

the

bunden

young man was baptized by elder C C schramm there
was no hope at that time that this conversion would open the
way to spread the gospel in that can ton w this being a

strong catholic area and no progress was ever made in that
direction

FRENCH switzerland

from 1850 when elder T B H stenhouse first began

missionary activities in french switzerland until october
1912 this area was under the same administration as the
rest of german speaking switzerland during this period

french speaking switzerland was a district separate from the

rest of switzerland and once an elder was assigned to labor

in this area he generally remained there the area was

called by several different names including the french

conference franco swiss conference jura conference french

swiss conference the first branches of the church in

switzerland were in lausanne and geneva other branches

have been at la chaux de fonds and neuchatelNeu

on

chatel
october 15 1912 these four branches and all the

area of french speaking switzerland became a part of the

newly organized french mission and was known as the lausanne

conference 24 during world war I1 the french mission was

millennial star XXVI april 16 1864 221

history of the swiss district of french mission
unpublished manuscript

canton 23

23millennial
24history

23

24
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disorganized and the branches and membership of the district
reverted back to the jurisdiction of the swiss and german

mission again became a district in the
french mission on december 23 1923 when the french mission

again began to function following world war 1I during the

next sixteen years mormon activities in french switzerland
were directed from headquarters of the french mission in
paris in 1939 when world war II11 conditions caused the
mormon missionaries to be withdrawn from europe french

switzerland again was under the leadership of the swiss and

german mission

ROBERT A SIMOND

elder thomas E mckay president of the swiss

austrian mission at the beginning of world war II11 appointed

robert A simond as president of the french district of

switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit elderzerlando simond had joined the latter day saint
church in lausanne and had done much for the growth of the

church in that branch during the war years he was

constantly mobilized as a lieutenant in the air protection

corps 25 but in spite of this he periodically visited all
of the branchesbran holdingchesschest conference regularly and helping

maintain regular activity elder simond published a

monthly news bulletin which contained translations from

the teachings of church authorities and news items of

robert A simond report of conditions in the
swiss district during the war years unpublished
manuscript

french switzerland

25robert25
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various branchesobranchesbranchesibran w-2626cheso during these difficult times there was

a record attendance of meetings in french switzerland and

this in spite of the lack of fuel causing meeting places to
be cold and uncomfortableouncomfortable during these years there were

twentyfivetwenty convertfive baptisms following the war elder
simond continued to serve the church in switzerland in a

variety of callings including those of being head gardener

for the swiss temple and first counselor in the swiss temple

presidency

thus french switzerland has made a substantial
contribution to the history of the church of jesus christ of

latter day saints in switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit itzerlando has been an area

fruitful in convert baptisms many of whom have emigrated to

the united statesostatesstateson

CITIES WITH MORE THAN ONE LANGUAGE

in the nineteenth century and in the early twentieth
century mormon missionaries usually traveled alone and would

remain in a specific area where they could handle the

language in the early twentieth century mormon church

leaders changed this practice and required the elders to

live and work in pairsopairspairse in order to meet the challenge of

bilingual cities such as biennebielBienne anBiel elder trained in

the french language would be assigned with an elder who

could speak germangermanegermano As they would knock on the door of the

homes in biennebielBienne itBiel worked this way if the person who

26 ibidoebido26ibid
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came to the door said bonjour the french speaking

missionary would carry the conversationoconversationconversationsconvers ifationo the greetings
were guten tag or grotzebrotze the german speaking elder would

introduce the message of the restored gospelgospelogospels in this way

trading11tracting could go forward in these language border cities
without having to bypass someone who was interested in the
message

THE LANGUAGE BARRIER AND
CHURCH publications

in order to keep new converts to mormonism aware of

church activities in switzerland the church has printed a

variety of publications these were also used by mission-

aries and members to be given or sold to others who were

interested in learning about mormonism the language

situation in switzerland made it difficult to keep such

publications going year after year early latter day saint
publications in switzerland were le reflecteurReflect 1853eur 1854

in french derper darstellermarstellerDar 185518611855steller in1861 german die reform

186218641862 in1864 german then derper sternstem which began in 1869

and has continued to the present derper stern was also a

german language publication but to be useful to the french

swiss parts of it were in the french language in 1967

this magazine became a part of the unified church publica-

tions and became the main periodical of all german

speaking european saintsosaintssaintlo le etoile served the same purpose

27for2forifor a list of the main latter day saint publica-
tions in their various languages see appendix B

11

27
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in french switzerland as did la stella in italian switzer
landoland

WITHOUT PURSE OR SCRIP

at various times latter day saint missionaries in

switzerland have attempted to accomplish their missionary

labors without purse or scrip for most of the nineteenth
century this method was eliminated due to a agrantvagrantwV act
passed in 185801858 28 in 1901 the method was tried againoagainagaizo

instead of going per railroad as usual to attend
conference in zurich the elders left their perspective
fields walked through the country visited towns and
villages where the gospel had not penetrated the
lord has attended them friends were raised up to
administer to their wants fruitful conversations were
indulged in 0 0 and good meetings were held in school
houses and in private dwellings for the first time in
the history of these placesoplacesplacedo 292

this method was attempted in recent times feeling

there were many small villages in some areas that had never

had the opportunity of hearing the restored gospel pairs
of missionaries were called in the summer of 1961 to ride

their motor bikes into these areas without purse or scrip

because of the limited success of the undertaking the idea

was soon abolishedoabolishedabolish

MODERN

edo

proselyting PLANS

before mid twentieth century there was not any

specific method of proselyting used by the latter day saint

millennial star XX june 5 1858 363

millennial star LXV august 1 1901 5010501

28millennial

29millennial

28
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church to teach the gospel to mankind occasionally an

able mission president would devise a plan which the mission-

aries under his jurisdiction would followofollowfollows w-3030 in switzerland
tractingactingtrackingtr continued to be the primary technique in meeting

the people following the world wars in europe church

leaders sought more effective methods of proselyting and in

the next decades four consecutive plans came forthforthodortho in 1950

the swiss austrian mission adopted a set of lessons called
A plan for effective missionary work and also known as the

anderson plan being mainly formulated by richard andersonandersoueandersoneAnders

the

ougoUeong

book of mormon was to be used as the key to conversion

in this plan and missionaries in switzerland distributed
thousands of copies throughout switzerland in the early
1950s19509s in the plan were twenty eight possible cottage

meeting topics and the missionaries objective was to get

into the homes immediately and present their message

in a systematic and clear manner which led to the desired
goal of conversionconversiouo e3 the success of this plan was such

that mormon church leaders published another somewhat less
extensive plan which they advised be used throughout the

worldoworldworldon

3030jamesjames Bbo alienallenailen and richard oo00 cowan mormonism in
the twentieth century brigham young university extension
1964 p 1390139
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THE systematic PLANPIAN

in 1952 saint church authorities in salt
lake city published a new lesson plan entitled A systematic
program for teaching the gospelogospelgospels this plan was translated
into the languages of switzerland and used beginning in 1953

missionaries continued door to door actingtradingtr seeking those

willing to listen to the seven cottage meeting discussion
outlined in the pianoplanplanopian some of the earlier converts who had

joined the church through the twenty eight cottage meeting

anderson plan expressed doubts about baptizing a person into
the church after only a few gospel lessons but the system-

atic plan emphasized thatthatt
agreement may be gained on these fundamental doctrines
in a relatively short time through a logical presen-
tation of gospel principles fortified with scripture
together with reading convincing testimony and sincere
prayeroprayerprayers 232

there were ninety one baptisms in switzerland the

first year the systematic program was used but as mission-

aries became more effective in its use baptisms rose to 131

in 1954 and 121 in 19550 during the six years this program

was used from 1953 to 1959 there was an average of 119

baptisms per yearoyearbearo

THE DYER PLAN

the systematic program for mission proselyting in

A systematic plan for teaching the gospel salt
lake city utah deseret news press 1952 p 60
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europe was replaced by the dyer plan authorized by elder
alvin ro dyer who was appointed by mormon church president
david oo00 mckay in 1960 to preside over all the missions in
europeeuropeo elder dyers plan was called the message of the

restoration and contained the essentials of a complete

proselyting programoprogramprogramspro 0-9331-1330-133gramo it included a daily schedule of

missionary activities missionary study program and other

extensive instructionsoinstructionsinstruction the watchword for missionaries
under this system was IMMANUEL or god is with uso 34 this
plan outlined six lessons and was designed to bring the new

convert into the waters of baptism at this time

when president dyer toured the swiss mission to

present this plan in august of 1960 he challenged the

missionaries to attain new heights in convert baptisms

feeling each elder should baptize five people into the

church through this new program the next year saw an

increase of 192 baptisms over 1959 bringing total conver-

sions for 1961 to 321

to help these new converts become fully involved in

the program of the mormon church new emphasis was placed on

fellowshippingfellow byshipping the older members missionaries were

urged to use the new member in getting referrals or names

of the relatives and friends of the new convert who also

alvin ro dyer the message of the restoration
frankfurt germany the church of jesus christ of latter

day saints 1961 po lo10
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might be interested in the church this way the new member

felt himself integratedointegratedintegrate

A UNIFIED WORLD WIDE SYSTEM

another change in mormon missionary proselyting
methods in switzerland took place following a world seminar

for all mission presidents held in salt lake city in june of

196101961iggi
the purpose of this seminar was to more effectively
coordinate all missionary activities of the church and
to put intonto effect a new uniform method of teaching the
gospelogospelgospels Jaaa5

this system was called A uniform system for teaching

investigatorsoinvestigatorsInvestigator this plan was effective world wide and in

the next two years more than 210000 people joined the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints 36 this growth

in convert baptisms led to a broadening of the organization

of the church in switzerland and the introduction of a more

complete gospel program

miscellaneous proselyting PROGRAMS

to supplement the uniform system other programs

have been instigated in switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit inzerlando recent years the

missionaries have taught english language classes in many

cities as a means of making new friends to whom they can

teach the gospelogospelgospels in 1962 mission president william S

3allen35allenballen and cowan po 142
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erekson gave permission to four elders to organize into a

vocal quartetoquartetquarteroquar theyteto were called the four saints and

received nationwide press exposure when they won second

place in the grand prix brunnenhofBrunnenhof an international
talent contest held each year in baselobaselbaseibacelo 37

another program which focused positive attention on

mormonism was the organization of a mission basketball team

which won wide acclaim as it competed with the best teams

in switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit inzerlando the fall of 1962 alexander schreiner
chief organist of the salt lake tabernacle organ toured
europeoeurope while in switzerland he gave several concerts in

the cathedrals of the countryocountrycoun thesetryo attracted large

audiences and good press coverageocoveragecover inageo an attempt to gain

support fromfxomaxom civil authorities swiss mission leaders and

missionaries sought audiences with mayors of the cities in

which they were proselyting at these meetings the city
officials were presented with a booklet giving the history
of the churchchurchy and a book of mormonomormonmormino these books were also

distributed in the public libraries of switzerland

in 1965 the church took part in the new york worlds

fair by erecting a pavilion where the message of the restored
gospel was made known to thousands of visitors many of

these people left their names desiring more exposure to

mormonismomormonismMormoni among the things people remembered most from the
pavilion was a film entitled mans search for happinessohappinessHapp inesSo

swiss mission manuscript history february 12
196201962

37swiss
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when the worlds fair ended a german sound tract was made

for this film for use in europeoeurope when it was shown in

switzerland it attracted huge crowds and opened many doors

to the missionariesomissionaries
another successful method of proselyting used in the

1960s19609s was that of holding public lectures on mormonimormonisnio

the mission printed some 80000 handbillshand whichbills were dis
tributedtributestri inbuted zurich bern 9 and baselobaselbaseibacelo hans ringger
prominent zurich businessman and patriarch to the swiss

stake gave the lecturesolectureslecturelecturess because elder ringger was a

native swissswissqswissa these lectures did much good to break down

barriers faced by mormon missionaries in switzerland
over the years the church of jesus christ of latter

day saints has put forth a great effort to take the message

of the restored gospel to the people of switzerland it can

truly be said that the voice of the lord has gone forthorth in

this land that all that will hear may hearhearobearo 389-938
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CHAPTER VI

THE WAR YEARS

during the years from 1900 to 1913 mission presi-
dents of the swiss and german mission reported that the work

was progressing especially well throughout switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit theyzerlando

reported that the branches of the church were in a thriving
condition and that their only real problem was the shortage

of missionaries to take the gospel to the thousands who had

not yet heard the message of the restoration w-l however

this feelingeeling of tranquility was soon to change when in

august of 1914 germany declared war on russia and france

the following decades would illustrate the impact that the

political social and economic aspects of international
conflict have on mormon church growth and activities

withdrawal OF AMERICAN ELDERS

when world war I1 broke out there were 160 mission

aries in the swiss german mission the majority laboring in
germanyogermanygermandoGer threemanyo weeks after the first active fighting along

the frenchgermanfrench bordergerman near basel switzerland mission

president hyrum wo valentine called all the elders laboring

lmillennial star LXIX february 21 1907 143
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in switzerland to a special meeting in baselobaselbaseibacelo here he

advisedleadvised the elders that they might expect to be released to
return home at any timeotime he told them that the mission was

in a somewhat disorganized condition on account of the war

and that there was no communication between switzerland and

germanyogermanygermandoGer 2e-2manyo four days laterlaterffl on august 26 the first mission-

aries who were evacuated because of the war left for liver-
pool and the united statesostatesstateson on august 309 hyrum mo smith

president of the european mission sent a telegram from

liverpool statingstatingista RELEASEtingi ALL missionaries AND TAKE

IMMEDIATE STEPS TO GET THEM HERE FOR SEPT 16th AND 30th

sailingseSAILINGSSAILINGsallingssalling during the next month the missionaries were all
released many of them in germany fleeing to neutral switzer

landlandplanda and embarking for liverpool from baselobaselbaseibacelo by october
1914 the majority of the american elders were gone from

switzerland 4 president valentine was advised by the
european mission headquarters that if he thought he was able

to do any good by remaining in switzerland he was at
liberty to do soo thinking there would be some value to

his remaining there president valentine his wife and

secretary to the mission karl measer pack remained in

switzerland until 191601916 during this time leadership in the

swiss german mission manuscript history august 22
191401914
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branches of the church was taken over by the native swissoswissspisso

SWISS MORMONS CARRY FORTH THE WORK

the evacuation of the american elders from switzer
land necessitated the calling of local members to carry

leadership responsibilities throughout switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit althoughzerlando
many members were called to guard the swiss borders those
who remained at home did an excellent job in continuing the
programs of the churchchurchocharcho in may of 1916 valentine wrote

it is really remarkable the zeal which our local saints
show for the work in which we are engaged and it is a
pretty safe sign of the depth of their convictionsoconvictionsconviction the
work is going forward and we are even spreading a little
rather than retrenching and if this war was over and we
had a few leaders 0 0 0 the work would go along with
leaps and boundsobounds 6

president valentine reported that not one single branch was

closed for the lack of willing leaders and that the local

brethren were never so happy in the gospel before he

further reported that the hardships of war had strengthened

many even to the extent that in 1915111915 tithing increased

greatly 7

members not only carried forth the programs of the

church within their own ranks but missionary proselyting

continued as well in 1915 and 1916 a total of 139 convert

yrum wo valentine to joseph jensen may 10 1916
located in church historians office salt lake city utah

hyrum wo valentine to denmark jensen january 12
1916 located in church historians office salt lake city
utah 0
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baptisms took placeoplaceplacco some of these had been taught the
gospel by the american missionaries before they leftlefty while

others had been aroused in their interest in mormonismMonnon byism

house to house actingtradingtr that was being done by local swiss

membersomembersmembertomem whenberso the missionaries began returning after the
war they reported that the local brethren 0 0 0 had contin-

ued missionary labors in switzerland 0 0 0 with considerable

zeal and energy and many additions to the church had been

madeomade 8

during these years 9 the morale of the saints in

switzerland was strengthened by derperpenden sternstem which continued

as a semimonthlysemi publicationopublicationpublicationspublicmonthly workationo on derper sternstem was done

by max zimmer who subsequently became acting president of

the swiss mission during world war iioliollo

AID TO THE NEEDY

the conditions brought on by war found many families

in the swissgermanswiss missiongerman destitute this was especially

true in germanygermanyogermandoGer tomanyo aid these needy saints in germany the

swiss relief society 3 an auxiliary organization of the

church gathered food and clothing switzerland had its
needy too 9 because of the numbers of german families living

there 9 whose husbands and fathers had gone to war aid to

these people was greatly supplemented by the church in

swissgermanSwiss missionGerman manuscript history may 18
1919019191

bido august 26 191401914
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america which authorized the purchase of many tons of food-

stuffs through the united states liquidation commissioner in
paris franceofrance mission president hugh jo cannon of the
swissgermanswiss missiongerman acted as church agent in the purchase

and distribution of these goods 9 and the mission home in

basel was the place from which supplies were sent into
germanye

another program used in the swiss german mission to
aid the needy saints began in 191901919 this program brought

undernourished german children from austria and germany into
switzerland where they would live with mormon families until
they could recuperate from the horrors of war the case of

one of these children is often repeated by members

0 0 0 he remained in switzerland only a few weeks but
his case was so hopeless that it was decided to send him
back to his parents as TB had already taken a hold on
his frail undernourished body this little boy three
days before he died when passing through the mission
office insisted on paying his tithing from money that
the members of the church had given him to help him on
his way homehomco 1

the number of children who were aided in this way is not

known 9 but this shows the feelings of closeness that existed
among latter day saints while thousands of others entertained
feelings of hateohatedateo

ibidoebido december 1 1919
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APOSTATE INROADS

the activities of the church of jesus christ of

latter day saints were somewhat curtailed in switzerland
during world war I1 because of efforts on the part of the
reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saintsosaintssaintlo

the later church was organized in america in the nineteenth
century by those who became disaffected with mormon church

leadership after the death of joseph smith this group had

an active branch in basel in the early twentieth century

when the american missionaries leftlefts these people attempted

to gain inroads into the basel branch they attended mormon

church meetings and caused considerable trouble
one a herr schwager had on one occasion become so
enraged that he tore a book from president valentines
hand and threw it on the table like a madmanmad shout-
ing

man
you haventhaven the truth president valentinevalentin had

to be quite irmfirm with him before he would go away 12

these troubles continued for some time but the reorganitesreorganizes

foundoundaund the mormonscormons unwilling to join their group

A few other incidents took place in the absence of

the american elderelderseidereiders so some of the converts in the oten

branch brought some of their old traditions with them into

the church not long after the elders leftlef for america they

began dressing their deacons in robes and placed candles on

the sacrament tableotabletabiedableo these irregularities were corrected by

president valentine when he toured the mission holding ward

conferences with each branchbranchebrancho

1212swissswissgermanswiss missiongerman manuscript history july 13
1916
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conditions BETWEEN WARS

in 1919 p the latter day saint church again called
missionaries to labor in the countries involved in world war

lo10 As the missionaries began to return to switzerland they

found that the local elders had done an outstanding job of

carrying forth the workowork not only were the branches flour-
ishing but active proselyting was being effectively doneodoneboneo

in 1919 the swiss saints were thrilled by the visit of

apostle george albert smith president of the european

mission upon hearing of his pending visit the sunday

school children in basel branch learned a famous mormon

childrens hymn called jesus wants me for a sunbeam in

englishEnglengi thisisho singing deeply moved president smith as did

his words of love and comfort that he spoke to the saints
by 1921 there were 115 missionaries actively prose

lytinglating in switzerland of this number only 15 were ameri

canscanso 14 mission president serge F ballif made a plea to

church leaders for 1000 more missionaries from the united

states these he said could take the message of the

restored gospel to the 190 million souls in the swiss and

german missionomissionmissioneMiss 15ionolono the year 1921 there were 128 convert

baptisms in switzerland with sixteen flourishing branches

of the church
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development OF CHURCH auxiliaries

within the church of jesus christ of latter day

saints there are several programs called church auxiliariesoauxiliariesauxilia
these

rieso
are designed to help members of the church gain a

greater understanding of the gospel as well as to offer them

uplifting social and recreational opportunitieso when fred
tadjetadietadle became president of the swiss and german mission in
1823 he did much to build these organizations within the

missionomissionmissionemiss newionolono emphasis was given to the mutual improvement

associationassociationyassociations the recreational auxiliary program for youth

and to the sunday school for the educating of all saints in

gospel principles president tadje later reported that
the success of the sunday schools 0 0 in these lands
was so great that it became necessary to publish a
periodical dealing exclusively with sunday school
problemsoproblemsproblem our object was above all to systematize
and to promote the sunday school work in the missions 16

this periodical was called unsereungere sonntagsschule our sunday

schools and was printed in dresden germany concerning

this publication elder tadje went on to says

however after this magazine had been published for
about two years it became apparent that the other
organizations needed similar instructions and attention
to meet this situation it was decided in the fall of
1926 to discontinue the publishing of the sunday school
organ and issue quarterlyquartquerterlyeily a magazine which would
contain the outlines for all auxiliary organizations
with special departments for 0 0 priesthood quorumsqu
teacher

orums
training class and local actingtradingtr societies7societies

fred16fred
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the new periodical called derper wegweiserWeE theeiserelser signpost began

in 1925 and continued until 1936 and was also printed in
dresdenodresdenDres todeno further inhanceingance the activities of the mission
president tadje instituted district conventions where the
members and missionaries met and discussed how to use the

auxiliaries as an aid to missionary workowork also discussed
waswasswast

01 011 the new missionary and how best to develop him
actingtradingtr cottage meetings use of organizations as
missionary factors country work some practical ways
of decreasing expenses conditions that contribute to
the misconduct of missionaries and how to reduce
gossip in the branches 8

president tadje reported that these efforts to improve the

auxiliaries played a significant part in allaying prejudice
and winning friends for the church 9

it was during this interim between the wars when

several important doctrinal books of the mormon church were

translated into germanogerman among them were gospel doctrine by

joseph fo smith A rational theology by john ao widtsoeWidt

the

soe

articles of faith and jesus the christ by james eo

talmage and the teachings of joseph smith compiled by

joseph fielding smithosmithsmitha these translations were done by

max zimmer a devoted member of the church from baselobaselbaseibacelo he

also translated many lesson manuals for the auxiliaries
during these yearsoyearspearso
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WORLD WAR II11

As the political and military conditions developed

toward world war II11 in europe many changes took place in

the activities and programs of the mormon church in switzer-
land because of switzerlandswitzerland9s determination to remain

neutral and free the swiss government called a general

mobilization of the swiss army on september 2 193919390 also
at this time the swiss people were warned through their

newspapers to be aware of any to report any suspicious
looking foreigners as spies infested the country w-20

mission president thomas E mckay wrote to the missionaries
each a letter

0 0 in which they were requested to set a daily goal
of from 474 hours7 actingtractingtrackingtr and visiting friends
but due to the troubled condition and the suspicious
nature of the people it was not possible or advisable to
continue this procedureprocedures the elders were repeatedly
stopped and questioned by the police and the swiss
people generally showed a slight feeling of resentment
towards the foreign missionaries it was rather
difficult to engage in a gospel conversation as most
people preferred to discuss the war2

during this time elder mckay cautioned the elders to

be very careful about their behavior warning that they were

being watched closely and that they didnt want any hyp-
ocrites in the mission22missiont22mission and22 that they should avoid loud

talking loud laughter and all other forms of boisterous

20swiss2swiss mission manuscript history september 5
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missionaries were further told to please dontdonot

under any circumstances make pictures of fortifications
barricades or groups of soldierssoldiersysoldierlysoldi 24ersy and to keep close touch

with their roomsoroomsroomsb call or check up at least every three or

four hours to see if there is a telegram phone call or

express letter 25

by mid september actingtradingtr was impossible in most

areas in switzerlandswitzerlandoSwit missionarieszerlando were instructed to visit
and encourage members of the churchochurchcharcho branches throughout

switzerland were weakened in leadership as many latter day

saint men were required to remain at their places of

mobilizationomobilizationmobilizations about this time those missionaries who had

been in switzerland only a short time were returned to

americaoamericaamericalAmeriamerl missioncao presidents throughout all of europe

reduced their forces to the extreme limit
at first it was hoped that missionaries could be
retained to encourage the members and help them
spiritually rather than 0 0 proselyting but upon
more mature consideration and upon advice from american
consular authorities it was decided to reduce the
number of missionaries in all european countries 26

0

the first presidency of the church cabled the european

mission leaders and instructed them to release all of the

four hundred elders in europeeuropeo of the forty six working in

switzerland thirty nine leftlef by the end of october

five elders were left in switzerland to aid presi-

dent thomas mckay to whom the responsibility of leading the

ibido september 4 1939 ibid
ibido ibido
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church in germany austria and switzerland had been givenogiveneiveno

As during world war ly leadership of the branches was turnedfumed
over to local membersomembersmembertomem inberso basel although the sounds of war

could be heard branch membersmemmew continuedbers to work regularly
on the meeting house which they completed in the summer of
1940 27 As the war continued to spread throughout europe

president thomas eo mckay and the five remaining american

elders all returned to the united statesostatesstateson before elder
mckay left he appointed elder max zimmer to preside over the

affairs of the church in switzerland germany and austria

MAX ZIMMER

that the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
continued to function and grow in switzerland was greatly
due to the efforts of elder max zimmer elder zimmer had

joined the mormon church in 1910 after his mother had

hesitatingly accepted a tract on mormonism from an elder who

called at the family home not long after joining the church

he began to serve as editor of derper stern a position he held

for ten yearsoyearspearso he also edited derper wegweiser magazine of

the swiss german mission auxiliaries for twelve yearsoyearspearso

these and several leadership experiences plus his untiring

efforts to promote the programs of the church in switzerland

qualified him to take the responsibility of leadership when

all of the american missionaries were withdrawnowithdrawnwithdraw zimmer

ibido april 1940
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devoted fullullfuliuli energy during the next several years to keep

the mormon movement active he continued all the auxiliary
programs of the church and whenever possible he held special

conferences with the branchesobranchesbranchesibran manycheso times these could not

be held because all the men were called by the swiss
government to guard the border 0

0-6280-028 in 1943 elder zimmer

traveled throughout switzerland with a lecture called utah
29the land of wonders in america the home of the mormonsmormonsomormoneMor amonso

this lecture drew large crowds of interested people and

stimulated new enthusiasm within the latter day saints in

switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit inzerlando 1944 c elder zimmer obtained permission from

the nazi government in germany to visit the american elders
of the church in german prison campsocampscamaso then he administered

comfort and courageocouragecouragercour thoseageo men many of whom were inertedinverted

for periods reaching into years will never forget the

kindness of this manmauomano 30 during 1945 several former

missionaries from the swiss mission who were serving in the
army of the united states were able to visit swiss branchesobranchesbranchesibran

contact

cheso

with chuichchurchchulch headquarters in salt lake city was very

limited during these yearsoyearspearso occasionally elder zimmer got a

letter from thomas eo mckay who continued to serve as mission

president and periodically a church publication would arrive
from england or americaoamericaamericalAmeriamerl whenevercao these publications were

max zimmer to thomas eo mckay june 16 194001940

ibido march 15 194301943
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available elder zimmer would translate its contents into
german and distribute it among the swiss saints to encourage

them to remain true to the faithaithfalthalth in july of 1945 a more

direct contact with the church in america was felt when

elder hugh bo brown of the latter day saint servicemensservicemengsServicService

committee

emensmengs

visited switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit althoughzerlando on official
military assignment elder brown was able to visit the
branches of the church in zurich and basel where he spoke to
the gathered saints he reported I1 spoke to them through

an interpreter and they drank like thirsty men on the

desert in basel he spoke five and one half hours which

again indicates how absolutely starved these people were for
some word from zionozionaiono 1-9311-131

after the cessation of hostilities in may of 1945

elder zimmer

0 0 related how plans were discovered in the german
embassy in switzerland 0 for the construction of
0 0 concentration camps in switzerland by the nazis
after their planned seizure of that land 32

the unexpected heavy losses and reverses at stalingradStal
caused

ingrad

nazi leaders to forego the invasion of switzerland

elder zimmer continued his reportreports

the names of several of our swiss members were found to
be on the list of those intended to be sent to these
camps so it is with gratitude in our hearts that our
swiss saints thank god for having spared their landoland

1946
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because of the mobilization of the majority of swiss
men into the army to guard the borders very little proselytproselyte

ing was carried forth in switzerland during world war II11

president zimmerzimmers activities were mainly concentrated on

keeping those already in the church in activityactivitye concerning

the general condition of the church during these years he

reportedreportedireport
although

edtedi

we have been spared from the actual hostilities
we too felt the bad demoralizing influence of the war
we had to fight hard against it especially to help our
younger people be true to the church and live according
to its teachings the great majority of the saints
proved to be true to the faithofaitha 34

SWISS neutrality AIDS POSTWARPOST
revitalization

WAR

although activities of the church of jesus christ of

latter day saints did not come to a standstill during world

war II11 conditions caused a need for a revitalization of the

work among the swiss after the war

swiss neutrality established in the congress of

vienna in 1815 and carefully guarded by the swiss during

world wars I1 and II11 proved to be of great value to the
mormon church as it set out to provide for the spiritual and

temporal needs of church members throughout europe following

the wars because of this neutrality channels of commun-

ication between switzerland and other nations had remained

mainly open during and after the wars As latter day saint

deseret news church news november 24 1945
p 6

ma orityarity
faithalth 4
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as also the pooropoorbooro 31-137 these principles were put into prac-

tice following world war II11 when mormonscormons throughout the
world exerted great effort to aid their needy fellowmenfel inlowmen

europe max zimmer who continued to preside over the swiss

mission until spring of 1946 did much for the success of

this undertakingoundertakingundertakings

in the spring of 1946 elder ezra taft benson

member of the quorum of the twelve apostles of the mormon

church and president of the european mission was assigned

by church leadership to make an extensive tour of europe

helife was assigned not only to attend to the spiritual affairs
of the church but also to direct the distribution of

matthew 1919o1919019319 36james l27o1270127 D & C 83i6

lisIIP
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church leaders sought to re establish contact with the

scattered saints in the war torn nations of europe they

used swiss neutrality and these open lines of communication

to a great advantageoadvantageadvantagesadvant oneageo of the immediate uses of these

lines of communication was to help the destitute saints in
germanyogermanygermandoGer

CONCERN

manyo

FOR OTHERS

one of the principle doctrines of the church of

jesus christ of latter day saints is that one is to love

his neighbor as himself 35 latter day saints believe that
pure religion and undefiled before god is this to

visitisit the fatherless and widows in their affliction 0

olto

9-936
0

35matthew 37d 83 1635
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welfare food clothing and bedding to the distressed
saintsosaintssaintlo 8113a accordingly elder benson traveled from england

to switzerland there with the help of max zimmer they

gained permission to travel into west germanyogermanygermandoGer usingmanyo

neutralleutral switzerland as a base of operations elder benson

began to send aid to the needy saints and also set orthforth to
OQreorganizeorganizereirejreice the missions dissolved because of the warwarewaro

elder benson secured the assistance of the international
red cross whose headquarters were located in geneva to

help him in giving aid to the needy this agency gave

assistance in bringing undernourished german and austria
children into switzerland for recuperation a practice also

carried out after world war I1 when mormon church welfare

supplies began to arrive in europe they were stored in the

red cross warehouses in genevaogenevagenerao 41 in october of 1946 the

swiss army sold four hundred used blankets to max zimmer for
about sixty cents each and these too were sent to germany

these efforts to aid the poor and needy of europe won world-

wide acclaim for the church of jesus christ of latter day

saintsosaintssaintlo united states president harry S truman gave

allen and cowan p 45

west german mission manuscript history march 10
19461946o

ibid march 12 1946

deseret news church news september 7 1946

42 for a detailed account of mormon church aid sent
to germany see gilbert wo Scharffscharffs hihistorystory of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints in germany between
1840 and 1968 unpublished doctors dissertation brigham
young university 1968 ch 10
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government support of the project by aiding in the trans-
portation of welfare goods from america to europe

GENERAL POSTWARPOST conditionsWAR
IN switzerland

in the spring of 1946 max zimmer who had acted as

president of the swiss mission since 1940 was released and

william F perschon was called as mission president his
immediate assignment was to contact each member of the mormon

church throughout all of switzerland he found the majority
eager to become an active part of mormonism again others
requested to be excommunicated and some wanted to be left

alone 43 he reported perschon had to correct a few

strange doctrines and practices that had found their way

into some branches during the war 44 in the year 1946

american mormon missionaries began to proselyte again in

switzerland they found many people ready to listen to

their message of the restored gospel but the war had not

lessened the desire on the part of some to put a stop to

mormonism opposition continued to be agitated almost

entirely by the pastors of the reformed and catholic
churches 0 being the only ones recognized45recognized by45 the

state in the next years the latter day saint church

43 swiss austrian mission manuscript history may 12
1947

44 ibid june 25 1947

swiss austrian mission annual report december 31
1949

1-143
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position in switzerland was strengthened as the number of

missionaries doing active proselyting work among the swiss

continued to growogrowgrewo with this increase in the missionary

effort convert baptism also showed an increase
thus in the face of the adverse conditions brought

into being by the power of hate expressed through war the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints continued strong

on swiss soilosoil credit for the constant level of church

activity in switzerland during the war must be given to such

faithful swiss as robert A simond 46 who served as district
president in switzerland and acting mission president
maxplaxflax zimmer these men spent endless time and effort in an

attempt to keep up the faith and devotion of the saints
during the war and prepared the way for the revitalization
of the programs of the church following the war

for a discussion on the work of robert simond
see chapter V

french swi tzerlczerland

46for
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CHAPTER VII

THE SWISS TEMPLE

one of the highlights in the history of the church

of jesus christ of latter day saints in switzerland was the

erection of the swiss temple in zollikofenzollikofer in the canton of

bern switzerland among

0 0 the distinguishing features of the church of jesus
christ restored in our day and dispensation in the
fulnessfalnessful isness the eternal nature of its ordinances and
ceremoniesoceremonies in the temple some of these most sacred
ordinances and ceremonies are performed 1

the erection of the swiss temple set a new precedent in the
mormon church in that it was the first european temple and

the first temple where non english languages would be used

in the temple ordinancesoordinancesordinance

GENEALOGY TEMPLE WORK AND emigration

As previously discussed latter day saint theology

strongly emphasizes the importance of temple activity
teaching that the fullness of the opportunities of eternity
will be enjoyed only by those who thus participateoparticipateparticipates but in

the mormon church temple ordinances are not only performed

david 0 mckay the purpose of the temple w the
improvement era LVIII november 1955 793

2see2seqasee chapter ivoIVivelve
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for living personspersonspperson but also for those who have previously

diedodied this doctrine was first taught in modern times by

mormon prophet joseph smith at the funeral of seymour

brunson in 184001840 later in an epistle to the saints joseph

smith instructed them that they could be baptized for their
dead ancestors who had died without a knowledge of the
gospelogospelgospels 3 he explained the ordinance to the saints saringosayingisayingo

you may think this order of things to be very particular
but let me tell you that it is only to answer the will
of god by conforming to the ordinance and preparation
that the lord ordained and prepared before the foundadounda
tion of the world for the salvation of the deadodeadbeado 4

the divine authority to do this work had previously

been bestowed on joseph smith by a heavenly being the

prophet had identified as elijahoelijaheiljaheillahelijaha elijah had come to the
prophet joseph in kirtland ohio on april 3 1836 and

bestowed upon joseph smith the priesthood to perform this
temple ordinanceoordinanceordinancesordin thisanceo priesthood and authority was to

plant in the hearts of the children the promises made to

the fathers5fathers and5 would turn the hearts of the children
to the fathers 6 joseph smith said this would be accom-

plished by the saintssaintsssaintes
0 0 by building their temples erecting their baptismal
fontsfontsp and going forth and receiving all the ordinances
baptisms confirmations washings anointingsanoint ordina-
tions

ings
and sealing powers upon their heads in behalf of

their progenitors who are dead and redeem them 0

which fulfills the mission of elijah 7

3dad & C 1285 Dad4d & C 1285o1285012855
5dad & C 22 D & C 11015o11015011015
7dhc VI 1840184

sp
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toro this end 9 latter day saints have spent endless hours and

vast sums of money doing genealogical research on their
family linesolinesiineslinero in addition to this latter day saint temples

have been erected throughout the worldoworldworldon

this genealogy and templetempie work was greatly emph-

asized in switzerland after world war IIlie11iioilo one missionary

elder johann billiter traveled extensively over the mission

teaching these doctrines and assisting the saints in getting
their family genealogical records started in 1947 the

genealogical society of the church of jesus christ of

latter day saints began an extensive work of microfilmingmicro

the

filming

records of all the churches in switzerland and through-

out europeoeurope this process allowed for the photographing of

parish and congregational records and provided an economical

method for the preservation of this valuable information

this program and the work of elder billiter caused many to

get the spirit of elijah and in turn they desired to

emigrate to america where there were temples wherein they

could do the work for their dead thus contrary to the

desires of church leadersleaderspleader largesp numbers continued to

emigrate to america after world war iioliollo others were left
in a state of doubt and frustration because it was

financially impossible for them to emigrate

A PROPHECY AND THE NEED FOR FOREIGN TEMPLES

it will be recalled the president joseph fo smith

as he spoke at a conference in bern switzerland in 1906

F
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predicted thatt the time will come when this land will be

dotted with temples where you can go and redeem your dead

he further predicted that temples would be built in divers
countries of the worldoworldworldon 09-99 he recognized the need for the

erection of temples in foreign landsolandslandbo speaking of the
members of the church in foreign countries president smith

saidsaidtsald
0 0 they need the same privileges as we do and that
we enjoy but these are out of their power they are
poor and they cant get the means to come up here and
be endowed and sealed for time and eternity for their
living and their dead 10

this sentiment was expressed by church president

david oo00 mckay almost a half a century later during his tour

of the european missionsomissionsmission he said that there are many

people in the countries of europe and australia who will
never be able to go to a temple unless the church builds
temples in their landsolandslandbo 1-111

SWISS TEMPLE PLANS ANNOUNCED

it was during president mckays 1952 tour of the
european missions that plans for a temple in switzerland
were publicallypublic announcedannouncedoannounceally Asdo president mckay and his party
were preparing to leave the edinburgh international airport
on august 22 he made the announcement of the churchs

8derqperader sternstem XVL august 1 1906 332
9 ibidoebido
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decision to build the berne temple first of several which

will eventually be built in europe 1-112 this announcement

followed the decision which had been made by the first
presidency and the council of the twelve apostles who

authorized on april 17 1952 the erection of the swiss

tempieotempletempietempier 13 president mckay was authorized at that time to go

to switzerland and help select a temple site accordingly
on may 29 1952 president mckay p accompanied by sister
mckay and their son 9 david left for an important mission

to europe 0 0 0 this was a special mission pertaining to
temples 0 speaking of the impressions of this
tensiveextensiveax tour president mckay noted that there was a

more tolerant attitude than I1 experienced a half century

agooiago7590
c

REASONS FOR CHOOSING switzerland
FOR A TEMPLE

among the reasons why switzerland was chosen as the

site for the first latter day saint temple in europe was

the tolerant attitude spoken of by president mckay although

mormonism had faced much opposition over the years by mid

twentieth century this had mainly subsided not only was

deseret news salt lake city august 22 1952

samuel eo bringhurst temples of the most high ed
N bo lundwall salt lake citycityicitti bookcraft inc 1966
p 1970

david oo00 mckay CR october 3 1955 p 9
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mormonism allowed to flourish in the country but hundreds

of other denominations found an atmosphere of tolerance in

switzerland this spirit of religious freedom was later
praised by president mckay in the swiss temple dedicatory
prayer when he gave thanks

for the freedom loving government of switzerland
which through the centuries has held inviolate mans
free agency and his inalienable right to worship
without dictation from any man or group of men whom
soeversoeverostevero 16

thustanus freedom of religion along with traditional swiss

neutrality were among the reasons why the mormon church

elected to erect a temple in switzerland

the multiple language condition of switzerland was

another reason for a european temple to be built there it
should be remembered that the swiss temple was not to be

erected just for the swiss saints but for the saints in

france belgium germany austria italy sweden finland
norway denmark the netherlands holland and the latter day

saint servicemen and their families stationed in europe

mormon temple ceremonies require a verbal communication and

one can ready see the difficulty this language situation
could cause since there is not a unified national language

in switzerland it was a natural place to erect a temple

where a variety of languages would be used most swiss

speak two languages and many speak as many as five languages

david 0 mckay dedicatory address delivered at
the swiss temple dedication t the improvementIMro eravement LVIII
november 1955 795
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furthermorefurthermorep because of switzerlandsSwitzer neutralitylands during the
war years thousands of refugees sought asylum in that
country these brought their native language with them

when the church set up its program of ordinance work for the
swiss temple it called these refugees who had been con-

verted to mormonism with their divers languages to

officiate in the temple in several cases the church

requested that these people seek employment in canton bern

near the temple so they could devote their leisure hours

tofcochobho temple workworko

the geographical location of switzerland also played

a part in the decision the church made to establish a temple

there although switzerland is not centrally located in
europe it has a close connection with most european

countries because almost every main rail line in europe

clither goes through switzerland or has a direct connection

there this was an important consideration since latter day

saints would mainly be coming to the temple by train when

the final decision was made to purchase a building site the

statement was made that the chosen site was only a four

minute walk from the railroad station and street car terminal

in zollikofenzollikofer 17

bringhurst p 199
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PURCHASE OF THE TEMPLE SITE

the acquisition of the site for the swiss temple came

only after long months of negotiations legal battles and

much fasting and prayer on the part of the latter day saint
leaders missionaries and members following the decision
of church leaders to build a temple in europe president
mckay flew to switzerland he arrived at the swiss austrian
mission home in basel on june 26 1952 where he went into
conference with david lawrence mckay who acted as secretary
president stayner richards of the british mission president
golden woolf of the french mission president samuel E

bringhurst and his counselor william zimmer of the swiss

austrian mission during this meeting the decision was made

that the temple should be built in or near bern the

capital city of switzerland 18 the next day president

mckay and his party spent the day inspecting several build-
ing sites deciding on one in the southeastern part of the

city president mckay then left for holland and authorized

samuel eo bringhurst to proceed with the negotiations to

acquire the site president bringhurst learned that the
property that had been chosen had just been transferred to

the city of bern to be used as a teacherteachers college 1

president mckay was informed of this situation by telephone

he decided to return to switzerland and instructed president

bringhurst to locate some properties he could inspect for

18ibidtslbid p 197 ibid
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the site of the temple president mckay arrived back in the

first week of july and approved a site on the treuchel
property on the cornercomer of laubeggstrasse and bucherstrasseBucher

a

strasse
splendid location 9-1201-1209-920 investigation of this property

disclosed that it was in the possession of fiveivelve groups of

heirs totaling thirty in all who were widely scattered
the main heir a banker in bern said he would exchange his
equity for income property and use his influence with the

others m-am-2 negotiations for the property were being carried
out through mr herman schulthess a real estate man and

hans jordi a building contractor who were both working out

of bern on july 8 1952 president bringhurst met hans

jordi and signed a purchase agreement for 3 12 acres of

land at 60 franks per square meter t-22 this agreement was

made so mremte jordi could make the purchase of the complete

fiveivelve acres of the trechsel property and then sell the

desired three and one half acres to the church

the next weeks were spent corresponding to and

contacting the heirs of the property after much effort
written statements were attained from all of the heirs the

banker in bern promised immediate action on the deal but

delayed for several weeksoweeksweeke it was now early october and

president mckay wanted to make a definite announcement about

swiss austrian mission manuscript history july 3
1952

bringhurst p 197

22 swiss austrian mission manuscript history july 8
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the site at the october conference the weeks passed and no

answer camecane president bringhurst said concerning this
period of waitingwaitingiwaltingwaiwal

all
tingi

during the negotiating period we had prayed that
the lord would remove the obstacles and make possible
the acquisition of the propertyopropertyproper finallytyo during a
sleepless night in october the thought occurred that
perhaps there was a reason for the delay and that we
should pray for a decision and leave the matter with
the lordolord

the next morning 0 we telephoned the district
presidents asking them to contact all missionaries and
request that they fast and pray the following monday
and tuesday that we might receive a decision concerning
the proposed temple site 23

the answer to this united effort of prayer soon came

when shortly after noon the following day mr schulthess

called from bernbernibernt

stating that at 11 AM that day he received a
callcailcali from the banker informing him that they were with-
drawing from the market the property we were seeking and
that it was no longer available 24

president bringhurst said this answer so quickly while a

little disappointing was a wonderful testimony to us all
again the leadership of the church in switzerland

sought a temple site president bringhurst informed presi-

dent mckay by airmail of this latest development at the
general conference of the church in salt lake city president

mckay reported his travels through the european missions

hehiehib was unable to make a definite statement about the temple

site but expressed appreciation to elder william

zimmer and two real estate men mr hans jordi and mr

bringhurst p 198 ibid
25 ibid
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herman schultersschulkersSchul sicters who assisted president samuel E

bringhurst in choosing prospective temple sites in switzer
landoland 26

by late october of 1952 mr schulthess had located
several more prospective temple sitessitesosltesditeso these were examined

and three were found favorable one of these was soon sold
and two day options were placed on the othersoothersotherson concerning

the final choice between the two available properties
president bringhurst wrote

I1 prayed earnestly for guidance and accompanied by
mr so bringhurst drove back to decide between the
remaining two properties the one considered choice
number two the day before now seemed to be more
desirableodesirabledesira webleo left again for basel when a short
distance out we turned around drove back to the site
and as we walked over it all doubt seemed to leave and
we felteltfeiteit certain we were on the site the lord wished for
the first european temple 27

threephree days following this experience on november 18 1952

president mckay called from salt lake city and president

bringhurst related to him what had happened and recommendedrecon

the

unended

new sitesifceo 8 he had already seen this area but at the

time of his visit this site was not available president

mckay conferred with the leading men of the church and within
i few hours called president bringhurst in basel and author-

ized him to purchase the land and said a check was on the

way with which to consummate the transaction and we were
29ableabiealbieelble to exercise our option within the time limit

1
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it was at this time that it became evident that the
lord did not allow3allow30allowallowa theye330 purchase of the first site the

trachsel estateestateiestates

it was on a slope with the highest part facingacing a narrow
20 foot street on the south a super state highway was
planned on the west and they took 100 feet of the
highest part of the site on the south of the access
road which would have necessitated placing the temple
on low filled ground 31

on november 20 1952 president bringhurst signed

the purchase agreement for the site in the amount of 78000

swiss franks or 16000 this price included finished
streets plus water and sewer lines the property that was

purchased contained seven acres and is prominently

situated above most of the surrounding area to the south

is the beautiful aare river the capital city of bern and

the alps 32 there was a well kept national forest on the

north and west part of the area it is located in the

village of muchenbuchsee about three miles north of bern

therhe site is generally spoken of as being in zollikofenzollikofer
because of the railroad station and street car terminal

located there that is used by temple patrons

by the time the temple site was purchased edwin 0

anderson had ready the plans for the temple they were

sent to europe where william zimmer of bercher and zimmerzinnerzinmer

architects redrewbedrew the plans in german next applications
were filed for the building permit and to close an already

dedicated street running through the property

30 ibid 0 ibid ibid
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swiss law required that a twenty one day advertising
period be allowed before a building permit can be issued
during this time the plans were placed on public exhibition
in the city hallohallhailohail this public display of the plans brought

new interest to the temple building projectprojectoprojects articles in

local papers added to this interestinterestointerestsint theseeresto public announce-

ments also caused the leading protestant minister of the
town with three of his members w to protest the granting

of the building permit investigation proved that none of

those protesting owned property next to or in the area of

the temple site the protestorsprotestersprot questionedestors the right of the

mission president to purchase property this because the

swiss government recognizes only the catholic and protestant

churches all others must be registered as vereinsverkinsVe orreins
associations 1-134 to meet the demands of the protestorsprotestersprot andestors
to satisfy the recorder of the property register office a

special meeting was called in basel the following sunday

at this time the mission president was authorized by vote

of those present to purchase the temple site in canton

bern A copy of the minutes of the meeting was sent to

the recorder establishing the necessary authority of the

mission president under swiss law governing vereinsverkinsVe toreins
purchase the temple site

bringhurst p 200

swiss austrian mission manuscript history
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after satisfying these objections the canton

officials said a building permit could be granted contin-
gent upon the permission from the federal authorities in

bern to close the street through the site 36 this situation
was further complicated because consent had to be gained

from the military affairs commission because of the

national forest adjoining the temple site in the rear 37

several outside people38people helped38 accomplish this and on

july 2 1953 all obstacles were removed and

the church had full permit to go ahead with the building of

the temple 3 president bringhurst had accomplished the

assignment given him by president mckay almost one year

before and he gratefully recognized the help of the lord
lnin guiding our efforts and influencing those with whom we

dealt 40

TEMPLE architecture

meanwhile william zimmer had received further
detailed plans from the church officials in america with the

instructions to make drawings and specifications to fit
local conditionsoconditionscondition president mckay went to europe in august

of 1953 to preside at the ground breaking ceremonies upon

bringhurst p 200

37 ibid ibid
swiss austrian mission manuscript history july 2
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arrival he emphasized that this was a new type of temple 41

traditionally LDS temples have been towering structures
requiring several rooms for the performance of the ordinances

the swiss temple would be a breakaway from this because of

the nature of the patronage to the temple since this temple

was to serve several nations with their variety of languages

the use of modern communicative media was to be employed

instead of a series of ordinance rooms only two a lecture
room and the celestial room would be all that were needed

the endowment would utilize films and tapes which could be

easily prepared for multilingual usage

president mckay appointed edward 0 anderson a salt
lake city architect to design and make a scale model of

these new electronic devices at the time of this assignment

mr anderson was in los angeles aiding in the construction of

the temple there in order to provide the best possible

audiovisualaudio equipmentvisual for the temple mr anderson sought

help from the movie production companies in southern cali-
fornia MGM fox and paramount this proved to be helpful

because MGM helped mr anderson produce a process screen

that was later used in the empletempletempielempie MGM was especially
helpful because of the personal friendship between mormon

prophet david 0 mckay and film producer cecile B demille

with the help of MGM mr anderson constructed a working

model of the screen veil part of the temple ordinance room

swiss austrian mission manuscript history august

3 1953
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one twelfth the size of the projected one a pictures were

then taken by lamar williams screen photographer for
atomto anderson 4 this working model and the production were

then shown to the temple building Committee43 and the first
presidency which both gave their full approval for full
scale productionoproductionproductionsproduct Aiono full size screen and the needed

electronic devices to operate it by remote control were

developed in MGM studios in californiaocaliforniacalifornianCalifor theniao pictures for
the production were taken on the pacific coast and in the

intermountain states the tape recordings in languages were

made in salt lake city using mormon immigrants and returned

missionaries in the dialogues 44

the construction of the baptistry in the swiss

templerempletempie was accomplished through the efforts of artists and

workmen in america and switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit mrzerlando anderson employed

phil malan salt lake sculptor to build the casts for the

twelve oxen statues on whose backs the baptismal font would

rest mr anderson had definite ideas about how these

should look and had gathered pictures of various statues
throughout the world from which mr malan made plaster cast

models these were taken by express van from salt lake city

personal interview with edward 0 anderson
july 10 1969

the temple building committee consisted of joseph
fielding smith richard L evans gordon B hinckley and
edward oo00 anderson in the first presidency were david 0
mckay stephen L richards and J reuben clarkdarkmark jr

personal interview with anderson
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to new york and shipped from there to belgium and to brotalbretal
GMo BH foundry in mendrisiaMend tessinrisia switzerlandswitzerlandeSwitzer thislandelando

foundry was chosen because of their craftsmanship and

because they were the only lost wax foundry in switzerland
a process enabling minute detaildetailtt on the oxen these were

completed and arrived in zollikofenzollikofer just three months before

dedicationodedicationdedicationsdedic theyationo were truly works of art when president

mckay inspected the temple just before the dedication he

said this was the finest baptismal room of any temple in

the churchchurchocharcho 46

the outer architectural design of the swiss temple

was not an extreme change from the first temples constructed
by the latter day saint church but was somewhat of a

deviation from the temples built by the mormonscormons in the late
nineteenth and in the twentieth centuries the most famous

mormon temple is located in salt lake city and has spires at
both ends as do the manti and logan temples the canadian

hawaiian and mesa arizona temples are without spires and

are basically cross shaped the three earliest constructed
temples of the church in kirtland ohio nauvoo illinois
and st george utah 5 were constructed with one spire on the

east end according to swiss temple architect edward oe

anderson the basic outer design of these earliest temples

was used in the designing of the swiss temple with some

personal interview with anderson

swiss austrian mission manuscript history
september 6 1955
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changes in the inner construction to meet the needs of the
new electronic devices to be used in the presentation of the
temple ceremoniesoceremonies concerning this new type of temple

elder anderson said
when president mckay told me that the church was going
to build this new type of temple in switzerland his
description of it fixed a picture so firmly in my mind
that I1 could draw ito indeed when in the designing
stage some changes of the original concept were proposed
president mckay said brother andersonandersonsAnder thatsonssono is not the
temple that you and I1 saw togetherotogethertoge thero of course the
changes were dropped and the prophets concept carried
through to completionocompletioncompletions 47

evidently president mckay had seen this new concept in a

vision and was determined to carry out the construction of

the swiss temple as he had seen it this same inspired
pattern was consequently used in the construction of the

london and new zealand templesotemplestempletoTem

swiss

pleso

craftsmen were employed to do the work on the
temple except for some specially designed electronic devices

that were made in america especially members of the mormon

church whose particular professions or crafts could be

utilized were given opportunities to participateparticipateeparticipates william

zimmer first counselor to the swiss mission president

redidgedid the basic plans into german and made them workable

others such as michael jager basel branch president

constructed the metal doors and the baptismal font bowl

edward anderson went to the general electric company

in zurich about up to date lighting developments in switzer-

land

anderson interview see also millennial star CXX
september 1 1958 279

it

47anderson47
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during the course of the conversation broobro anderson
was shown a picture of khethe inside of a building which
had been photographed to show how effective the lighting
wasowasawas brobroe anderson studied the picture for a few
minutes and then asked do you know what building that
is in which this picture was taken the gentleman
answered moedio it was sent by the american officeso-0

broobro anderson said that9that is the picture of the inside
of one of the mormon temples the kirtland temple
dedicated in march 183648

GROUND BREAKING

whenever latter day saints build a temple three
dedicatory services take placeplaces ground breaking the laying

of the cornerstone and the final dedication of the templetempleotempietempled

the ground breaking ceremony took place on august 5 of 1953

the rain that had been falling in switzerland for more than

a month stopped49 and the prayers of the saints were

answered as clear bright weather was ready for the occasion

which was attended by about three hundred peopleopeoplepeopled following

the program the group marched to the southeast comercornercober of the
temple lot where president mckay broke ground for the erec-

tion of the templetempleotempietempled

cornerstone LAID

stephen lo10 richards went to switzerland in november

of 1954 and laid the cornerstone of the temple it was of

light marble in the southeast cornercomercober of the building behind

marba co josephson the erection of a temple n

the improvement era LVIIILVII september 1955 685
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this a 161116 ounce copper box containing church standard works

periodicals tracts and a history of the mission m-50 the
services for this event were held inside the unfinished
building and were made possible by enclosing the windows and

openings with plastic and placing heaters and benches in the
open roomroomocoomo 51 about six hundred people attended this ceremony

following the laying of the cornerstone concern

began to grow about the completion of the temple by septem-

ber 1955 the projected date for the dedication and

official opening of the temple there seemed to be a lack

of builder architect coordination on april 14 the tower

was illuminated the first time leaders in switzerland were

more and more concerned about the slowness of the progress

and asked the members and missionaries to pray to the lord

for help in accomplishing the work on time on august 4

edward anderson arrived to speed up the work and to make

final arrangements on the temple

dedication OF THE TEMPLE

final plans for the dedicatory services were

announced by president mckay before he left for europe in

august 1955 the famed mormon tabernacle choir on tour of

europe that summer would be included in the program other

swiss austrian mission manuscript history
november 13 1954
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church authorities to be present were spencer W kimball
ezra taft benson henry D moyle and richard L evans of

the council of the twelve apostles along with gordon B

hinckley who was in charge of the audiovisualaudio equipmentvisual
nolan po 01 sen in charge of the record keeping respons-

ibilities edward 0 anderson chief architect of the temple

and president and sister samuel E bringhurst newly

appointed temple president and matron

elder hinckley in whose care the temple ordinance

films tapes and information had been placed arrived at the

basel airport on september 3 1955 because of the sacred

nature of these things the church had hoped to avoid any

public display of them swiss officials were cooperative

and these things were taken into switzerland in the follow-

ing way as described by mission president perschon

the recordings of the temple ceremonies were in two
small barrel like drums the attention of the duty
officers was taken from the two suitcases containing
the temple ordinances because of these two unusual
small barrel like packages we were however
not permitted to take the temple recordings through
customs and were advised that the recordings
would have to be sent to bern where further efforts
could be made the next morning to clear them 53

the next day the officials at bern were very cooperative

asking only a few questions concerning the content of the

films and their uses As they were explaining these things

to the officer in charge

ibid september 3 1955
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A friendly understanding seemed to come over him and
to an unusual degree for a swiss tax official he
cooperated and filled out 0 0 0 the reports and 0

gave permission to take the recordings

those responsible for these items

he

remarked that recently workmen labored all night long for

several successive nights in order to accomplish this great

ibidbid september 4 195501955

ibldo september 4 195501955

mckay crp september 30 p 1955 p 7

54

1 1 ffelteltfeiteit that their heavenly father had been with them
and had used his influence upon man to bring these
sacred recordings unmolested to the temple to this end
they had astedfasted and prayedoprayedprayede S55

the temple clothing and the tape recordings were brought

into switzerland with the same cooperation shown by swiss

customs officialsoofficialsofficial
the temple was completed and ready for dedication of

september 11liylly 195501955 this was an unusual achievement under

the circumstances and was not accomplished without great

effort two nights before that service workmen labored

all night long and expressed themselves as doing it
willingly 6 the dedicatory servicesservicesserset beganvices at 1000 am

with president david 0 mckay presiding in his opening

remarks he expressed thanks to god for overruling matters

that brought about the consummation of this beautiful
temple and to the mormon tabernacle choir who were seated

in a circle around the celestial room for their influence

as they sang together as a group and as soloists

inf luence
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feat for such it has really been thanks also went to the

electricians and technicians who worked so untiring and

devotedly 0 to install the necessary equipment to have

a new presentation of the ordinances of the temple M

following these expressions of gratitude president
mckay gave welcome to allaliail presentopresentcresentopre thensento he said

I1 welcome also the unseen but I1 believe real
audience among whom are former presidents and
apostles of the church headed by the prophet joseph
to whom was revealed the essential ordinance of baptism
for those who have died without having heard the gospel
president young president taylor president woodruff
president snow president joseph fo smith who 49 years
ago last month in the city of bern prophesied that
temples would be built in divers countries of the world

president heber jo grant president george albert smith
and 0 departed loved ones whom we cannot see but
whose presence we feelofeel

president mckay then gave a discourse8discoursediscourse-d on858 the first
principles of the gospel temple marriage for time and

eternity and on other related subjects he made clear the

fact that the gospel lifts manmansmant

from the low selfish envious antagonistic
hateful level that characterizes the animal plane
right up to the christs 0

if man will
accept ito

the eighty two year old prophet then offered the

dedicatory prayer again a great feeling of gratitude

filled the words of the prophet a gratitude for the

restored gospel and the sealing powers of the priesthood
gratitude was expressed for the freedom loving government

mckay improvement era LVIII november 1955 795
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of switzerland enabling the temple to be erected there he

then pronounced blessings upon the members of the church

throughout the world that they would be faithful in temple

work As a means of uniting thy children in the bonds of

peace and love this temple and other holy houses of the

lord are erected said the prophet then the build-
ing and grounds were dedicated as a house in which shall be

performed ordinances and ceremonies pertaining to the happi-

ness and salvation of thy children living in mortality and

in the spirit world the closing words of his prayer were

accept of our offering hallow it by the holy spirit
and protect it from destructive elements and the bitter-
ness of ignorance and wickedness of bigoted hearthearts until
its divine purposes have been consummated

the traditional three hosannah shouts then followed presi-

dent mckay remained at the swiss temple for the nine add-
itional sessions at which he addressed the congregations and

repeated the dedicatory prayer 6 with the help of an

interpreter he also addressed the first three companies that
went through for endowment work there were an estimated
1200 people there for the dedicatory services they came

from many nations of the world president mckay later
remarked that the veil between those who participated in

those exercises and loved ones who had gone before seemed

very thin and that the dedication of the swiss temple is

mckay improvementie2rovement era LVIII november 1955 795

clare middlemiss with the president in europe
improvement era LVIII november 1955 847
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a most significant one as an event in the history of the
church 61 it was so glorious you could almost hear the
angels sing 096ogg said edward andersonandersen of the occasion

immediately following the dedication 9 the temple

officiators began preparing the temple for ordinance work

so that those who had traveled long distances might receive

their ordinancesoordinancesordinance president samuel eo bringhurst and

nolan po 01 sen recorder of the logan temple with the help

of some thirty specially acnedtrainedainedtt missionariesmissionsiesmissionarlesmissionmissio begannarlessies adminis

teringbering the temple ordinancesoordinancesordinance languageLangu barriersacre were

overcome by the spirit of the lord and muchwuch patience and

understandingounderstandingunderstandingsunderstand theingo first week 285 endowments were

performed along with twenty nine seal ingslings of couplesocouplescou

these

pleso

sessions were probably without parallel in the

history of the church they lasted without break for forty
hours and were held in six languagesolanguageslangua 9-1631-163geSo to help prepare

the saints for this occasion richard H svade was called
to travel one year throughout the missions giving special

lectures on temple workworko

Newsnewspaperpapecpapetpaper coverage of the preceding events was

generally favorable and objectiveoobjectiveobjectives three swiss newspapers

die zurcher zeitunqzeiungzeitungZeizel dieUng schweizerschweizexSchweiz illustrierteillustriertep and die

berner illustriertelustrierte all gave favorable remarks concerning

lay CR september 30 1955 0

personal interview with anderson
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the building the visitors from other nations and were

especially complimentary to the mormon tabernacle choirochoirchairo

A NEW INFLUENCE FOR MORMONISM

the establishment of the temple and its ordinances

has had a profound effect on the nations of europe many

thousands have become acquainted with the church of jesus

christ of latter day saints because of the swiss temple

each year thousands of interested people visit the temple

groundsogroundsground one of the tour guides in bern has included it on

its bus tour of the area it can be seen from one of the
main swiss train lines running from bern to zurich A

bureau of information serves to guide people on tours over

the grounds and those in charge there are prepared to answer

the questions of the inquirer there were 30000 visitors
to the temple between september and december of 1955 4 the
people of the area have accepted the temple with pride
many people in zollikofenzollikofer not members of the mormon church

rent out their homes to the latter day saint temple patronage

in some cases they sleep on the floors to65 give the
mormonscormons their bedsobedsbeddo in the summer months it is a common

practice for latter day saints from many european countries
to spend their vacations in zollikofenzollikofer doing temple work

presidentresident walter ee trauffer second president of the swiss

temple reported that many of the people save their

ibido december 18 1955
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money all year66 so they can do thisothischiso those who do not
stay in the available homes in zollikofenzollikofer often camp in

the beautiful woods that form a picturesque backdrop of
green behind the cream colored temple

the swiss temple has contributed greatly to the
strength and growth of the church of jesus christ of

latter day saints in switzerland and throughout europe

former swiss austrian mission president william perschon

reported thatthatt

0 c more faith a finer spirit and reflection for
good upon the whole church has been noted since the
temple has been in operation emigration has practi-
cally stoppedostoppedstop manypedo of our members have small incomes
yet they go to the temple all the time 67

another former president jesse R curtis said that the

dedication of the swiss temple at zollikofenzollikofzollikoferpollikof near bern has

excited greater interest in the church than ever before

experienced in the history of the mission 6 there was

also an increase in the payment of tithing as the

1600000o-001600000-000 temple was being erected several thousands

of dollars came in from various parts of the world for the

temple fund one eightytwoeighty yeartwo old lady therese leucherucherbeucherLe

sent 100 franks 25o-00250025000 in half frank pieces to mission

headquarters with a note sayingsayingisayings it is my wish that the

almighty god may accept the temple just as sacred as he did

ibido september 13 1969 p 5
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the kirtland temple although I1 will not be living when this
holy building will be dedicated 69 this truly was a

widows mite and she did not live to witness the dedication

of the swiss temple this was the spirit that accomplished

the erection of the swiss temple and is the spirit with

which temple work has been carried forth within that
majestic structure charles grob who was called to be

the third swiss temple president in august of 1969

expressed this same attitude when he said he planned on

dedicating my life to this call 70

bringhurst improvement era LVIII september
1955 685

7deseret70deseret70 newsDeseret church news august 16 1969 p 3
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CHAPTER VIII

eccliastical EXPANSION

during the decade of the 1950s the church of jesus

crhistcreist of latter day saints experienced a worldwideworld growthwide

never before equaled in the 120 year history of the churchochurchcharcho

therhe erection of mormon temples in switzerland england and

new zealand was tangible evidence of latter day saint
progress in europe and the south pacificopacific church growth

in switzerland kept pace with that of the rest of the worldoworldworldon

mission statistics show that 1520 convert baptisms took

place in switzerland between 1950 and 1960 in 1961

church membership in switzerland was 3683o368336-830 evidence of

this growth in switzerland as throughout the world was seen

as church authorities divided missions and created new ones

DIVISION OF THE SWISS AUSTRIAN MISSION

in an attempt to make the administration of church

activities more effective in the nations of switzerland and

austria these two countries were placed in separate missions

in september of 1960 2 this action was completed under the

allen and cowan p 53

swiss austrian mission manuscript history septem
ber 18 1960
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direction of president alvin ro dyer of the european

mission the swiss austrian mission had existed since 1838

when the swiss german mission and the germanaustrian

mission were divdeddivided into the swiss austrian the east german

missionicisIlis andsionslon the west german missionmissiohoMissi mostonooHo of the men who

served as mission president over these two nations had felt
that the mission covered too vast of an area to supervise

properlyoproperlyproper whenlyoiyo elder elray christiansenchristian sen toured the mission

in 1959 he suggested to the first presidency of the church

that the mission be divided stating that there were

twenty two branches in switzerland each one is in need of

closer supervision encouragement and education in church

law and orderoorderbordero 6-131-13 jesse ro curtis mission president from

1956 to 1959 y often expressed concern because some of the

eldersedderseidersenders working in austria were four hundred miles away from

mission headquarters in basel

the official division of the swiss austrian mission

took place in zurich on september 18 196019600 president

dyer had called a general meeting of all members and mis-

sionaries at that timeotime also present at the meeting were

william so erekson of the swiss austrian mission and elder
whitneybitneyhitneyTA woW smith who was to become president of the austrian
missionKismisris withsionslon headquarters to be established in viennaoviennaviennas in

hisbis remarks at the meeting president dyer emphasized that

typed copy of report filed in church historians
fficeofficeefficeo-ffice
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the mission division was an attempt to intensify the
missionary workowork 4 he also said that the swiss mission

would include all of switzerland since french switzerland
had been returned to the jurisdiction of the swiss austrian
mission in july of 196001960 it was announced at that time

that all missionaries then laboring in switzerland would

remain therethereotherdo the same was likewise true with those labor

ing in austriaaustriaestriaeaustrianAu thus the growth of the church in the swiss

austrian mission led to this expansion of the administration

of missionary activities in those two nationsonationsnation

MORMON CHURCH organizational STRUCTURE

another event that resulted from the incomparable

church growth in switzerland in the late 1950s and early

1960s was the organization of the swiss stake in october of

1961 the name stake designates the ecclesiastical admi-

nistrative body on the district level in the mormon churchochurchcharcho

the mormon prophet joseph smith was the first person in

modern times to use the word stake in this sense 6

latter day saint scholars agree that the mormon meaning of

the word stake goes back to the poetic scriptural writings

of isaiah who wrote 9 enlarge the place of thy tent and let
them stretch forth the curtains of thine habitations spare

4swiss austrian mission manuscript history septem-
ber 18 1960
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not lengthen thy cords and strengthen thychy stakes 7

concerning this verse of isaiah dro sidney wo sperry at
brigham young university has writtenwritteng

in this bit of poetry isaiah refers to zion under the
figureigureegure of a tent with its necessary adjuncts cords and
tent pins stakesosta thekeso area borders covered by
the tent will necessarily depend upon the distances the
tent cords are extended 5 and the strength of the erected
tent in turn depends upon the materials out of which the
stakes are madeomade 8

hence the latter day meaningmeaninq of the word has come to be a

major territorial unit of ecclesiastical jurisdiction
comprising an indefinite number of wards m-

c
1-19 a ward being a

unit of individual members presided over by a bishop and is
the final link in the chain of communications that reaches

from the individual church member to the prophet of the

church

concerning the importance of the church organization

and the individual member within the organization president

harold bo lee of the first presidency of the church has said

organization provides the means of bringing this program

ltheithealthe gospel to both member and non membermembezo we must organ-

ize to grow through organization direction is given

G and C merriam company 1960 po 2452

1odeseretlopeseretlodelOpeiode newsseret church news salt lake city
august 26 1961 po 90
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elder lee urtherfurther emphasizedemphasemphesemp that4has organization1zed 0 and

the program of the church are essential to the fellowellowshipping

of individuals who come into ito 11 it was with these
important factorsactors in mind that an unprecedented seminar was

held in salt lake city in june of 1961 attended by all
mission presidents from throughout the world

preparations FOR THE SWISS STAKE

one of the key sessions of the worldwideworldworldw-ide missionwide

presidents seminar was highlighted with an address by elder
harold bo lee entitled an enlarged vision of church

organization and its purpose among other important points

elder lee emphasized that the most perfect organization

that we have been shown in this dispensation is what we call
what the lord calls stakes he further told of the

perfection of this local level of church organization then

saidsaidisaldisaidtsald
now because weve got the perfect model a stake which
is the most perfect administrative organization that the
lord has given us we have a conception of the model we
ought to be working towards

then with the assignment to work toward establishing stakes

in every mission district of the church elder lee
instructed all mission presidents to

0 start along a long sometimes lonely trail which
may be twenty to a hundred years 0 0 before we finally
take a beginning district and develop it into a stake iai3

ibid ibid 13ibid131bid

ibid141bid ibid151bid
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european mission president alvin ro dyer 9 who was in

attendance at the mission presidents seminar soon began to
take steps along the road that was to lead to the organi

zationbation of the swiss stake upon his return to europe he

told of the followingfollowings

I1 met briefly with presidents moyle and brown also
submitting to them a list of potential stake organi-
zation for europe for the years 1961 1962 and 1963
the listing for 1961 which includes hamburg zurich
stuttgart berlin and copenhagen was kept for submittal
to president mckay president moyle talked of the
possibility of coming to europe this fall and if he came
he would organize a number of stakes 6

with these preliminary steps taken and the goal set by elder

lee to organize stakes in the missions of the world presi

dent dyer returned to europeoeurope

THE SWISS MASTER DISTRICT

upon arrival at european mission headquarters
president dyer contacted president william S erekson of the

swiss mission and they began to access the general condition

of the church in switzerland and the possibility of organizorganic

ing a master district as a step toward the organization of

a stake there
interviews were held with many of the leading branch

and district authorities in the next weeks following these

interviews president erekson noted that all the brethren

with whom he had spoken felteltfeiteit that the time was right for

european mission manuscript history july 14 196101961

R
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this organization 17 accordingly presidents dyer and

erekson began making plans for the immediate organization of

a master districtodistrictdistricts on august 1 2 3 a conference was

held in frankfurt germany for all mission presidents in
europeoeurope here specific instructions were given to those

presidents in whose areas stakes were soon to be organizedoorganizedorgani

they

zedo

were to prepare the minds and hearts of the people for
this move about two weeks later president dyer flewlewfiew to

switzerland where he and president erekson discussed in

detail the area proposed for the district organizationoorganizationorganizations the
day of august 19th was spent in the following manner

interviews were held with the various brethren in lead-
ing branch and district positions for the purpose of
choosing the new presidency and other leaders for a
district organization to be known as the north switzer-
land district combining the zurich basel and winter
thur districts 18

these were the areas in which church activity was the

highest and their geographical locations made travel to

meetings and other communications possible the master

district did not include all of switzerland but left the
german speaking bern district organized as it was as well

as the french speaking district of switzerland
following the interviews with the leading men of the

church in switzerland the secretary of the european mission

reported

17 the vision monthly publication of the swiss
mission september 1961 p 200

european mission manuscript history august 18
1961
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the feeling of presidents dyer and erekson is that
wilhelm lauener present winterthurhinterthurWinter districtthur president
be called as the president of the new districtodistrictdistricts brother
lauener accepted the call after prayerful consideration
and selected michael jager and roland datwyler as his
counselors these two brethren accepted the call as did
heinrich roffler of zurich as district clerk 19

after these men had accepted the responsibility to lead the
new district president dyer gave them instructions as to

their responsibilities and the necessary meetings to be held

in getting the new district underway 20 these men then

chose the district council which was made up of the follow-

ing men carl ringger wilhelm zimmer alfred graub hans

ritz fridolin gallati hans ringger andre rickli and

max muller roland J fink was chosen as district mission

president

the following day an area priesthood meeting was

held in zurichozurich at this meeting president dyer made public

the organization of the master district and noted that the

next step would be to convert the master district into a

stake 21 and that this organization was designed to

strengthen the church in switzerland he admonished the

missionaries in attendance to seek new converts to fill the

leadership positions created by the new organizationoorganizationorganizations
on sunday august 21 1961 the swiss master

district organizational meeting was held in zurich with

eight hundred in attendance elder dyer presided over the

ibid august 19 1961

ibid ibid august 20 1961

1-120
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meeting with president erekson conducting the sustaining of

the new north switzerland district officersoofficersoffi followingcerso the
sustaining the new leaders were given an opportunity to
express themselvesothemselvesthemsel Aveso report of president LauenerlauenerslauenergsLau speecheners
said

he called for unity and support of the new organization
and told of the inner struggle he had had before accept-
ing the new position he stressed that neither he nor
any of the newly installed officers had sought for
positions 0

22

when president dyer spoke he gave more of the inner struggle
president lauener had experienced in deciding to accept this
new call he saidsaidtsaldisald

when the calling of presiding over the new district was
presented to brother lauener he seemed as not willing
to turn the call down but felt uncertain and somewhat
reticent this because of the great effort needed to
keep his new business gaingegoingegoing he was told that he
must decide and that it be made a matter of prayer
upon which president dyer left the room returning a
short time later to find brother lauener on his knees
praying to the lord 0 returning a second time later
to find brother lauener standing at the window looking
out but who turned and with a completely confident
feeling said president dyer if the call is for me I1
am willing to accept it 23

president dyer then addressed those assembled and told them

of the significance of the event in the history of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints in switzerland

he emphasized that because of the organization of the master

district the leadership of the church in that part of

switzerland was being taken from the hands of the mission

22the22rhe vision september 1961 p 7

european mission manuscript history april 21
1961
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president and missionaries who were foreigners and being

placed on the shoulders of the swiss members in speaking

of the district council he said this body will support

the church and help it grow 1-124 then looking into the future
he said

these things are being done in preparation for a stake
there is no question but that the organization that has
been made today will soon follow with the organization
of the stake here in switzerland in reality it may be
sooner than we think 25

elder dyer went on to stress that a stake typifies the

organization of the church it gives the members more oppo-

rtunity for responsibility and thus for growth 26 others
who spoke at the meeting were president walter trauffer of

the swiss temple and president erekson of the swiss mission

in the afternoon session of the conference the eight men who

were called to the district council addressed the congre-

gation along with nils sandholm second counselor to
president ereksonoereksonErek followingsono the meeting those who had been

called were set apart in their new callings at the end of

this historical conference president dyer remarked that
there was an abiding satisfaction that the lord was
pleased with that which was accomplished in the prepara-
tory work that the north part of switzerland might be
organized into a stake 2

ibid ibid
the vision september 1961 p 70

european mission manuscript history august 21
1961
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AN international conference

following the organization of the master district in

switzerland president dyer and those laboring under him

continued to lay the foundation for the organization of a

stake in switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit againzerlando in september of 1961 elder
dyer returned to salt lake city this time to attend the
one hundred thirty first semiannualsemi conferenceannual of the
churchochurchcharcho this assembly of the saints had international over-

tones as president david 0 mckay noted that
leaders and members of the church have assembled in the
great tabernacle from far and near from the islands of
the sea from the newly organized stakes in europe
australia and new zealand and from all parts of the
north american Contincontinentcontinenteenteento

this international feeling of the conference was further
evidenced by the many times the worldwideworld movementwide of the

church was mentioned by the speakers typical of the theme

of many of the speakers was the address by president dyer

who saidisaldisaidt

the work continues to progress in europe to keep pace
with the rest of the church 0 many thousands of
wonderful people are accepting the gospel in these
ancient lands 0 many very prominent men and women are
answering that has come to them through the efforts of
the missionaries and in the gospel net we are finding
men of great influence and importance as well as those
of the ordinary walks of lifelifcoilfelefco 929

it was also noted at this conference that in the first
eight months in 1961 there were 54000 converts30converts0converts to030 the

david oo00 mckay CR september 29 1961 p 3

alvin ro dyer CR september 30 1961 p 51

henry do moyle CR september 30 1961 p 880
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church this great growth in church membership called for
and made possible the organization of many stakes throughout

the world it was following this conference while elder
dyer was still in salt lake city that final preparations
were undertaken to organize the stake in switzerland

A STAKE OF ZION IN switzerland

in september of 1961 president henry D moyle

informed the mission presidents of europe of his planned

visits to the missions and the organization of stakes wher-

ever possible while in frankfurt germany he called
president hugh bo brown in salt lake city asking him to

study through the information sent in by president dyer

recommending a stake be organized in switzerlandswitzerlandoSwit wzerlando presi-

dent moyle also requested that the matter be brought before

the twelve and if approved by them and the presidency of

the church that a wire be sentsento 31 anticipating the

approval of his proposal by mormon church leaders in salt
lake city elder dyer called president erekson of the swiss

mission and told him to make arrangements for a meeting of

the north switzerland district and the organization of the

swiss stakeostakestaked As expected word of approval came from

church headquarters and the meeting was set for october 27

196101961iggi in the days prior to the meeting presidents moyle

dyer and erekson held many interviews with those who were to

european mission manuscript history october 24
1961
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be called to lead the new stake organization on friday
october 25 a meeting was called to fillilllii the positions in
the stake presidency high council and the ward bishopricsbishoprickbish

the

oprics
next day all missionaries in switzerland held a mission

wideriderA conferenceconf

during

erencearence

one of the missionary conference sessions
president erekson told of an incident that had happened to

elder roger lee marshallmarshallymarshalcyMar thenshally serving in the swiss missionomissionmissioneMiss

president
ionolono

erekson saidsaidtsald i

before elder marshall came on his mission he and a
group of elders were walking down the street in salt lake
city when president mckay stopped them 0 asking their
names and destiny As it came to elder marshallsmarshall turn
he replied that he was going to switzerland president
mckay then said to elder marshall before you come home
you will see a stake organized in switzerland 32

elder marshall had only two weeks left to serve when this
conference was held pending the organization of the swiss

stake

october 29 1961 brought about the most important

and historical event of the history of the church in switzer-

land m-33 the organization of the swiss stake of the church

of jesus christ of latter day saintsosaintssaintlo this took place in

zurich switzerland the city designated as the headquarters

for the stake in charge of the meeting which was attended

by almost nine hundred mormonscormonsMor wasmons elder henry D moyle

swiss mission manuscript history october 26
196119610

33henry D moyle quoted in the stakes of the
church the improvement era LXV march 1962 201

f

t
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this was a meaningful occasion for him because he had

started his missionary labors in that city as a young elder
several decades earlier and had asked himself if he could

live long enough to see a stake organized thereotheretherdo 34 other
mormon church leaders present were elders alvin R dyer and

nathan eldon tanner 9 then assistants to the council of the

twelve along with president william so erekson of the swiss

Missiomission and walter trauffer president of the swiss temple

sustained as stake president was wilhelm friedrich lauener

with roland datwyler as first counselor and hans ringger as

second counselor all of these men were natives of switzer-
land elder ringger having been born into the church while

the other two were converts

WILHELM F LAUENER

the newly sustained stake president wilhelm lauener

had been a mormon for eighteen years and was part owner of

an engineering firm in canton zurich his being called as

the first stake president came following some interesting
events after joining the church elder lauener desired to

grow in the gospel and also to progress in his profession

this led to the emigration of the lauener family to cali-
fornia where they resided in the riverside ward in cali
forniaoforniaforniak here elder lauener progressed in his profession

but more important for his calling as stake president he

swiss stake quarterly report december 31 1961

for
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gained experience in church leadership while he served as

elders quorum president in his stake after about four
years in america the lauenersLau felteners a desire to return to

switzerland thinking they could better serve the lord in

their native landoland following much fasting and prayer the

decision was made to return As preparations were being

made an engineering firm in tennessee called and offered
elder lauener an extremely lucrative position with their
company but feeling the lord wanted his services in his
native land the lauener family returned to switzerland

it was only a few years later that the calling as district
president and subsequently as swiss stake president came

the writer has often heard president lauener testify
that the lord led us to america to learnleam to serve him

better and now we are back here because he wants us here

OTHER STAKE AND WARD OFFICERS

chosen as high councilmen in the new swiss stake
were karl ringger wilhelm zimmer michael jager fridolin
gallatiGalgai maxlatil ao muller willy eckhart and fritz leuzinger

roland J fink was called as stake mission president and

heinrich roffler was called as stake clerk

the new stake was made up of fiveivelve wards two

independent branches and several dependent branches with an

35this35rhis information came from the personal missionary
journal of dale zo kirby who spent ten days living with the
lauener family in june of 1960

35
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approximate membership of 1900 the new wards and their
bishops were as followsfollow winterthurhinterthurWinter bishopthur julius bosshard

zurich easteasty bishop heinrich schwendener zurich west bishop

hans george ritz basel first bishop andre rickliRick basellil
second bishop hans rieben at the time that bishop rickli
was called to be bishop he had been a member of the latter
day saint church only about eighteen months bishop rieben
was only twenty four at the time he was sustained in his new

calling
following the sustaining of these officers president

moyle of the first presidency addressed the congregation in
german having retained a knowledge of the language from his
missionary days in switzerland he told the people of the

swiss stake it being the 341st in the church that this
organization would do much to aid the growth of the church

in switzerlandswitzerlandoSwit nothingzerlando happens in the church that isnt
right with the membermernmein sobers we are the church when the church

makes progress we make progress said president moyle

concerning missionary work he said

if it is not possible for us to serve a full time mission
we can serve a stake mission 0 hold group meetings
in our homes 0 0 and give referrals members are not
completely converted until they have aided in the con-
version of someone else

he admonished the members not to criticize missionary work

and that the time would come when all missionaries in

switzerland would come from switzerland the stake mission

was organized that day with ten missionaries president

moyle told them that 10011100 stake missionaries should be

ss

loo
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active in switzerland and concluded his remarks by telling
the members of the swiss stake that they would now be work-

ing with the complete church program in switzerland which

would require increased devotion and activity others to

speak at this historical conference were presidents nathan

tanner and alvin dyer and william so erekson president of

the swiss mission although the stake organization was not

complete on this day the stake began to function as best

it could

the first quarterly stake conference of the swiss

stake was held december 9 1961 at this time the full
organization of the stake high council took place the
auxiliary organizations of the stake were organized although

not fully staffed and ward organizations were completed

president dyer attended this conference and spent several

hours orienting the new officers of the stake in their
dutiesoduties several of these leaders gained further valuable

instructions concerning their responsibilities when they

attended the one hundred and thirty second annual conference

of the church in salt lake city in march of 1962

thus the church of church of jesus christ of latter
day saints made significant progress in several ways in

switzerland in the mid twentieth century hundreds of

convert baptisms took place in the nation this growth in

church membership resulted in the division of the swiss

deseret news church news november 11 1961 p 7
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austrian mission and the organization of the swiss stake
the stake organization took the direction of church activiacrivi
ties out of the hands of foreign leaders and placed it under

the direction of local leadersoleadersleaiea thisderso was an important step

forward in that it gave the swiss latter day saints the
opportunity to grow under the cloak of leadership the
effect of the organization of the stake on the church in
switzerland was summed up in a letter from guido muller
member of the stake high council of the swiss stake who

said in part

the organization of the swiss stake has had a very
positive influence upon the church programs in switzer-
land before the stake was organized all of the deci
sions concerning the church were made by the mission
leaders after the stake was founded the stake and
ward officers had to learn to make decisions themselves
through this the members as individuals and the wards
as groups have learned to be more dependable and more
determinedodetermineddetermine when one carries great responsibilities it
works wonders on ones character this has taught the
active members to be more dependable reliable and more
diligent I1 am sure that many priesthood bearers and
sisters in the church have received great personal
growth and benefit from service in the new stake 37

personal correspondence with guido miller arbon
switzerland august 3 196901969 translated by dale Z kirby

37personal

do
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CHAPTER IX

MORMONISM IN switzerland IN RECENT TIMES

the erection of the swiss temple in 1955 and the
organization of the swiss stake in 1961 were noteworthy

achievements for the church of jesus christ of latter day

saints in switzerland these events also were marked high-

lights in the history of the mormon church in that land

they were a culmination of the efforts of the thousands of

latter day saints and missionaries who had contributed to

the mormon movement in that nation since its beginning in
185001850 during the 1960s the church undertook to expand its
programs and improve its image among the swiss the erec-

tion of latter day saint chapels contributed much toward the

accomplishment of these goals

MORMON OWNED BUILDINGS IN switzerland
PRIOR TO 1962

until mid twentieth century latter day saint owned

places of worship were very limited in switzerland but

because of the acceleration of growth in church membership

the church undertook a program beginning in 1961 to
acquire property where chapels could be erected by 1961

the church had erected only three chapels in switzerland

161
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they were the basel branch house dedicated in the spring of
1940 by elder ezra tafttaf benson the biel branch house

completed in 1958 dedicated by elder spencer wo kimball
and the branch house in zollikofenzollikofer adjacent to the swiss
temple and a part of the bureau of information other
congregations of swiss saints met in either renovated

buildings or rented hallsohallshailshalishallio at times the only halls available
were used on saturday nights as places of drinking and

parties of such a nature as to leave an odor foreign to the
spirit of worship so important to latter day saints in
1962 it was reported that the church owned four renovated

buildings in switzerland used for places of worship these
were in winterthurhinterthurWinter schaffhausenthur thun and st gallen 1

mission headquarters were likewise located in a renovated

house located at leimenstrasse 49 in basel this had served

as the mission home since 1916 this location had been

adequate since most missionaries traveled to switzerland by

train from le havre france the place of embarkation of the
ships bringing the elders from america beginning in 1959

missionaries began to fly from zion to switzerland and

since the swiss international airport was in zurich church

leaders decided to move mission headquarters to that cityocitycilyo

property was purchased at pilatusstrassePilatus instrasse april of 1962

where a new building for mission headquarters was dedicated

four years later by elder ezra taft bensonbensoho

swiss mission manuscript history march 30 1962
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PLATE VII

LDS MISSION HOMES IN switzerland

17

mission home from 1916 to 1962 located at
leimanstrasseLeiman 49strasse basel switzerland

mission home since
1962 located at
pilatusstrassePilatus 11strasse
zurich switzerland
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THE CHURCH BUILDING PROGRAM

because of the large number of converts to mormonism

in the mid twentieth century lattery day saint church

leaders were challenged to find a new means of providing

places of worship for the new membersmember so to accomplish this
need the church developed what became known as the build-
ing missionary2Missionary program2 members of the church were called
by church authorities to volunteer an extended period of time

to aid in the construction of latter day saint chapels

these missionaries would be housed and fed by members

where the construction project was underway

skilled supervisors mostly from the united states
accepted calls as building missionaries because of their
devotion to the church these men often left established
businesses and homes in order to accept assignments
consisting largely of hard work in foreign countries

it was by this program that hundreds of latter day saint
chapels have been erected at low cost throughout the

world this program was first introduced to the swiss

saints in basel in february of 1961 and was first used in

the construction of the ebnatebbat kappel branch house beginning

in march of 196301963 4

A CHAPEL THAT FAITH BUILT

the erection of the ebnatebbat chapel was an example of

the swiss saints willingness to sacrifice to accomplish a

2allenballen and cowan po 117 bid p 119

swiss austrian mission manuscript history
february 1 196101961iggi

missionaryt6-2

3

p 31bid

4swiss
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task for seventeen years the members of this small branch

in the toggenburgroggenburgTogg valleyenburg had held their meetings in the

farmhouse of gottfried abderhaldenoabderhalden finally after acquiring

land and getting a building permit from an unwilling city
council who refused to attend ground breaking ceremonies

construction on the chapel began

although the approximately thirty six mormonscormons in the

ebnatebbat branch were already extremely poor in material things
they pledged their willingness to house feed and clothe the

twelve labor missionaries who were called to aid in the

construction of the chapelochapel to raise the extra money needed

for the project many of the saints took extra jobs

the branch president took an extra job starting a furnace
for a factory at four o9clock in the morning he also
started the fire on the building site so the workers
could have heat by the time they arrived at 8 oclock
he reported for his daily work and in another factory
he found a position as night watchman his wife and two
youngest children took over a paper route which took
them up and down the hills of ebnatebbat on foot delivering
papers and sister abderhalden took in washing and sew
ing and turned the money over to the branch building
fund 7

another dear sister went without fuel to heat her home in

the daytime so she could keep a church builder 7 other
members took care of yards for people who were on vacations

and did other odd jobsojobsdobso

ee5seeasee chapter III111lit
6virginiavirginiaavirginia baker this Is the church that faith

built the instructor july 1967 p 259

7 swiss mission manuscript history september 18
1965

5
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basel branch house dedicated in ilaymaylayI 1940

ebnatebbat branch house dedicated in june 1965
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all the time these people were feeding and caring for
church builders this small branch was able to contrib-ute 250 to 600 francs 45 to 110 each month to the
building fund so that the building would be free of debt
when completedocompletedcomplecompie tedo

As the building neared completion and the furnishings
came there was great joy among the sisters as they
washed the new dishes and silverware and carefully put
them away in the lovely modern kitchen which was much
better than they had in their own homesohomesholeso

when the ebnatebbat branch house was dedicated in 1965 this small

congregation of self sacrificing latter day saints had over-

come every obstacle and had paid every penny of its share

of the building 0 0 0 and had some money left over when

the building was completed an open house was held the
entire town council came ministers from the two largest
denominations came and took picturespicturescpicture children brought their
school friends 0 0 0 ill0-911g-il thus the faithaithfalthalth of these saints had

provided themselves with a beautiful place of worship and

had done much to overcome the anti mormon sentiment that had

hung in heavy clouds over the toggenburgroggenburgTogg valleyenburg for many

past decadesodecadesdec

THE

adeso

switzerland STAKE HOUSE

another building project which did much to improve the image

of the church in switzerland was the erection of the swiss

stake house in zurichozurich this building which was to house

the offices for the administration of stake affairs as well

as provide a place of worship for swiss saints was begun in

1960 with the purchase of propertypropertyoproper againtyo money was raised

bibid aker9bakermbaker p 259 ibid p 161 bid

f
francsbancs
8

9
which wa s

10

f

loibid p llibid
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by the sacrifice of the saints within the boundaries of the

swiss stake the building fund was added to by the brigham

young university folkdancersFolk whodancers contributed money from

their zurich performance to the erection of the stake house

the building missionaries also helped to construct this
buildingluil whichding was dedicated on may 5 1968 by elder ezra

taft benson president of the european mission

in the 1960s the mormon church bought property for
the erection of nine more chapelchapels so these sites are located

in albisriedenAlbis andrieden opfikon near zurich in baden wetzikon

solothumsolothurnSolo luzernthurnthum lausanne geneva and neuchatelNeuchatel in
1970 buildings were being erected by the solothurnSolo andthurn

luzern branches in german switzerland in french switzer
land a chapel was completed in lausanne in 1969 and plans

are ready for chapel construction in geneva and neuchatelNeu 4chatel

these latter three branches were under the jurisdiction of

the france switzerland mission headquarters for this
mission was moved from lyon france to geneva switzerland

in august of 196101961 at that time the mormon church purchased

two villas to be used as headquarters for the mission offices
and for living quarters for the mission president and his
assistantsoassistantsassist

12swississwiss

antSo

mission manuscript history may 6 1968

personal correspondence with president M elmer
christensen of the switzerland mission july 4 1970

personal correspondence with president J fielding
nelson of the france switzerland mission july 9 1970

12

13

14

13personal

14personal

13
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INTO OTHER NATIONS

in 1858 elder jabez woodard president of the swiss
italiangermanitalian missiongerman predicted that the work of god will
at length go from this land to other nations of the earth w-15

the fulfillment of this prediction began to take place in the

decade of the 1960s as missionary proselyting activities
spread into several of the nations surrounding the mediterra-
nean sea

groundwork for this expansion was laid generally by

members of the latter day saint church who were either
stationed in these areas as members of the united states
armed forces or otherwise were employed there this is how

the church became established in beirut lebanon when in
1961 lebanon was placed under the administrative jurisdic-
tion of the swiss missionomissionmissioneMiss inionolono 1962 the church established
a servicemensServic branchemens in beirut 6 mormon servicemen found

the lebanese very friendly and many showed a sincere

interest in the gospel after american armed forces person-

nel had laid a foundation by baptizing several lebanese and

creating an active branch there it was decided to send

missionaries into that area from switzerland thus on

february 24 1964 elders lee adams and james tolley
officially registered with the american embassy in beirut as

jabez woodard diary april 11 1858 located in
church historianhistorians off iceo

swiss mission manuscript history december 31
196201962

15

16

15jabez
office

16swiss
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missionaries in that areaoareaarcao 179-6171-117 for one year the elders
mainly worked among american military personnel living in

beirut while at the same time attempting to establish
friendships among the native lebanese 0

8 friendlyizingFriendly wasizing
abandoned in 1965 however when six missionaries began

active proselyting activitiesoactivities this proselyting took on

the form of house to house actingtradingtr in 1966 when mission

president rendell no mabey urged the elders to use this
method since the people in the middle east are easy to meet

and since many of them speak english and french 0 0

during the middle east arabisraeliarab conflictisraeli in june of

1967 the eight elders working in that part of the swiss

mission were evacuated to zurich where they spent the next

eight weeks in intensive study of the armenian and arabic
languages by october 1969 there were two branches in

beirutobeirutberruto both were functioning under the leadership of local

priesthood bearers with over two hundred active members of

the church in the cityocitycilyo 22 the message of the restoration
was making its way into other nations in this same manner

under the direction of the swiss mission presidents

branches for latter day saint military personnel have been

established in turkey greece rhodes crete cyprus iran

ibid february 24 1964

deseret news church news august 31 1968 p 8

swiss mission manuscript history march 13 1966

20ibido201bid june 8 1967 ibid july 22 1967

deseret newsgnewsnewig church news october 25 1969 p 5

18
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saudi arabia kuwait iraq jordan israelisraeli tunisia lybia
ethiopia and afghanistanoafghanistanAfghani 9-220-239-92stano the activity level of these
branches was reported to be high with proselyting being done

by local branch membersomembersmembertomem

FROM

berso

switzerland TO ITALY

it will be remembered that in 1850 apostle lorenzo
snow called elder thomas B ho stenhouse to go from italy
to geneva switzerland to carry the gospel message to that
nation active missionary work however was stopped in

italy by 1862 and it was not until 1965 that the mormon

missionaries returned to that nationonationnations this new proselyting

effort was done under the direction of the swiss mission

president who called the italianspeakingItalian missionariesspeaking who

had been laboring in italian switzerland to begin active
missionary work in several italian cities

groundwork for this move into italy began in the

early 1960s19600s when fabio caglibagli a mormon scholar of italian
descent was called to translate the book of mormon into

italianoitalian meanwhile president william so erekson of the

swiss mission was making plans to begin active proselyting

work among the italian swiss in the canton of

tessinotessin on may 15 1961 president erekson and president

dyer drove to bellinzona and lugano where they surveyed the

possibilities of missionary work in these areas 0
m-am-2

23 ibidoebido

swiss mission manuscript history may 15 196101961iggi
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they also considered at that time the possibilities of

reintroducingintroducingreice the gospel into italy and felteltfeiteit that the

italian area of switzerland would be a logical place for the
beginning of suchsucho 2 at the request of these brethren the

first presidency commences sending missionaries who

descended from early italian converts to the church 26 to

the swiss missionomissionmissioneMiss byionolono october of 1962 mr caglibagli had co-
mpleted the translation of the book of mormon the doctrine
and covenants the pearl of great price and the joseph smith

story 27

proof reading of the manuscripts was performed by mrsomrsarso
paola calvino of basel switzerland whose father was a
waldensialwaldensianWalden ministersial this scholarly linguist made many
helpful suggestions and translated some of the standard
tracts used in the uniform teaching plan the others
were done by roman bartoto a former swiss missionary
living in vicenzavicenzacVicen elderzaezac marcellus snow a descendant
of lorenzo snow and phillip cardon serving as italian
speaking missionaries in the south german mission also
rendered great service assisting with the proof
reading 28

the printing of the book of mormon and the tracts referred
to took place in march of 1964 there were 5000 copies of

the book of mormon printedoprintedprin printingtedo of the doctrine and

covenants and the pearl of great price followed in 1965

the use of the italian language tracts began in

march of 1963 when mission president john M russon set up

25 ibid
personal interview with john M russon august 10

1970

swiss mission manuscript history october 6 1962

28russon28 interviewRusson

f
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an italian speaking district in basel to teach the gospel to
some of the 700000 italian laborers in switzerland this
district was made up of elders who had previously learned
german who then were assigned to learnleam italian too this
district was expanded into bern zurich and stost gallengallon

herewhereAr thousands of italian laborers and their families
resided within a few months there were eight pairs of

elders proselyting among these peopleopeoplepeopled similar proselyting
was taking place in specially created italian districts in

stuttgart munchmunchen en and wolfsburg germany 29

active proselyting among the italianswissitalian beganswiss in
june of 1963 when four elders anthony camberlangcamberlangoCamb douglaserlang

condie james fischio and robert mascaro began laboring in

the city of lugano in the canton of tessintessino 30 in july four
more elders began laboring in lucarno and bellinzonaobellinzona work

progressed very slowly in these areas with only a few convert

baptisms in the next yearoyearbearo in august of 1964 president

russon met with all of the elders laboring in italian
switzerlandswitzerlandoSwit hezerlando reported that

it soon was apparent that things were not going too well
with the italian program in tessintessino there are only
three investigators totally among the four teams and it
is apparent that an immediate decision concerning the
program and the future of the tessin district needs to
be madeo

the decision was that efforts to establish the church in

russon interview
swiss mission manuscript history june 26 1963

ibido august 13 1964

31
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tessincessin should continue with the objective of moving from

there into italyoitalyitalio meanwhile president john russon of the
swiss mission and elder ezra tafttaf benson european mission
president were contacting people of influence in an attempt

to begin missionary work in italyoitalyitalio among those contacted
was mario bacchilegabacchiegaBacchi anega italian attorney who had been in
contact with the first presidency and had offered his
services in getting the church established in italyoitalyitalio 329-1321-132 on

november 23 24 1964 meetings were held with the italian
secretary of agriculture and interior the outcome of the

meeting was favorable for the sending of missionaries to

italy
it was indicated that there would be no problem that
our missionaries would be accepted by a simple
letter requesting permission for them to stay for six
months to a year in each of the areas where they were
called to workowork further that our church would be
permitted to own and sell property 33

the secretary of interior arranged a further meeting

with the director of non catholic religions in his department

president russon reported that
we had a very splendid visit with this gentleman

and his aids and he indicated to us that there was
religious freedom in italy there was no reason why our
church could not proselyte among the people there and
he then proceeded to tell us how we could get our
missionaries registered in the various areas 34

a0 1 0

thus the italian government cooperated fully and helped open

the way for mormon elders to again proselyte in that nation
mormon missionaries began work in italy on february 27

ibido april 30 196401964 ibido november 24 1964

russon interviewointerviewinterviews
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1965 under the direction of president john M russon of the
swiss missionmissiohoMissi permissiononooHo to make this move was given by

elder ezra taft ben son who directed that an italian zone be

organized for that purposeopurposepurposedpurpo twentyseo two missionaries were

sent into italy in areas where 0 0 0 a servicemansservic branchemans

or group or a nucleus of italian members35members313members were35313 active
president russon held an historic fast meeting in lugano
that memorable day with those missionaries at which the
blessings of the lord were invoked on this important
ventureoventureventuredven presidenttureo russon personally escorted the
missionaries over the border to italyoitalyitalio the initial
cities opened were brescia 9 como milan pordenonePor
torino

denone
verona and vicenza three months later add-

itional missionaries were sent to florence livorno and
varesevareseovaresco 36

these moves led to the official organization of the italian
mission on july 22 1966 under the direction of elder ezra

taft benson president john duns who had served as

servicemensServic coordinatoremens and district president in italy
under presidents erekson and russon became its first
president 37

the tessin district of switzerland remained under

the administrative jurisdiction of the swiss mission until
june of 1968 when it became a part of the italian mission

since this time two or three pairs of missionaries have

labored mainly in lugano with several attempts to move into

locarno and surrounding towns but with little success 38

by june of 1970 the branch in lugano was very strong and

swiss mission manuscript history february 27 1965

russon interview ibido
suettershelter38 toLetter dale zo kirby from president leavitt

christensen italy mission june 27 1970

benson

35swiss
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united and is growing slowly but surely several strong

families make up the base of the branch and there are several
youths leading an active youth program concerning the
general condition of missionary work in tessin president

leavitt christenchristensen sen of the italy mission reported that
there is no opposition or obstacle from the clergy or
press in fact many of the other churches and clubs are
quite respective and interested in learning more from a
cultural point of view several favorable news articles
have been published and the urchschurches address is published
daily in the church sectionosectionsectionssect ionolono

jurisdiction OF FRENCH switzerland
SINCE WORLD WAR II11

following world war II11 french switzerland was

placed under the leadership of the swiss austrian mission

during the next decade three and four branches functioned in

that area of switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit thesezerlando were at geneva lausanne

and neuchateloneuchatelNeuch atatelo times a branch was organized in la chaux

de fondsfondsofondao the combined membership of these branches was

approximately 330 saintsosaintssaintlo in 1957 the french switzerland

district was placed under the jurisdiction of the french

mission which directed church activities there until july of

1960 when the french east mission was organized in january

of 1961 4 french switzerland became an important part of

that mission with mission headquarters located in geneva

ibid
40 ibidoebido

french east mission manuscript history january 10
1961
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RECENT developments IN

since the organization of the frencheastfrench missioneast in
1961 p the swiss district has been the strongest area of the

missionmissiouomissio convert baptisms for the area hit an all time high

in 1962 when 121 people joined the mormon churchochurchcharcho since

that time conversions have dropped considerably with an

average of less than twenty convert baptisms per year 2

during this period there was an average of twenty mission-

aries laboring in the districtodistrictdistricts in may of 1970 there were

seven branches in french switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit theyzerlando were located in
geneva la chaux de fonds lausanne neuchatelNeu veveyveveyqbeveychatel and

yverdonerdonyversonYv total membership in these branches was 831 and

the branches were all manned completely by local membersomembersmembertomem 4943berso

these branches had the highest activity rates of any area

in the mission 44 according to france switzerland mission

president jo fielding nelsononelsonneisonnelsoni in speaking of the french

swiss president nelson went on to say thatthatt

the swiss are a conservative people and do not accept
the gospel easilyoeasily once they are converted however
they are generally more solid in the church than the
french people as a wholeowholewhoiewholer

he further reported that missionary success in switzerland

is coming more from working with the non swiss people

concerning persecution in french switzerland president

nelson reportersreportedsreport

nelson

eds

FRENCH switzerland

42
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there is no persecution to speak of of members or
missionariesomissionaries naturally being in the severe minority
the members are somewhat shunned by other people itis obvious that the catholic and protestant churches are
very strong in the area they have a mutual tolerance
and respect for each other but are intolerant of any
smaller groups including the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints 46

in spite of being greatly outnumbered by other religious
bodies mormonism in french switzerland continues firm on

the foundation laid there by thomas B ho stenhouse who

introduced the message of restoration into switzerland
beginning with the french swiss in genevaogenevagenerao

conditions WITHIN THE SWISS STAKE

during the first decade after the organization of

the swiss stake there was very little growth in the number

of members in the stake when the stake was organized in

october of 1961 there were 1900 members in the fourteen
wards and branches that made up the stake by 1968 there
were 2426 members in the stake 47 this apparent growth

however came not only by convert baptisms but by the

addition of three branches to the stake this addition took

place in april of 1966 when chur ebnatebbat and wadenswil were

placed under the jurisdiction of the swiss stake 48 this
lack of growth within the swiss stake led swiss mission

ibido

swiss stake quarterly report may 5 1968

letter to dale Z kirby from guido muller of swiss
stake high council august 3 1969
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president rendell no mabey to conclude that the people of

switzerland have it so good it is difficult for them to be

humble and close to god since switzerland enjoys the
highest standard of living in all of europe 9-0490-049 guido

muller member of the high council of the stake said
concerning stake growthygrowthsgrowthi

As far as growth in numbers of members very littleprogress is being madeomade there are very few baptisms
I1 would rather believe that the number of members is
decreasing because many members desire to leave the
churchchurche I1 believe there are two reasons for this
they aresareg things are simply going too well for the
swiss people and they dont want to hear anything
about the gospelgospelogospels theythegthem have the feeling things will
go ahead without godogod 0

concerning the second reason why growth in the swiss

stake is slow elder muller went on to say

a0 0 several years ago the missionaries wanted to
baptize as many members just as fast as possible As
a result many were baptized who were inwardly completely
unpreparedounpreparedunprepare theredo were a number of these in our branch
what has happened to them many became inactive
immediately after baptism others have joined other
sects and therefore want to be relieved of membership
in the church of jesus christ sl51

in summarizing the overall condition of the swiss stake the
high councilman continuedcontinue

in spite of these problems one may not correctly say
that the church is retrogressingretrogress or even at a standstill
in switzerland because those members who have remained
true and active have gained much strength because there
is now more unity and they have to assume more responsiresponse
bilityobilitybilitzoability outwardly there are some evidences of progress
but the true progress can only be seen in the heart of
the individual memberomembermemberg 52

swiss mission manuscript history september 28 1966
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thusrhus in the first decade of the swiss stake it generally

fulfilled its purposesopurposespurpo paulseso the apostle of the new testa-
ments

testa-
ment in speaking of the organization of the church saidsaidisaldisaidtsald

and he gave some apostles and some prophets and some
evangelists and some pastors and teachers for the
perfecting of the saints for the work of the ministry
for the edifying of the body of christchristi till we all come
to the unity of the faith and of the knowledge of the
son of god 0 0 0 0

the swiss stake did much toward accomplishing these things

in the lives of the faithful latter day saints in switzer
lando

THE SWISS MISSION IN THE 1960s19601s

activities and growth in the swiss mission in the
1960 generally followed the trend of other missions in
europe after an acceleration in the number of convert

baptisms in the early 1960s1960st this phase of mission activity
greatly decreased within the mission the yearly average of

convert baptisms in switzerland was less than that fifty
from 1965 to 1969 while missionaries numbered about seventy

five during these yearsyearse in july 1970 there were nine

branches of the church under the jurisdiction of the

switzerland mission these were located in bern biel
elurgdorfburgdorfpburgdorff interlakenInter luzernluzemlaken olten solothurnSolo thunthurn and

zollikofenozollikofenzollikofer 54 the majority of these branches were under the

leadership of local membersomembersmembertomem persecutionberso of missionaries

ephesians 4811 13013

letter54letter54 to dale zo kirby from M elmer christensen
president of the swiss mission july 4 1970
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and members generally stopped in switzerland in recent times
some members develop problems of discrimination and

ostracism in employment and social status this is not

widespread or seriousoseriousserioserlo 55uso in the canton of bern miriam

abbuhl a young school teacher lost her position because

of not belonging to the recognized churches of the land 56

concerning the overall condition of the church of

jesus christ of latter day saints in the swiss mission

president M elmer christensen in july of 1970 reportedreportedireport

within

edtedi

the swiss mission there are some fairly strong
wards and branches there are several branchesbranc howeverhesshesp
which lack sufficient priesthood leadership to carry out
the church program as it is contemplated the absence
of young people is generally conspicuous increase in
membership through conversions is low and inactivity is
prevalent due to inadequate home teaching relief
society visiting and general followupfollow theup hurchchurch
activity is limited and remains quite static

thus in modern times the message of the restoration
continued to affect the lives of thousands of individuals in

switzerland efforts were continued by mormon church

members and missionaries alike to offer to the swiss the

opportunity of partaking of the restored gospel new

efforts were made to teach the italianswissitalian andswiss through the

work of the mission presidents the doors were opened for the

re establishment of mormon missionary proselyting activities
in italy and lebanonlebanoneLeb theseanone same men also helped establish

55 ibid
swiss mission manuscript history january 15 1961
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branches in more than twenty other nations during the

1960 the latter day saint church did much to provide better
places of worship and learning for the swiss saints these
are all indications of the slow but certain growth of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints in switzerland

1960s
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CHAPTER X

retrospect AND PROSPECT

FORCES determining CHURCH GROWTH
IN switzerland

after extensive research and the writing of the

history of the church of jesus christ of saints
in switzerland the writer can look back in retrospect and

certainiscertainascertainascertainis the forces and issues that have molded the history
of mormonism in that countrycountryocoun firsttryo from the standpoint of

latter day saint doctrine it is apparent that the history
ofcofcif switzerland prior to 1850 was a period of preparation

for the introduction of the message of restoration into
switzerland by thomas bo ho stenhouse in 1850 joseph smith

i

revered by latter day saints as a prophet of god taught

concerning the nations of the world that god puts up one

and sets down another 0 0 and made instruments of kings

unknown to themselves to fulfill his prophecies tl
in the case of switzerland the prophecy to be fulfilled was

given by the lord himself who during his palestine ministry

said and this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in

all the world for a witness unto all nations and then shall

DHC V 63
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the end comeocomecameo 21-12 swiss history prior to 1850 shows a long

series of conflicts and battles political and religious in
naturenaturelnatures that finally culminated in the forming of the

federal constitution of switzerland in 1848 this document

provided for freedom of religion and paved the way for the

subsequent introduction of mormonism into that nation two

years laterolater
A forerunner to the 1848 constitution and to the

beginning of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
in switzerland was the protestant reformation john taylor
third president of the church taught that the reformers

luther melanchton knox zwingli and calvin did not bring

back the pure gospel of christ but that their work was done

under the influence of the spirit of the living god 3

this statement along with a study of the pre 1850 history of

switzerland led the author to conclude that divine concern

for the eternal destiny of the swiss opened the way for the

restored gospel of jesus christ to be introduced into that
nation in 185001850

this study also led the author to conclude that the

swiss nation as a whole never accepted the church of jesus

christ of latter day saints and its declared objective of

offering the way of salvation to all mankind evidence of

this conclusion was the fact that public officialsofficial clergy

matthew 241424814

3ajohn3johnjohn taylor journal of discourses liverpool john
henry smith 1884 XXV 263

sO
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and laymen alike joined in attempts to oppress mormonism in
switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit mormonscormonszerlando generally have been looked upon as a

false sect founded by a false prophet whose doctrine of
plural marriage labeled him as an imposter and anti christ
the clergy controlled anti mormon press in switzerland so

labeled mormonism in the thousands of pamphlets and news-

paper articles that were printed over the years this
effort to oppress the mormon movement did much to thwart

latter day saint church growth in switzerland

church growth in switzerland was further stymied

because of the conservative nature of the swiss they being

essentially a reserved people a swiss national pride caused

them to be slow to accept things of foreign origin the

swiss are also a people who are tradition bound many times

the missionaries were told I1 am a catholic or protestant
my father was a catholic my grandfather was a catholic and

what was good enough for them is good enough for me

another hindrance to church growth in switzerland
was the emigration of the latter day saint converts to the

united states this movement had a detrimental effect on

the church in switzerland in several ways it took away

leaders from the branches and also greatly decreased the

number of faithful saints in switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit thiszerlando made it
impossible for the full gospel program to function in

switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit hencezerlando mission leaders have said that church

growth has been slow because there has been a

0 0 lack of members the investigators can see living
the gospel the branches are so scattered and small
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and sometimes weak that it is impossible for an investi-
gator to get the proper spectivespec concerningtive the
church 4

on the other hand the emigration of some 4700 swiss
mormonscormons to america has been one of switzerlandsSwitzer greatestlands
contributions to the latter day saint church these have

been devoted and faithful to the building of zion it is
impossible to calculate their spiritual and material co-
ntribution to the causeocausecaused they also made a substantial
contribution to the mormon effort of colonizing the great

basin having settled several townsitestown insites the rocky

mountain area midway a picturesque town in wasatch county

utah has continued to hold onto many swiss traditions with

its annual swiss days celebrationocelebrationcelebrations

after many years of persecution negative press
coverage and misrepresentation the image of the church of

jesus christ of latter day saints greatly improved in mid

twentieth century this improvement came through efforts on

the part of church leaders to reach civic leaders and the
press with the truth about mormonism to this end

pamphlets containing a picture history of the church were

presented to mayors city councilmen leading men in other

churches and other prominent people these men in high

places were invited to the dedication of mormon chapels in

switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit thezerlando erection and dedication of the swiss

temple gained a great deal of positive press coverage which

helped to break down some of the old prejudices the swiss

swiss mission manuscript history october 18 1967

inicspective

4swiss

tribution
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had against the church 0 besides having done much to aid the
mormon cause among those not of the latter day faith the
swiss temple has made a significant contribution to the

individual lives of thousands of latter day saints through-

out europeoeurope mo elmer christenchristensen sen president of the

switzerland mission in 1970 said concerning the templettemples

the swiss temple has materially strengthened the faith
and pride of members of the churchchurchocharcho non members of the
mormon church in all parts of the country have heard of
or have seen the temple and are favorably impressed by
its architecture and dignity frequent complimentary
comments are volunteeredovolunteeredvolunteer unquestionably it has had a
mellowing effect on the people in general and has won a
reserved respect for the church 5

on the occasion of the dedication of the swiss temple in
1955 mormon church president david 0 mckay praised the

swiss nation for its political neutrality and religious
freedom these two factors certainly played an important

role in the choice of switzerland for the site of the first
latter day saint temple in europe

political neutrality contributed much to the contri-
bution of the programs of the church in switzerland and

opened the way for the introduction of the gospel into other

nations from neutral switzerland because of this political
stand the activities of the church were able to continue

even during world wars I1 and II11 whereas the mormon movement

almost stopped in many other nations this study shows that
the mormon church can continue to grow even when war causes

personal correspondence with mo elmer christensen
july 4 1970

M

5personal M
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the economic and social aspects of lifelifilfe to be very adverse

during these times the gospel of jesus christ and the
programs of the church were of great comfort and assistance
to the latter day saints in europeoeurope the moral courage and

faith of such swiss stalwartsstal aswarts max zimmer and robert
simond did much to keep church activities on a high level
during the world wars in europeoeurope after the wars swiss

neutrality and the swiss saints did much to allay the
suffering of their fellow mormonscormons in other war torn cou-
ntries since world war 119lip swiss political neutrality has

allowed the presidents of the swiss mission to regulate the

affairs of the church in more than twenty other nations
from swiss mission headquarters in zurichozurich it was from

neutral switzerland that the mormon missionaries returned
with the restored gospel to italy and lebanonlebanonoLeba

an

nono

event in the history of the mormon church in

switzerland that showed a significant accomplishment was the
organization of the swiss stake in 1961 it was mormon

church policy at that time to organize a stake wherever

there was the available leadership and enough active church

members the area of northeast switzerland fulfilled these

requirements because of two factors first beginning at
the turn of the century swiss converts remained in switzer-
land at the encouragement of mormon church leaders this
allowed for new generations to be born into the church who

would learn mormon church administrative policiespoliciesepolic secondiesoieseleso

there was a great increase in the numbers of convert

e
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baptisms in mid twentieth century many of these converts
were people of education and talent who would carry

responsibility within the ecclesiastical organization of

the church

THE FUTURE OF MORMONISM IN switzerland

the future of mormonism in switzerland though

dependent upon many unknown factors is predicted to be

bright in 1970 the proselyting work of missionaries in

switzerland was under the jurisdiction of three missions

the german speaking area of switzerland was under the

administration of the switzerland mission with president
M elmer christensen leading the mission from headquarters

in zurich switzerland was under the jurisdiction of

the france switzerland mission led by president J fielding
nelson with headquarters in geneva the italian speaking

canton of tessin was under the leadership of the italy
mission president leavitt christensen concerning the

future of mormonism in german switzerlandSwitzer presidentlandslandr
M elmer christensen said

I1 would expect that converts to the church should
substantially increase within the next few years As
members seek to increase their circle of friends and
apply the present programs of the church resistance
is bound to decrease with a corresponding rise in the
interest on the part of non members it seems quite
apparent also that the catholic and protestant
churches are losing control of young people and the
strong support of the local government this tendency
should increase possibilities to appeal to more people
also 6

hetterlettergletter from M elmer christensen july 4 1970

french swi tzerlczerland
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concerning the future of the church in french
switzerlandSwitzer presidentlandylands nelson of the france switzerland
mission wrote

the future of the swiss district is very bright it is
almost certainly in this area that the first stake will
be formed in this mission although it will be several
years hence 0 the swiss district president mario
gugglariguggiariGugg haslari caught the vision of what must be done to
build a stakeostakestaked he has formed a high council and he and
his members in the high council are traveling a great
deal between the branches to strengthen them and to
train the priesthood officersoofficersoffi itcerso is thrilling to watch
the growth as the district president imbuesimbued others with
the vision he has caught of the future possibilities of
the church in his district 7

A bright future is also expected in the tessin
district of the italy mission according to mission president

leavitt christensenochristensenChristen heseno said

the growth of the lugano ticino area is dependent upon
the desire and dedication of the members and mission-
aries serving there there are no outside obstacles
ther than satansgatans usual tactics that block continual

growth of the church in that area there is a
strong base to build upon and the future looks bright
good leaders are growing in the area and one of the
priests will shortly leave for a mission

to these statements concerning the future of mormon-

ism in switzerland the prediction by the prophet joseph

smith in march of 1842 should be added he said
our missionaries are going forth to different nations
011 0 the standard of truth has been erected no
unhallowed hand can stop the work from progressing
persecutions may rage mobs may combine armies may
assemble calumny may defame but the truth of god will
go forth boldly nobly and independent till it has
penetrated every country and sounded in every ear till

hetterletter from jo fielding nelsonNelsoneison julynj 9 1970

ketterletterbletter from leavitt christensen june 27 1970

i s
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the purposes of god shall be accomplished and the great
jehovah shall say the work is done

here the prophet of the restoration predicted that
the programs of the church of jesus christ of latter day

saints will go forth until the lord shall call the work

completed no man knows the hour or the day when this
shall be but until then mormonismMonnon willism continue to be an

important part of the affairs of the human race in switzer
land

HC IV 54

9

9dhc
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iilijohn jo schaerer
john ho stocker
george co naegle
peter loutensock
henry bowman
louis B cardon
david L mcdonald
levi edgar young
hugh J cannon
serge fo ballif
thomas eo mckay
hyrum wo valentine
angus M cannon
serge fo ballif
frederick tadje
hugh jo cannon
frederick tadje
francis salznerselzner

year

1850 1854
185418561854
1856

1856
1857

185718611857
18611863

1861

186318641863
186418651864

1864

186518671865
1865

1867
1867
1868

1868 1870
18701872
1872 1874
187418761874
1876

1876
1877

1877 1879
18791881
188118821881
18821883

1882

18831683 18841864
18841888
188818901888
18901891

1890

18911894
1894
189418971894
1897

1897

18981900
1900 1901
1901 1902
1902 1904
19041905
19051909
190919121909
19121916

1912

191619201916
192019231920

1920

1923
1923
1925

1925 1928
19281931
1931 1935

name of mission

swiss
swiss italian
swiss italian
swiss italianswissitaliangermanswiss
swiss

italianitaliangermanitalian
german

swiss
german

italiangermanitalianswissitaliangermanswiss
german

swiss
italianitaliangermanitalian

german

swissgermanswiss
german

swiss
german
german

swiss german
swiss german
swiss german
swiss german
swissgermanswiss
swissgermanswiss

german

swiss
german
german

swissgermanswiss
swiss

german
german

swiss german
swiss german
swissgermanswiss
swiss

german
german

swissgermanswiss
swiss

german
german

swiss
swiss
swiss
swiss
swissgermanswiss
swissgermanswiss

german

swissgermanswiss
german

swissgermanswiss
german

swissgermanswiss
german

swissgermanswiss
german

swissgermanswiss
german

swi
german

s s german
swissgermanswiss
swissgermanswiss

german
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APPENDIX A

chronological LISTING OF THE presidents OF THE LDS
MISSIONS IN switzerland 1850 1970

name of president

thomas bo H stenhouse
daniel tyler
john L smith
jabez woodard
john L smith
paul A schettler
william wo riter
william P nebeker
joseph so hornehome
karl go maeser
edward schoenfeld
john huber
john U stucki
joseph so hornehome
henry flamm
serge L ballif
john adleradierpeter F goss
john Q cannon
fredrich schoenfeld
john uo sruckibrucki
theodor braendiibraendliBraendbraendle

B

1861 1863

W

S
G

1870 1872

swi s s
S

1879 1881

1882 1883

1884 1888
U

1890 1891
J 1891 1894
H

C

1898 1900
cardon

19011902

1904 1905
F 1905 1909

E
W 1912 1916

F

J swissgerman
1928 1931

swiss
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APPENDIX A continued

name of president year name of mission

philemon kelly 1935 1937
thomas eo mckay 193719401937
max

1940
zimmer pro temterntermtemm 1940 1946

scott taggart 194619491946
samuel

1949
eo bringhurst 1949 1952

william F perschon 195219561952
jesse

1956
R curtis 195619591956

william
1959

so erekson 1959 1962
john mo russon 1962 1965
rendell no mabey 1965 1968
mo elmer christensen 1968

swi ss german
swiss austrian
swiss
swiss austrian
swiss austrian
swiss austrian
swiss austrian
swiss
swiss
swiss
switzerland

french switzerland
edgar bo brosshardbroschardBros 191219141912shard
ernest

1914
co rossiter 1925 1928

peter ro christensen 192819301928
golden

1930
L woolf 1929 1933

daniel jo lang 1933 1936
octave fo ursenbach 1936 1938
joseph eo evans 1938 1939
milton leroy christensen 1957 1959
edgar bernard brosshardbroschardBros 1959shard 1961
henry D moyle jr 1961 1964
ao james martin 1964 1968
jo fielding nelson 1968

french
french
french
french
french
french
french
french
french
french east
french east
france switzerland

italian switzerland

leavitt christensen 1968 italy

swiss
E

E

S
M

N
M

B
C

R

J
F
E

A
J france swi tzerlczerl and
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APPENDIX B

NUMBERNUNBER OF LATTERDAY SAINT EMIGRANTS FROM switzerland
1853 1960

year

1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888

number

15
19
44

none
55

158
88

105
47

103
17
59

1

43
68
73
69
71

110
107
48
83

113
110
109

27
50

119
123
133

53
68
40
42

year

1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924

number

83
73
76
46
51
30
17
32
25
31
73
68
92
53
81
66
93

132
none
none
none
none

13
22
47
50
20

none
a8
5

NR
28
34

3
47
15

year

1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

number

45
41
25
67
27
23
38

2
none

9
3

none
1

none
1

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
42
67
63
73
54
37
55

6
a8

19
62
34
51
34

no report
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APPENDIX C

dedicatory PRAYER OF THE SWISS TEMPLE

BY PRESIDENT DAVID 0 mckay1mckaye

0 god our eternal father
on this sacred occasionoccasionyoccasionsocca thesionyslony completion and dedi-

cation of the first temple to be erected by the church in
europe we give our hearts and liftlif our voices to thee in
praise and gratitudeogratitude help us to free our minds from idle
thoughts and our souls from selfish and envious feelings
that in sincerity and truth we may assemble as one in
singleness of purpose in love of thee of one another and
of all sincere people in the world

we are grateful that in the spring of 1820 on the
american continent thou and thy son jesus christ didst
appear to the young man joseph smith that thou didst
introduce the saviour of mankind by saying this is my
beloved son hear him joseph smith 217o2170 we are
grateful that under thy guidance and inspiration the church
of jesus christ was organized in completeness with apostles
prophets pastors teachers evangelists etc for the
perfecting of the saints for the work of the ministry for

the edifying of the body of christchrists

till we all come in the unity of the faith and of
the knowledge of the son of god unto a perfect man unto
the measure of the stature of the fulnessfalness of christ

eph 4121341213o41213-0

such is the divine message in these latter days to
all thy children living and dead

through hearing thy son and by obedience to his
word we come to thee and to know thee and jesus christ
whom thou has sent is eternal life see john 173.173

we are grateful that following the glorious revela-
tion of thee and thy beloved son thou didst in the

he improvement era LVIII november 1955 798
847 848 849

197
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dispensation restore by heavenly messengers the aaronic and
the melchizedek priesthoodsPriest andhoods subsequently all the keys
of the priesthood ever held by thy prophets from the days of
adam through abraham and moses to malachi who held the
power to turn the heart of the fathers to the children and
the heart of the children to their fathers malmalemalomaio 46 down
to the latest generation

all these rights powers 9 and privileges were
restored and delivered authoritatively in this the greatest
dispensation of all time

we are grateful for the constitution of the united
states of america which permitted the church of jesus christ
to be established through heavenly messengers and which
grants to every man the right to worship god according to
the dictates of his own conscience

we are grateful for the freedom loving government of
switzerland which through the centuries has held inviolate
mans free agency and his inalienable right to worship thee
without dictation from any man or group of men whomsoever

we are grateful that in the completeness of the
organization of the church every member has an opportunity
to serve his fellow men having in mind the divine saying
inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these

my brethren ye have done it unto me matt 2540o2540025402520025240
we express gratitude to thee for the leaders of thy

church from the prophet joseph smith down through the years
to the present general authorities the first presidency
the council of the twelve apostles 9 the assistants to the
twelve the patriarch to the church the first council of
the seventy the presiding bishopric

continue to reveal to the first presidency thy mind
and will as it pertains to the growth and advancement of thy
work among the children of men

with humility and deep gratitude we acknowledge thy
nearness thy divine guidance and inspiration make even
moreinorelnore susceptible our spiritual response to thee

bless the presidenciespresiden ofcies stakes high councils
presidenciespresiden ofcies missions bishopricsbishoprickbish ofoprics wards presidenciespresiden
of

cies
branches and of quorumsqu superintendenciessuperinorums andtendencies presi

lenciesdenciesdennieslen ofciescles auxiliaries throughout the world make them
keenly aware of the fact that they are trusted leaders and
that they are to treasure that trust as they treasure their
lives

we are grateful that the members of the church
recognize that the payment of tithes and offerings bring
blessings make possible the proclamation of the gospel to

mai

ien
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the ends of the world and contributes to the carrying out
of thy purposes through the building of chapels tabernacles
and eventually temples wherever churches are organized in
all lands and climesoclimesclimeson

0 father we sense that the crying need of the world
today is acceptance of jesus christ and his gospel to
counteract false teachings that now disturb the peace of
honest men and women and which undermine the faith of
millions whose belief in thee has been faltering and
unstable because they have not yet had presented to them
the eternal plan of salvation

guide us 0 god in our efforts to hasten the day
when humanity will renounce contention and strife when

nation shall not lift up sword against nation
neither shall they learn war any moreomore isa 24.24

to this end bless the leaders of nations that their
hearts may be cleared of prejudices suspicion and avarice
and filled with a desire for peace and righteousness

As one means of uniting thy children in the bonds of
peace and love this temple and other holy houses of the
lord are erected in thy name

help thy people to realize that only by obedience to
the gospel may loved ones who died without baptism be
permitted the glorious privilege of entrance into the
kingdom of god increase our desire 0 father to put forth
even greater effort towards the consummation of thy purpose
to bring to pass the immortality and eternal life of all thy
children this edifice is one more means to aid in bringing
about this divine consummation

to this end by the authority of the holy melchizedek
priesthood we dedicate the swiss temple of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints and consecrate it for the
purpose for which it has been erected

we dedicate to thee our heavenly father the ground
the building from foundation to turret and everything
pertaining thereto including all fixtures and furnishings
and pray thee to accept it in completeness sanctify it and
keep it in thy providence until all for which it has been
designed shall have been accomplished

enable those who will be appointed custodians to
protect it in purity that no unclean person or thing shall
ever enter herein thou hast said that thy spirit will not
dwell in unclean tabernacles neither will it dwell in a
house where unwholesome or selfish thoughts abide therefore
may all who enter this holy temple come with clean hands and
pure hearts that the holy spirit may ever be present to
inspire to comfort and to bless

to
1

1

24
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may this building ever be held sacred that all who
enter may feel a peaceful and hallowed influence and may
those who pass the grounds whether members or non members
of the church feel a hallowed influence and substitute for
a doubt or possible sneer in their minds a prayer in their
hearts

now 0 god our heavenly eternal father the faith-
ful membership of thy church through love for thee and thy
children have erected to thee by tithes and offerings this
holy house in which shall be performed ordinances and
ceremonies pertaining to the happiness and salvation of thy
children living in mortality and in the spirit world

accept of our offering hallow it by thy holy spirit
and protect it from destructive elements and the bitterness
of ignorance and wickedness of bigoted hearts until its
divine purposes shall have been consummated and thine be
the glory honor and praise forever through jesus christ
our lord and saviour amen and amen
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APPENDIX E

historical highlights OF LDS CHURCH IN switzerland
185019701850

march

1970

20 1815

september 1848

october 1849

november 24 1850

december 1 1850

february 1851

march 1851

may 1851

september 18511651

may 1852

february 1853

the congress of vienna granted political
neutrality to switzerland

the federal constitution of switzerland
provided the swiss with freedom of
religion
brigham young called apostle lorenzo
snow and elder joseph toronto to open
a latter day saint mission in italyoitalyitalio
lorenzo snow ordained thomas B H sten-
house to the office of a high priest and
set him apart as the first president of
the swiss mission

T B ho stenhouse began proselyting
activities in geneva switzerland
apostle lorenzo snow dedicated switzer-
land for the preaching of the gospel

first convert baptisms into the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints
took place in geneva switzerland

first anti mormon meeting held in geneva
switzerland
proselyting activities began in lausanne
canton vaud switzerland

first latter day saint branches organized
in geneva and lausanne switzerland
publication of le reflecteurReflect firsteur
latter day saint periodical in switzer-
land

202
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february 14 1853

july 1853

december 25 1853

february 22 1854

may 1854

october 1854

may 1855

february 1856

august 1856

january 1857

januaryTa 1858nuary

february 1861

july 1861

august 1861

elders to bo H stenhouse serge L
ballif and frederick roulet began
missionary work in german switzerland
at basel they oundfoundaund a german book of
mormon already thereotheretherdo
george mayer banished from basel for
preaching mormonism in that city
first general conference of the church
held in bern switzerland with 116 in
attendance

fifty one latter day saints emigrated
from switzerland to the united states
george mayer imprisoned eight days in
zurich for preaching the gospel

switzerland divided up into the zurich
basel and geneva conferences for
administrative convenience

publication of derper darstellermarstellerDar dersteller
heiligenheiligerHei derligen letztenletzter tagtage first german
periodical of the mormon church in
switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit

A

zerlando

mission wide reform movement was
instigated to strengthen the church in
switzerland excommunicationscommunicationsEx and
re baptisms were many in the next four
years

mormon missionaries driven from the
cantons of zurich and appenzellpenzellappenzelleAp by mobs

first converts to mormonism in bern
the capital city of switzerland
persecution of elders became so violent
in switzerland that travel by day was
unsafe

economic conditions of switzerland plus
anti LDS activities caused many latter
day saints to face starvation

first german hymn book
jabez woodardwoodardoodardowooderdwoodardaWo

published

aucabc

by

st mission headquarters moved to basel
switzerlandtzerlandtherland

T B

f

from

for

ju
swi tzerland

j-anuary

9.9
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march 1862

july 1862

february 1864

march 1864

april 1864

april 1867

october 1867

january 1869

march 1870

october 1875

may 1876

march 1882

june 1883

the voice of warning published in german

mission headquarters moved to zurich
switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit

mission

zerlando

headquarters moved to geneva

the federal council of switzerland
declared mormonism to be a christian
sect thus swiss mormonscormons were entitled
to the protection of swiss laws

baptism of romansch speaking man in
canton graubundenGrau thebunden only romansch
speaking convert on record

mission headquarters moved to st imler

cholera epidemic raged in canton zurich
mormon elder said it came because of the
persecution the zurich people had heaped
upon the latter day saints
derper stern published in zurich switzer-
land became the official latter day
saint church publication for all of
german speaking europe

elder fredrick schonfeld arrived in
zurich being the first elder to travel
by railroad from the salt lake valley
journey took nineteen and one half days
from salt lake city to zurich

the doctrine and covenants was trans-
lated into the german language and
published by henry eyring in bern
switzerland
an LDS publication A word of defense
declared obscene and the complete edition
confiscated by a district judge in canton
bernbemo later the supreme court of
switzerland reversed the decision

the pearl of great price translated and
published in the german language in bern
switzerland
emigration officials in new york hold
the ship nevada in quarantine to see if
the mormon emigrants were paupershaupers as had
been purported by the american consul in
basel emigrants were found wealthy
enough to enter the united states
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january 1885

november 1885

june 1886

july 1886

may 1891

october 1899

january 1902

august 1906

june 1908

august 1914

september 1914

june 1916

elders fredrick schonfeld and rudolph
hochstrasser tried in the district court
of zotingentingenZo and found guilty of teaching
the immoral doctrine of polygamyopolygamypolygam
seven relief societies and four sunday
schools organized in the branches in
switzerland

bern chief of police published a warning
in the bernerbemer anzeigerzeigerzelgeranzeAn telling of the
destitute condition 0 swiss mormonscormons in
utah and warning the swiss not to listen
to the missionaries
over three hundred petitions from swiss
latter day saints in utah are presented
to the president of the swiss confedera-
tion to allay the untruthstruthsun of the article
in the bern newspaperonewspapernewspaperynews

mission

papero

headquarters moved to bern
switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit

mormon

zerlando

church leaders began to discourage
emigration of the saints to america
members were encouraged to build up the
church in their own nation
mission headquarters moved to zurich
switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit

LDS

zerlando

church president joseph F smith
predicted that temples would one day dot
the land of switzerland
A case against mormon ism in chur was
heard by nine federal judges of the
federal court of switzerland who
declared that mormon missionaries could
preach the doctrines of the LDS church
without being subjected to police
arrestsarrestsoarres
missionaries

tSo

began evacuation of
switzerland due to world war io

local priesthood bearers placed in
leadership of all swiss branches of the
church 0

mission headquarters moved to leiman
strasse 49 in baselobaselbaseibacelo

schonfeldeid

iger
of

from

mormonism

yo
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august 1918

october 1919

january 1923

january 1926

january 1937

year 1938

september 1938

october 1939

november 1939

november 1939

may 1940

july 1945

march 1946

american missionaries begin to return to
switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit

george

zerlando

albert smith member of the
quorum of the twelve apostles and
european mission president visited
switzerland the first general authority
to visit that country in five years

auxiliaries of the church developed in
switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit thezerlando sunday school and MIA
showed new growthogrowthgrowthy unsereungere sontagsschule
printed for the sunday schools of the
mission

derper wegweiserWeg publishedwelserweiser for all of the
auxiliaries of the church in the swiss
missionomissionmissioneMiss

language

ionolono

training school for swiss
german mission set up in cologne
germany

max zimmer translated several important
latter day saint doctrinal books into
german

LDS missionaries evacuated from czecho-
slovakia to switzerland because of
developing war conditions in europe

the majority of the american mission-
aries in switzerland leave for home due
to war conditions in europe

elder max zimmer appointed as acting
mission president during world war II11

elder robert simond called to preside
over french switzerland during world
war II11

completion and dedication of basel
branch house

elder hugh B brown member of LDS
servicemansServic committeeemans visited swiss
branches

elder ezra taft benson arrived in
switzerland to begin a program of
assistance to latter day saints in
war torn europe
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october 1946

june 1952

november 1952

august 1953

march 1955

september 1955

september 8 1955

september 11 1955

september 1955

april 1956

july 1956

march 1957

july 1958

september 1960

january 1961

june 1961

missionaries begin to return to the
swiss nation to teach the gospel

president david 0 mckay arrived in
switzerland to choose a building site
for the swiss temple

building site for swiss temple purchased
by mission president samuel bringhurst
ground breaking ceremonies for the swiss
temple conducted by president david 0
mckay

LDS servicemensservic branchesemens in beirut
lebanon and aleppo syria assigned to
the swiss mission

the mormon tabernacle choir gave
concerts in zurich and bern concerts
were attended by overflowing crowds

president david 0 mckay celebrated his
eighty second birthday anniversary in
bern switzerland
president david 0 mckay dedicated the
swiss temple in zollikofenzollikofer switzerland
the first latter day saint temple to be
erected in europe

samuel E bringhurst appointed firstpresident of the swiss temple

thun branch chapel completed and
dedicated

chapel and bureau of information
completed on the temple grounds in
zollikofenzollikofer
walter trauffer set apart as second
president of the swiss temple

biel branch chapel completed

swiss austrian mission divided into
swiss and austrian missions

the frencheastfrench missioneast was created out
of french switzerland and eastern france
headquarters for the french east mission
established in geneva
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august 1961

october 1961

october 1961

october 1962

december 1962

march 1963

june 1963

february 1964

march 1964

april 1964

june 1964

november 1964

november 1964

february 1965

swiss master district organized in
northern switzerlandoswitzerlandSwit

swiss

zerlando

stake organized under the direction
of president henry D moyle with wilhelm
lauener as stake president the stake
included five wards and three branches
with 1900 members

zollikofenzollikofer branch chapel dedicated by
president henry D moyle

the book of mormon the doctrine and
covenants the pearl of great price and
the joseph smith story translated into
italian
mission headquarters moved to pilatus
strasse 11 in zurich switzerland
proselyting among italian workers in
switzerland began

proselyting among the italianswissitalian inswiss
tessin began

missionaries from the swiss mission
transferred to beirut to begin prose
lytinglating among the lebanese

printing of italian book of mormon

mission home in zurich dedicated by
elder ezra taft benson

biel branch chapel dedicated by
elder ezra taft benson

ebnatebbat kappel branch chapel completed
this was the first chapel built in
switzerland with the help of the church
building missionaries
presidents ezra tafttaf benson and john M

russon met with officials of the
italian department of interior where
the door is opened for the establishreestablishre
ment of the LDS church in italy
missionaries from swiss south german
and bavarian missions formed into the
italian zone of the swiss mission and
begin proselyting activities in italy

f

t
officials
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july 1965

april 1966

may 1968

june 1968

may 1969

october 1969

209

ebnatebbat kappel branch chapel dedicated

the LDS branches in chur wadenswil and
ebnatebbat added to the swiss stake

i

completion and dedication of swiss stake
center in zurich dedicatory prayer
offered by elder ezra taft benson

the italian speaking canton of tessin
placed under the jurisdiction of the
italian mission

lausanne branch house completed

charles grob set apart as third
president of the swiss temple
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namelynamelysnameiy the hope of zion by lutiusalutius
gratiano printed in basel switzerland in 1739 which may
be found in the university library in that city

I1 wonder if the editor of the local paper referred to
really intended to stand responsible for the plain assertion
that this wonderful prediction is to be found in the above
mentioned book or has he permitted himself to be imposed
upon by someone else personally I1 would be very much

210

APPENDIX F

A fraudulent PROPHECY EXPOSED

by elder rulsonaulson S wells of the first council of seventy

in its issue of august 16 1907 a local paper pub
lisheddished in a southern idaho settlement under the headline
what do you think of this quotes the following most

remarkable statement
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THIS

lutiusalutius gratiano writing in the hope of zion which was
printed in 1739 in basel city switzerland said

the old true gospel and the gifts thereof are lost
false doctrines prevail in every church and in all the lands
all we can do is to exhort the people to be just fear god
and shun evil and to pray pray

prayer and purity may cause an angel to visit a deep
distracted soul but I1 tell you that god in one hundred
years will again have spokenospoken he will restore the church
againagainoagaizo

I1 see a little people led by a prophet and faithful
elders they are persecuted burnt out and murdered but in
a valley that lies on the shore of a great lake they will
grow and make a beautiful henlick land have a temple of
magnificent splendor and also possess the old priesthood
with apostles prophets teachers and deacons from every
nation will the true believers be gathered by speedy messen-
gers and then will the god almighty speak to the disobe-
dient nation with thundersothunders0thundersthun anddersO lightnings destructions
such as was never heard of in history beforeobefore

the book which contains the above may be found in the
university library in basel city switzerland

As will be seen from the foregoing the writer has not
omitted to give his readers reference to the very source of
his information

0
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interested in learning who is really responsible for the
foregoing statement for if it be true it should be
verified and the name of gratiano should become a household
word as one of the prophets to whom the future was unfolded
with such clearness and detail as almost to rival the
wonderful vision of its interpretation but if on the
other hand it be untrue the perpetrator of this fraud
deserves severe reprimand for my part I1 am free to admit
that I1 regard it as a fake and a fraudraud about ten years
ago while visiting the swiss and german mission I1 came to
basel switzerland and having previously been shown a type-
written document almost if not exactly a copy of the article
quoted above I1 resolved to visit the library and if possi-
ble obtain the bookobook through the courtesy of herr romell
a local emigration agent with whom we had transacted
considerable business I1 succeeded in getting the book
zions hoffnung or the hope of zion by lutiusalutius gratiano
printed in the year 1739 jointly with elder peter louten-
sock then presiding in that mission I1 read it from start
to finish and much to my regret and disappointment I1
found in it no such prediction and nothing that even
resembled ito it was a book on piety written by a devout
christian at times it was almost prophetic but it contained
nothing that would justify the statement quoted above of the
document which had been shown to me

dr david lo10 mcdonald who in 1901 presided over the
swiss mission subsequently visited this library obtained
the book and read it and of course was equally unsuccess-
ful in finding the alleged predictionopredictionpredictionspredict

finding
iono

howeverohoweverhow aevero paragraph which to him seemed
prophetic and relating to the coming forth of this latter
day work he photographed the page containing it the
following is a reproduction of the photograph

written in german beginning at the tenth line I1
translate as follows

then before the end of the world will the gospel mani
fest itself so powerfully throughout the entire world that
the heavens and the earth shall confess that they must sooner
perish than the word of christ and with such almighty god
given power shall common unstudied people be endowed the
like of which people the world never would have used for such
a high work of reformation upon the face of the earth at the
beginning there will be but little appearance that anything
will be accomplished through them that even the enemy and
the revengeful dragon together with his bridebridetbrides the proud
world will actively ridicule them not less than the great
goliath did little david then shall many a reasoner think
oh these shall little hinder such almighty spirits of whom
each one is stronger than all the men on earth

this may well be regarded as prophetic although much
of it is found in the holy scriptures from which no doubt
the author gathered his information it is however on
that account none the less a prophecy the fulfillment of

f

it

L
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which we are witnessing in our own day in the development
of the lords wonderful work and now common unstudied
people have been endowed with such almighty god given
power or divine authority that thinking reasoning man
may well exclaim though the proud world may ridicule them
as the great goliath did the youthful david though it may
little think that the great work of reformation could be
accomplished by the labors of these humble elders whom the
world would never have chosen though they may persecute
them yet shall their effort avail little to hinder these
mighty ones sent forth and inspired of god from accomplish-
ing his mighty purposes however there is nothing in this
genuine quotation from zions hoffnung or for that matter
in any other passage of that book that would warrant the
statement referred to at the beginning of this article and
let us hope that it will not be used either at home or
abroad in the mission field in support of the great work of
the master there is enough of real prophecy without using
any that is hogus to convince the honest in heart of the
truth

one would think that editors of newspapers and maga
zines would verify such remarkable statements before permit-
ting them to be published improvement era vol XI
january 1908 no 3

im rovementvementmovementro
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